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by resistive dissipation. Some of the principal physics issues associated with
these concepts are addressed, including the assumptions and limitations of the
ideal MHDmodel, the magnitude and scaling of classical and anomalous transport
losses and of radiation losses”in hydrogen plasma during transit of plasma through
the nozzle, and the transport-related detachntentproblem of how the plasma leaves
the exit region of the nozzle. Moreover, a formalism is developed for treating
the steady, axisymmetric MHI-nozzle. Moreover, a formalism is developed for
treating the steady, axisymmetric MHDflow Gf ideal through the nozzle; and a
finite element code based upon the formalism is constructed with the capability
to adapt a body-fitted coordinate system to arbitrary nozzle shapes. This code
is validated by detailed comparison with experiment, and it provides benchmark
results to which the results of other codes can be compared. Finally, the
limitations of the present computational approach are pointed out, suggestions
for further work free of these limitations are made, and an attempt to acquire
and apply an independent 2-D MHDinitial-value code is described.

We conclude with the impression that the use of plasmas for space vehicle
propulsion is a natural and interesting application of plasmas that well deserves
further study.
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FORWARD

This &port iSm. account of_ undertaken to des+e tbe steady, axisymrnetric
flow of plasmas thrcqh s@@ nodes, w“th .atte+n directed to the use of magnetic fields
for guiding cirpropelling theplasmas. The primary emphasis is op dirnpiyconnected nozzles
containing strictly Iongitudin@ (J?7, 0, Bz) magnetic fields to ride the pkmq with
~ryky c%~”deration given to annular nozdes contidning strktly azimuthal (O,Be, O)
xnagnetic fields to propel the plasma The p~sibility and desirability “ofusing hot plasmas
fn a re@itive ,pu!sed mode is dis~sed, @d mo$ivatez our consideration of an extensive
,range of parameters. AIthaugh slightly ionized gaqes having low temperat~ (a *action
of an eV) and lovi rnkgnetic Rbynolds numbers often ~ the ob&cts of +alid and usefid
=earch (for -pie, in confection with MHD genemtors, with &fPD thrusters, and
with ~C beaters to provide pines of hot gas for expanding gss-dynan$c flow 6elds), we
have chosen to focus upon the ~ec-tive and efkient interaction of substantial plasmas ydth.,
guidh~or Wiving magnetic fields, Thus, we focus primarily on higldy ionized plasmas that
~ not dominated by resistive dissipa~ion. Some of the principal physics issues associated
with ‘these concepts are addressed, including the assumptions and limitations of the ideal
.MHII model, th~ magnitude “mxl scaling of classical and anomalous transport losses and
of radiation l~ses in hydrogen pksma during transit of plasma ‘through the nozzle; and
tile transport-related detachment problem of hbw the plasma leaves the exit region of the
nozzle. Moreover, a formalism is developed for treating the steady, axisymmetric MHD
flow of ideal plasma through the nozzlei and a finite element code based upon the formalism
is constructed with. the capability to adapt a body-fit.td cwrdinat.e system to arbitrary
nozzle shapes. Ttis code is validated by detailed” comparison with experiment, and it
provides benchmark Wults to which the results of other codes can be compared. Finally,
the kinlitations of the present computational approach are pointed out, suggestions for
further work free of these limitations are made, and an attempt to acquire and apply an
independent 2-D MHI) initial-value code is described.

We conclude with the impression that the use.of plasmsz for space vehicle propulsion
is a natural and interesting application of pbuzs that well deserves further study.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The thrust of a conventional rocket eng@e is obtained by allowing a gas under pressure
to be expelled through a nozzIe. By”operating at higher temperatures to gain more specific
imp”nlse qnd concomitantly a bi~er payload mass fraction, the propulsive gas ultimately
becorn& @rtially or fully ionized, and one is then Ied to corisider the fiow of plasma
through a nozzle (plruilnapropulsion). In such a scheme, the presence of a properly shaped
longitudinal magnetic gilide field can serve to confine the phsma pressure in the transverse
dir+ction, as well as to reduce the cross-field transport of charged particles and thermal
energy ‘to the surrounding walls. We shall refer to this configuration as a “meridional
nia@etic nozzle,’1 id this concept is the primary focus of this report. In another scheme
of interest, which is the basis of coaxial ,plasma guns and MPD thrusters, it is possible to
accelerate plasinm through the nozzle by primarily using internal magnetic forces derived
from transverse magnetic fields rather than using &rmal energy. We shall refer to the
latter scheme as the ‘azimuthal magnetic nozzle.w

In more detail, rocket missions may l% characterized (regardless of the mass of the.,
space vghicle) by the velocity increments of the veJiicle that are required to attain the
nec~ssary inisdon orbjts, or to transfer from one oibit to another. The rocket nlomeIItum
balance equation then shows that in order to reaiize a significant mass payload fraction, the
exhaust velocity qf the propulsive gas rdative to the vehicle, Vc, cannot be too much smaller
than the required vehicle velocity increments. On the other hand, the goal of efficient
exlgine performance (high thrust per unit power) dictates that the fuel exhaust velocity
not be unnecessarily large either. These two basic goals, high-mass-payload fraction and
efficient, utilization of engine power, tend” to define a desirable window of operation for
tlie exhaust vel~cities (sometimes characterized in terms of specific impulse). This, in

- turn, helps t.o determiue the relative merits of various proposed rocket fuels and associated
systems. Since the velocity increments for near-term solar system missions (near- Earth ancl
t.errest.rialplanet: missions) generally fall in the range of 0.5 t.o 1.(I x 106 cnl/s, (depending
partly upon the flexibility desired in the choice and tinting of transfer orbits) one is led to
consider temperatures of the fuel gas in the fraction of an eV to few-eV range (Hydrogen).
[An excellent systematic and detaikd account of the orbits and ve~ocit.y increments of
interest may he found in The Foundations of Astrodvnamics by Archie E. Roy; Macmillan,
NY (1965).] !l%mpeiatures in this range can correspond to a significant ionization fraction
and concoinit.autl y useful electrical conductivity of the propulsive gas, to the point where
tlie concepts of ma~letic force either guiding or propelling plasmas become of interest for
rocket propulsion. Finally, if the condition @ ~ 1 is invoked as defining the least magnetic
field strength for which significant magnetic confinement of plasma pressure is feasible
(where “#’ is the ratio of internal plastia pressure to external magnetic pressure), them
an additional relationship among the plasma paranieters is provided. This value of beta
proves to be relevant for azimuthal nozzles also (see Appendix D).

It is possible, in pririciple, to further improve the situation described above, with
regard to efficient fuel mass utilization and plasma-magnetic field interaction, by going to
a repetitive-pulsed-power approach that.employs very hot plasmas (hundreds of eV instead
of a few eV). This would have to be managed without greatly increasing the time-average
power consumption, by adjustment of the rep-rate and duty fraction, in order for the
scheme to be credible in the near term. A detailed comparison between the steady-burn

‘1
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and the repetitive-pulsed burn approaches is made in Appendix C. Ihom this point of
view, hot p)asrnas remain interesting candidates for vehicle propulsion, This mdivates m

to include temperatures in the 100 eV range, as well as in the 1 eV range, in the survey of
Chapter 1.

‘In contrast, chemically driven rocket exhausts are operating at their upper limits
tif capability for the needed range of velocity incrqueuts, just because of the relatively
pmdest mnciunt of euixgy per atoln available from chemical bonds. Consequently, such
conventional sfiemes sometimes attain the required velocity increments by stages, with
attendant mass penalties exacted on the payloads.

(It need not be ‘invariably the case that higher specific impulse (18P) iS desira~>le as
described above. The ,w.tu~ requirements wih depend jointly upon the scheduling details
of a part.i+r mission, and upon the el~@l~*m~s-pow=-ut.fltiation figure of merit. If, for
example} a ve~ high acceleration maneuver is called for during a transient phase of the
rilission, ”then a lower specific impulse will better serve the purpose during that phase of
the mission,, f& a given figure of merit of this kind. TINIS, if the figure of nlerit is taken to
have a value of N megawatts per tonne, thkn the instantaneous vehicle acceleration may
be expressed as

[1 ZOO[~l MEngineAcceleration ~ * N x —
Isp[s] MTotal ‘

where X,PS V=/g, where J~E~*~n,is the instantaneous mass of the engine utilized for this
phase of the plission (including fuel), and M~Ot.z is the total instantaneous mass of the
vehicle. Thus, the vehicle acceleration is maximized by means of a smail specific impulse
cs@ed with a high fuel mass 10SSrate.)

In this report., the plasma flow t$rough axisymmet.ric.magnetic nozzle configurations
is considered. Configurations containing either externally generated meridional magnetic
fields or azimuthal magnetic fields are discussed, but the former receives the primary
emphasis ili this report. A mixed configuration containing both types of tnagnetic fields
is also possible, with i~s owu advantages and disadvantages, but is not discussed in this
report.

No detailed consideration is given hereto the production or sustainment. of the heated
plasma in the reservoir that feeds the meridional nozzle inlet., nor of the optimal heating
mechanisms. Attention .is restricted to the problem of producing a description of the flow
of plasma through the nozzle. (But plasma heating in the azimuthal nozzle is considered
in Appen/ices D ~d E.)

in Chapter I, a scoping study is presented which describes conditions under which
the plasma nozzle flow can be appro~mately regarded as an ideal lnagnetolly&odynmllic
(hfHD) process. This point. of view is mot.ivatecl by the goal of effective and eficient
employment. of the guiding or driving magnetic fields acting upon substantial] plasmas.
The deviations from ideal MHD are associated with transport. and radiation losses for
whicil rough estimates are given; including the power loads on the walls of the nozzle.
This prepares t!le way for Chapter II, the purpose of which is to describe the dynamical
results of the ideal model (no transport. losses, no radiative losses, no resistivit.y, no Hall
effect in the plasma) in order to establish a perspective from which to view and measure
the effects of the non-ideal processes. The ideal MHD situation is of interest in itself
because it corresponds to parameter regimes in which the energetic of the flow are not at
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all dominated by loss processes, and the plasma medium is efficiently utilized.
Snnw inlporf.ant, results of the scoping stud-y may be stated briefly as t’ol]ows. A wide

choice of plasma parameters is laid out for st.ufiy,with ion number densities ranging from
1013 cm-3 to 10]9 cm-s, and plasma temperatures ranging horn 1 eV to 100 eV (with
occ.aaional comments for 1 keV). For tllese densities and temperatures, the magnetic field
is deteihdnecl by our choice of the ~ = 1 condition, so as to provide the least magnetic field
for which. transverse plasma confinement by magnetic pressure is sensible. A table is set
ilp, which provides the thermal p~sures, thrust piessttres, and thrust power densities for
all of these cases, and which proves useful for future reference. For this set of parameters, it
is then shown that the plasma mtiy reasonably be rtigarded as ftdly ionized. The validity of
the fluid-plasma model is then showp to rest upon the.s~cdlness of the Coulomb me&n-free
path A.and of the ion gyro-radius rcd in comparison with nozzle dimensions. A table of
values of A and rei is laid out for reference. A condition for neglecting the Hall effect in the
ideal MHD description of ax@mn~etric nozzle. fbw is then found to be that the ion gyro-
radius should “besmall compared to nozzle dimensions, f6r both types of nozzles. (However,
if there exists “a low-beta r~gion in the =imut.hal nozzle, the colidition for neglecting the
Hall effect is found to be the snmI1nessof the ion skin depth, c/~~i) compared to nozzle
dimensions.)

We then go cm to consider mass, heat,, and radiation losses from the plasma while
it is flowing through the nozzle, To the extent that they occur, such losses constitute
undesirable inefficiencies in the utilization of plasmas for vehicle propulsion. Such losses
also must be dealt with on board the vehicIe, by findiilg benign ways to utilize or t.odispose
of the power discarded by the plasma, ,including, if necessary, the protection of materials
from deterioration due to that power flux; Here, the “small” non-ideal terms must be
retained in the plasma model, inchdng the Hall and pressure terms in Ohm’s law. For
plasmas with temperatures near I elf’, we find that classical resistive diffusion (radial mass
transport.) results in unacceptably large mass-loss fractions when the plasma beta is of
order unity. However, we note that such losses can be reduced by working with much
smaller values of “bet a“ instead of/3= 1. (Therefore, further detailed studies at, low beta
for * 1 eV plasmas are recommended.) These observations apply both to the meridional
nozzle configuration for all degrees of magnetization of the electrons (wC~vs. ve~), and
t.o the qzimuthal nozzle when the electrons are un-rnagnetized (WC. < ~ei). However,
we note than when the electrons are. magnetized, a different mechanism of la{.eral mass
transport comes into play in the azimuthal nozzle wherein the Hall term rather than
resistive diffusion determines radial mass transport. Concomitantly, it is found that when
the dectrons are magnetized in the azimuthal nozzle, mass transport can be reduced t.o
small fractional losses by working under conditions in which the k gyro-radius. is small
compared to nozzle radial dimensions, in this case the radial space between the inner ald
ol~t.erelectrodes. (A table of electron and ion degrees of magnetization is provided for
reference.)

With reg.tid to radial heat transport, we find that thertnal convection associated with
classical resistive diffusion dominates classical heat conduction for plasmas near 1 cl’.
Again, ,the fractional. losses of thermal energy are unacceptably large for@= 1, but can be
reduced by working with low-beta plasmas. The wail heat. loads from 1 el’ plasmas (with
@ = 1) subject to classical &ulsport are not more than a few megawatts per square meter
(for a radius of one meter) in the range where the plaslna model is reliable (ion densities up
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to 1016 crra-3). However, at temperatures of 10 eV. and shove, chwsicsd transport. allows
radial tkmd fhxes of hnndreds to thousands of JkfW/rn2 for ion densities exm=ding
1017 cm-3. {The standard plasma model remidns reliable at much higher densities for
T’ ~ 10 eV.) ‘l%tis, although the fractiona] thermal losses from conduction or convection
are small. at the higher temperatures, the absolute energy fluxes to the wall will be large,
and may be cause for concern.

A possii?le source of non-classical transport that h= received much attention in plasma
physics is called Boiml diffusion. When the electrons are magnetized (w.. > ~ei)} a form
of electrostatic turbulence in non-equilibrium plasmas can be generated and produces an
anomalous collision rate for electrons Ieading to a non-classical diffusion process across
the ambient magnetic field. Surpris~~gly,for all cases studied we found that 130hm losses
dominated classical in only three significimt c~es, namely n = 101s, 1018 and “1017cm-3,
all for 2’ = 100 eV, producing thermal fluxes of 6.7, 21, and 67 341V/m2 respectively.
In all ckses, ‘the Bohm Reynolds numbers were much larger than unity, signifying small
fractional losses.

With regard to radiation losses, the natnre of the losses depends upon whether the
plasma is optic@ly thin or optically thick, In all but two of our standard cases (at 1 eV), the
p?asma.may be regardecl’as opt.icaJlythin. Moreover, bremsstrahlung rather than cyclotron
radiation proves to he the primary form of radiant, energy loss. We note that this form of
energy loss depends upon an integral over the plasma volume, and therefore is not. sensitive
to adjustments of tl~e phisma profile (for given bulk densities and temperatures). On the
other baud, the possibility is suggested for exerting edge control on optically thick plasmas.

For general diffuse profiles, it is found that the optically thin bremsst.rahlung wall
loading in a chamber of 1 meter radius exceeds the wall loading from classical transport
for temperatures eqtlal to or larger t~a,n 10 cl’ and densities equal to or larger than
1018 en-J-3. The bremsst.rahlung wall loading is also compet.it.ive with or larger than the
dominant. QoIM1 thermal fluxes for n 2 10*6 em-3 for 2’ = 100 et’. T%ese radiation wall
loads can exceed hundreds, or tens of thousands of megawat.t.sper square meter at the
‘higher densities considered here (n = 1017 – 10]s cm-3). However, it is jmport.ant. to
note that. the plasrua propulsion scheme itself become questionable at such high densities
because the fraction of initial thermal energy lost. to radiation by a given element of plasma
during its transit through the nozzle becomes large.

With regard to convective transport losses inducecl by nonlinear dynamical processes
occurring over macroscopic clist.antes, it was noted that there is as yet no generally
accepted, definitive model of turbulent plasma flow through magnetic nozzles in which
the plasma beta is of order unity and the magnetic Reynolds number is larger than
unity. This is in contrast to the situation in compressible fluid dynamics wherein a set of
sophisticated sen+empirical. models has been built up in conjunction with experhnts to
provide practical models of boundary-layer flow and nozzle flow. Although we are aware of
progress in this direction for plasmas of small magnetic Reynolds numbers and small beta
values (<< 1), we have chosai not. to consider this parameter regime, but instead to focus
upon significant Reynolds numbers and beta values that reflect the efficient interaction of
substantial (hot) plasmas with the guiding or driving magnetic fields.

Wit!lin this colit.ext, we noted that highly conducting plasmas are most. vulnerable
to those dynamical processes that avoid the bending of magnetic field iines. Examples
of such processes in the meridional magnetic nozzle are the Rayleigh-Taylor inst.abilit.y
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with wave vectors in the azimuth! direction, ancl the Kelvin-Hehnholtz instability, also
wit h wave vectors in the azimuthal dirw.t.ion. The former instn.bilit.ymm he driven })}: lmd
magnetic curvature in the nozzle entrance region, and the latter by the shear in the E x P
velocity field tl?at arises naturally in the plasma-wall sheath. (Note that the magnetized
sheath is”much thickti than the Debye length.) Neither of these instabilities relies for its
existence upon the presence of axial flow timougl] the meridional nozzle. In contrast, in
the azimuthal magnetic nozzle both of these instabilities can exist with wave vectors in
the axial dire~tion without bending the inagnetic field lines, and one would then expect
f~md~entsl interactions of these instabilities with the axial flow field. In this report,
our “detailed discussion. is limited to t.h=e convective transport processes in the meridional
magnetic nozzle. The influence of these processes on the operation of the azimuthal nozzle
configuration is a subject’ that is strongly recoiumended for future research.

A quasilinem mixing-length model is constructed so as to provide estimates of
%quival~mt” tisylymetric convective tr~sport arising from outward fluting of the outer
plaslya surface (since sharply bounded plasmas are subject to the most rapidly growing
Rayleigh-Taylor modes). Various estimates of the boundary layer thickness are made,
resulting in heat fluxes that are competitive with (or even stronger than) radiation wail
fluxes, at temperatures in the range of 10- – 100 eV and densities in the range of
~016 - –1018 ~mz-3,

The plasma-sheath inclnced I{elvill-Hellllllolt.z turbulence has been modeled in a recent.
2D full particle sinmlation by Theilhaber and Birdsall. The Kelvi]l-Hellllllolt.z vortices
apparently do not contribute directly to cross-field pkmna transport, but instead are seen
to cascade to short wavelengths which t&.inlatcly produce Bohm diflusion of electrons.
(’i’he ions must follow, by quasi-neutrality.) Taken a! face value, these simulations prediet.
transport that scales very similarly to the Rayleigh-Taylor induced transport described
above, but is about oke “order of magnitude smaller. However, we must remember that
the simulation parameters were rather unrealistic, and that stronger transport may yet
come out of a more realistic simulation of Kelvin-Hehnholtz turbulence in the magnetized
pla8ma sheath.

Tile manner in which plasma exits the nozzle appears to be a critical issue requiring
further study. For the meridional nozzle, plasma constrained to axisymmetric flow will
experience a resistive drag as it tries to axially detach itself from the radially diverging
magnetic field lines. ‘1’his drag will be transmitted’ to the vehicle through the magnetic
field coils. We call this the “detachment problwn.” Such an effect could be prevented if
the downstream electron temperature drop predicted by the simple model of isentropic
flow were sufficient to practically decouple the plasma from the magnetic field. However,
electron parallel thermal conduct.iofi would tend to counter the downstream ternperat.ure
drop, and it also constitutes an inetlkiency in the propulsive process. These two countera-
cting effects (inchlding “the possibility of electron-ion recombination) should be st.udiecl

.quant.itatively with an axisy!nmetric non-ideal MHD simulation. In the 100 eV range,
par~el thermal conduction was found to be a problem for all densities below 1017 cm-3,
and in the 10 eV range for all densities below 1015 cm- 3. It. is important to include this
effect when modeling the performance of the meridional nozzle configuration. Moreover,
non-axisymrnetric effects may be important. in determining how plasma exits the nozzle.
Flute instabilities (Raleigll-T’ayloi instabilities) may provide an additional channel by
which a resistive plasma czu escape axially from the radially diverging magnetic field
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and should ,be studied with a 3-D resistive MHD simulation. An approximate estimate
of the’ res;si.ive +ag of the fields on the phsnm for axiqymmetri c stearky flm\*is made
h] clmp. I. ‘i’he prdhniuary concision is that the resistive drag force is practically
always of the same order as the ide~ thrust (for magnetic Reynold’s numbers larger than
unity), and is ther#ore a critical issue that must he addressed”. If nozzle input conditions
could be arranged to “haveeit~, a field&e plasma core contained by an external layer of

: inagnetic field, or an internal plasmoid separated from the exterual magnetic guide field
by a magnetic separatrix, then the necessity to deal with the detachment problem can be
obviated.

In the qa~e of the azimuthal magnetic nozzle, a related inefficiency may occur in
the exit flow. 11the exiting plasma remains highly conducting, it may convect azimuthal
magnetic. field out into the exl]aust. This is also a cletacliment problem and it signifies
wasted magnetic energy (ultimately dissipated as heat in the exhaust plasma) that has
not contributed to momentum transfer. Again, the effect could be prevented either by a
sufficiently rapid downstream drop ill the electron’ temperature or by arranging to have
the magnetic fielcl becoirie very small near the exit.

In C%]apt:erJI, analytical and numerical procedures are developed for computing
ideal MHL) steady a@symnletric flows, for given input conditions at the reservoir-nozzle
transition. A code t? carry out such procedures has been developed by Marklin for
meridional nm.gnetic nozzles, and it performs a “direct method” search for the steady-
flow, in contrast. to an ‘initial-value” approach. The latter would presumably settle down
to the final state by means of simulated dissipative dynamical processes. The result of this
work can serve well as an independent check on limiting cases of more general simulations
(time-dependent, with azimuthal and meridional magnetic fields, with non-uniform input.
conditions, and with non-ideal MHD properties). Marklin’s code has been successfully
validated by a detailed comparison with’ experiments! observtdions on ordinary nozzle
flow. That comparison is presented, in Chapter 11, Also in Chapter II, the important
point is clearly demonstrated that in order to properly model the ideal MHD physics of
the meridional magnetic nozzle, it is essential to include the transition from the plasma
reservoir to the nozzle entrance.

The first half of our one-year contract. period (at a level of 0.8 man-years) was used
for performing work described in Chapter 1, aucl, as so far described, in Chapter II. The
second half was used as follows.

By numerically experimenting (in Chap. II) with a number of nozzle configurations
possessing varying degrees of magnetic-pressure-balance of difihse transverse plasma
pressure gradients, the conclusion was gradually arrived at. that the ‘direct solution”
met.,hod of steady magnetized flow probhms in general axisytnmetric geometry is
komputationally delicate. Although the method works well (as shown in C%ap. 11)
for uniform input conditions (inqdying wall-confu~ed plasma pressure), it. would need to
be carefully modified in order to handle the more general case of transverse magnetic
confinement of pl~nla pressure. The reasons for this are discussed in Chap. II. The
difficulty is that, in magnetized nozzle flow with magnetically confined plasma pressure,
the elliptic and ilyperbolic flow regions are configured in a complicated and non-standard
manner, due to the presence of three characteristic speeds instead of just. one. Finally, in
order to supplement the computations carried out for the case of wall-confined plasma with
magnetized flow, G’hap. II concludes with a semi-analytic treat.tnent.of nozzle flow with
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magnetically-confined plasma pressure using a sharp -boumhry model. A nozzle %tuffing
mmdil inn” thereby is tmcovered in which too much nmgnet,ic flux can Idock the steady flow
of pl~rna through the nozzle throat if the parameters are not properly chosen.

For the reasons just stated, employment of time-dependent (initial-value) simulations
was therefore deemed to be a superior computational approach to the steady flow solution}
as well as providing access to possible un-steady features of MHD nozzle flow. A brief
comparative discussion of such considerations is provided in Chapter III.

Consonant with these conclusions, we spent considerable time and efbrt to acquire
and become familiar with the use of a time-dependent, twe-dimensional, axi-symmetric,
non-ideql MHD simulation. ‘l’his simulation in&les dissipative plasma features such as
resistivity, viscosit~y, and thermal conduction, and also &ts provision for including the
Hall effect. It is most important to note that the configurations and boundary conditions
treatable by this code are not restricted, in prii~ciple, to straight cylindrical geometry, but.
instead can possess” arbitrary sxi-symmetric shapes. Moreover, the code can treat tkee
bot.uxlaries, which would be important “in the simulations of flows separated or confined
away from the. wall by nmgi~etic pressure. l’hns this particular code is highly relevant to
the realistic plasma propulsion problem. A brief description of the code and an example
of its ability to simulate plzisnmid propagation is ,provided by Glasser in Chapter IV.
However, neither sufficient time nor personnel were available within our allotted AFAL
contract to properly modify and systematically apply this simulation so as to study
systematically a variety of examples of non-ideal MHIJ nozzle flow. Our present opinion
is that t.l~isparticular simulation is no longer the best one to use, because it does not take
proper advantage of modern FORTRAN and Supercomputer capabilities, making the code
unnecessarily awkward to apply and tedious to modify. We believe that. it now would be
best. to write a new code tailored specifically for tile purposes. of MHD nozzle flow.

Finally, CUlap. V summarizes the contents of this report, compares the various loss
processes, and makes recommendations for further work.
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I. CONDITIONS FOR MAGNETIC NOZZLE FLOW AS AN IDEAL MHD
PROCESS, AND WALL LOADING FROM PLASMA LOSS PROCESSES

Introduction and Preliminary Parameter Survey

This chapter has the purpose of providing an overview of ‘the physics important. for
steady. plasma flow through magnetic nozzles. Two basic t.yp% of axisymmetric magnetic
configurations are discussed, those” containing onIy meridional magnetic fields and those
contsduing ouly azimuthal magnetic fields.

‘Plasma nozzle flows for a large range of sample plasma parameters are considered
here, with te+nperatures 2’ ranging tlom 1 eV (envisioned to be characteristic of steady-
state burns) t.o 100”eV (envisioned to be ,characterist.icof repetitive pulsed burns). (Each
pulse of hot pktanla is edsioned to achieve a state of steady flow during the pulse. Start-
up and termination transients are not co~~siilexedhere.) The magnetic field B and the
plasma” pressure P = 2nT (assuming equal electron tqld ion temperatures for simplicity
here) are assiuned to be coupled by the condition ~ = 1, where@ = 2nT/(B2/2po) ideally
represents the ratio of internal plasma pressure to external magnetic pressure. (Sonletime,
we sha~ simply employ a local beta.) The density .n is taken to range from 10]3crn-3
to 101* cm-3, except for an upper cut-off point (in the briefly considered 1 keV range)
determined joint.]y by the @ = 1 condition and a (somewhat arbitrary) practical upper
limit. of 30 ‘resla imposed on the magnetic field strength. The corresponding magnetic
pr~sure is al?out 5000 atmospheres, which the magnetic coils would have t.o support under
tension. These sorts of field strengths are at the upper limits of presently envisioned future
tokamak experiments in magnetic fusion energy devices.

In addition, parameter values t$at invalidate the flfll-plasma model are flagged, and
are diffeient for the meridional and azinmt.hal magnetic nozzles. Moreover, high densities
and low temperat&res are flagged for which basic, conventional plasma physics assumptions
are invalid. For all of these parameters, the quasineutralit y assumption, Ine —ni \<< n~
is valid because” the Debye length, AD = (*) 1/2, is short compared to dimensions of

interest, and the electron and ion plasma periods ~~e~i= (-)- li2, are short. compared
to times of interest.

For each set of parameters, a set of rekwant Reynolds numbers and time scales
is evaluated for hydrogen plasma, leading t.o e@imat.es of fractional energy losses, both
thermal and radiative, and corresponding estimates of power densities loading the walls of
the nozzle. In addition, the thrust pressure and thrust l>owerdensity are provided for each
case. In the absence of generally accepted definitive models for turbulent MHD boundary
layers, several provisiomd models, are utilized to estimate the thermal transport..

Finally, with regard to radiation losses over the range of parameters considmrd, it is
important to distinguish between optically t.hiu and optically thick plasmas. ‘I%e length
scale for which this distiliction is drawn in this report is taken (somewhat arbitrarily) as
10 cm.

In the following table, Table 1.1, we present the magnetic field strengths and
magnetic pressures for ~ = 1 plasmas, for a range of densities and temperatures assumed
to be present. in the throat, of the nozzle. Ap@oximat.e formulas are also presented (in the
quasi- ID approximation) for the Corresponding thrust pressure and thrust. power density,
both referred to the area of the throat of the nozzle for convenience. For thermal throat.
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TABLE[.1 Magnetic Fiilds ~ Pressuresfor “/3= 1“ Hydrogenplasmas

(J30in Tesla; PO+: ~hroat Pressure(thermal) in psi)

T[eV] 1 10 100 1000

n[crn-3J = 1(-)13

1014

1015

@6

-s)

1017

@3

@9

2.83 x 10-3(~e~/aJ

4.62 X 10-4~si]

8.94 X 10-3
4.62 X 10-3

2.83 x lo-z

4.62 X 10-2

8.94 X 10-2
4.62 X 10-~

~.83 x 10-1 x
4.62

8.94 X 10-1 x
46.2

3$3 x

8.94 X 10-3
4.62 X 10-3

2.83 X 10-2
4.62 x 10-z

8.94 X 10-2
4.62 X 10-1

2.83 )( 10-1

4.62

8.94 X 10-1
46.2

2.83
462

8.94
4,620

2.83 X 10-2 x
4.62 X 10-2

8.94 X 10-Z x
4.62 X 10-1

2.83 X 10-1
4.62

8.94 X 10-1
46.2

2.83
462

8.94
4,620

28.3
46,200”

8.94 X 10-2 x
4.62 X 10-1

2.83 X 10-1 x
4.62

8.94 X 10-1 x
46.2

2.83 x

462

8.94
4,620

28.3
&, 2(-JO

(89.4 Tesla)

Note: (See Appendix A)

a. Thrust f%eswre referred to area of throatis ~ = 3P0A.
b. Thrust Power Densi p [~]= 400x P.fpsi] x T~J2[eV]tv refcired to area of throat is ~

c. Cases marked “’x”’lie outside of the standard fluid-plasma model (&tA >> 1 is required, sse Table/.2;andx also flagsvalues of mean-f-path larger

than 102 cm; thus mean-free-path z 102 cm is imposed, see Table /.5)



pressures exceeding 10 psi, omi sees that tremendous instantaneous power de.~~sities are
involved. {Noi.e that ‘therms.] pressuren “m the m-de throat is distinct, from ‘t hrwt.
presstwen referred to the area of the throat.)

m This is fo~owed by Table 1.2, which presents values of ‘%A” for the same range of
densities m~d temperatures.. When &zA >> 1, conventional plasma theory can be used.
This is known as the “weakly coupled” plasma nmdel, wherein the average Coulombic
interaction energy of a particIe i5 small compared to its average (random) kinetic energy.
At high densities and low temperatures, this model breaks down and the plasma tends
to become “strongly conpled,n describable only by much more complicated and less
underst.o”ocl models. Such cases will not be considered here, and are marked with ~fx”
in the tables.

TABLE 1.2 Valuesof tnA (Ref. 2)

T[eV] 1 10 100 1000

71[C?7%-3]= 1013 8.45 11.9 14.95 17.25

1014 7.3 10.75 13.80 16.10

~(’jls 6.15 9.60 12.65 14.95

1016 5.00 8.45 11.50 i3.80

1017 3.85 x 7.30 10.35 12.65

1018 2.70 x 6.15 9.20 11.50

@9 1.55 x 5.00 8.05 10.35

T c 50 eV: l?nA = 23.4- 1.15logn+3.4510gT
T >50 eV : &A= 25.3- 1.15logn+2.3109T

A. Neglect of Char~e-Neutral Collisions. and Validity of tile Fluid Model
1. The Role of Char~e-Neutral Collisions. A partially ionized gas may, for

some purposes, be regarded” as fully ionized. To make this point, we shall examine
elastic scattering cross sections and colIision frequencies for electrons on neutral monatomic
hydrogen compared with those for electrons scattering from hydrogen ions. (Throughout.
this chapter, only hydrogen plasma is considered, both for simplicity ancl because larger
specific impulse is more easily achieved with the less massive ions. Also, temperatures in



the 1 eV to 103 eV range are considered, subject to the validity of the fluid-plasma model
IWm~llt.inned nlmve.)

Burke and Smit,hl calculate the scattering cross section of electrons on neutral
hydrogen atoins at energies between 1 and 20 eV. They find the cross section C.H ranges
ikom near 10-34 cm2 below 5EV down to’ Iiear 10- 1s cm2 above 10eV. The enhanced cross
section at lowek energies is associated with the “electron ~ulityn of H wherein the incident
electron is ternportily captured to produce a meta-stable H- ion. At. higher energies, the
scaf.tering cross section is essentially geometrical (including the effect of the wave function
of the” incident +ectron in additionto the “size” of the atom).

The momentum-transfer cross section for Coulomb scattering of electrons on hydrogen
ions can be simply c+culated from the ciywacteristic length rei = (e2/Z’) (in cgs units)
where T is the electron temperature in energy units. The distance of approach of the
electron to the H+ ion, rei, is where the representative electron with kinetic energy T begins
to feel the Coulomb p@ential of the H+ ions and thus begins to have its orbit altered: The
scattering cross section is then estimated as u={ = xr~#?n.A,“where the Coulomb logarithm,
&A, is appended to account for the cumulative effects of multiple small-angle scatt.erings.2
For situations of interest in this report, t%A sz 10, and the momentum-transfer cross section
for Coulomb scattering of electrons by H+ ions becomes

U.,[C~2] = 0.64 x ~.
(eV)

E’or temperatures not. greater than 10CV, we see that the cross-section for Coulomb
scattering dominates the cross-section for electron-neutral scattering.

Although this result is suggestive, it is really necessary to compare the collision
frequencies for these two kincls of scattering, rather than the cross-sections. This
comparison is esjxcialiy necessary for high temperature plasmas, the particles of which have
small Co~~lolYlbscat.terillgcross-sections. The t20ulomb collision frequency for momentum
transfer of electrons with ions can be estimated approximately as

VeiZ n.iU=i’l~=

where n.i is the ion density and t)eis the electron thermal velocity, ~e[cm./s] s 5.7x 107T(~’~,

using me S 1 x 10-27 gm for the electron mass. . (A more accurate expression for ~ei is
used later in this chapt.er.2) Thus

ve&l] = 3.6 X 10-5’’”$3)
(eV)

(To clarify our notation,
transfer rate, so that v~l

we emphasize that. u~; is here used to represent. a momentum
does ~ represent the electron-ion energy ecplipart.it.iontime.)

In order to estimate the electron-neutral collision frequency arising from elastic
scattering, and to compare it.witli the electron-ion momentum-transfer collision frequency,
we shall need to know the degree of ionization. Assuming that. the atomic rates are fast.
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enough to mdnkk a local equilibrium state at W@ point in tile flow field, we have from
Reif, C%apter 9.3-a

where~=~=~ is the degree of ionization refereed to the tota~ density nH + n~ = no,
n.n is the residual density of neutral monatomic hydrogen, T is the local temperature in
energy units, and co = 13.6eV is the ionization energy of hydrogen from its ground state.
.Also, h = h/2rr where h is Planck’s constant, and m. is the mass of an electron.

(If the atolmic tites are slow in comparison to fthetransit time of plazma through the
nozzle, it is better to think of this formula as describing the quasi-equilibrium reservoir
plasma. Then, this pre-nozzle ionization will tend to be maintained in the flow, and is
better described in the flow by”non-equilibrium models3-b.)

l’he above relation can be conveniently rewritten as

where f(T) = (~)3’2 e ‘eO/T. Thus, for a specified ion densitv and temperature, the.
ratio (ni /n.ff ) is known, and the equilibrium dqgree of ioniza.ticmin hydrogen folluws from
& = (n~/nH)/(1 + [ni./~~)). The degree of ioniza!.ion is given in Table 1.3 for a large range
of densities and temperatures. One sees that the plasma is practically fully ionized in most.
cases, except for those cases already ruled out as being beyoud the scope of the standard
plasma model.

The ratio of the electron-atom collision frequency to the electron-ion collision
frequency can be written as

This ratio is listed in Table 1.4, where we used nominal values, O,H = 10-14 cm2 at,
T = 1 ev, ~eH = it)- 15 cnt2 for T> 10. eV. One sees that the electron-atom collision
frequency is always negligible for all c--es within the scope of the model. Since, according
to Ref. (4), aifi is of the same order as a~~, SMI ~ii is of the same order as a~i, one
sees that. the ion-atom collision frequency is also negligible against the ion-ion collision
frequency.

We shall therefore neglect, ion-neutral and elec.t.roxl-llellt.rdcollisions in this report.
We nevertheless remark that as the temperature=in the plasma decreases near a nmteriul
surface, the degree of ionization drops exponentially ((2 is proportional to exp ( –Co/T ))
so that charge-neutral collisions ought to become prominent in edge layers. Impurity ions
released from the wall wi~ also conf.ribute to the Coulomb-collision rates of electrons and
hydrogen ions in edge,layers, but these processes are not considered in this report..

2. The Limitations of the Fluid ModeL Conf.inuing with our examination of
the conditions required for invoking convenient. idealizations of flowing plasmas, we now ask
when the fluid model of such a plasma is valid. Quite generally, fluid models are validated
by a “localizing effect.? the effect. of which is that a local group of particles retains its
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TABLE 1.3 The EquilibriumDegreeof Ionization
of HydrogenPlasma( ~i~n~ )

(ln the tables, ‘“n” represents the number density of ions.

T[eV] 1 10 100 1000

+?P] = 1013 0.997 1.000 1.000 1.000

@4
0.974 1.000 1.000 1.000

~(y5
0.788 1.000 1.000 1.000

1016 0.271 1.000 1.000 1.000

~o17 0.036 x 1.000 1.000 1.000

~o18
0.004 x 1.000 1.000 1.000

1019 0.0004X 0.9996 1.000 1.000

group identity during a dynamical time of interest, and is not. dispersed by random kinetic
motions of the individual particles ciuring this time. For an ordinary fluid composed of
particles having a collisional mean-free path A, undergoing a dynamical process having a
characteristic time scale $, where L is a characteristic macroscopic length amI V is a typical
macroscopic fluid velocity, one can easily show (invoking the diffusivit.y D = ~ti~h = J2V
where Vfh is the thermal velocity of the particles ancl u is the collision frequency of an
average particle) that tile dispersal t.in~e is long compared to $ provided that. * >> 1
(asstiming that 1~ is on t~e order of the thermal velocity of the particles). Accordingly, we
list values of the electron mean-free path, A = .~, in l’able 1,5 below (in Sec. 1.B ). The ion-

.-
rnean-free path will be about the same2 provided that the electron and ion temperatures
are close. (In this scoping chapter, we assume a single temperature for simplicity.) Cases in
which the UISW free path (along the meridional nwgnet.ic field) i=xo?eds102 cm ar- “fla~qecl,

because the fluid model of the plasma flow through the meridional magnetic nozzle t.hvn
becomes suspect, and should be replaced with a kinetic model. Only cases accessible to a
fluid treatment will be considered in this report.

With regard to the azimuthal magnetic nozzle, a large mean-free path along ~ is noi
particularly significant or detrinle@al for the fluid model of axisynunetric flow because B
is in the ignorable (azimuthal) direction. Instead, the localizing agent. relevant to (r, z )
fluid motions is the ion gyro-radius, rci. (The symbol rCi historically stands for “ion
cyclotron radius.” lt. is defined by Tei = vi/w=;, where vi is the ion thermal velocity and

13



TABLE 1.4 The equilibriumratio of electron-atomcollisionfrequencyto
electron-ioncollisionfrequencyfor hydrogenplasma.

(The electron-atomscatteringcross-sectionwasassigned
nominalvaluesa~~ = 10-14 cfn2 for T’= 1 eV,

&cH = 10-15 C?7L2 for ~ ~ 10 ev.)

T[eV] 1 10 100 1000

+#] = 10*3 - 4.2 X 10-5 6.4 X 10-11 6.0 X 10-11 1.7 X 10-10

1014 4.2 X 10-4 6.4 X 10-10 6.0 X 10-]0 1.7 X 10-9

~fJ15 4.2 X 10-3 6.4 X 10-9 6.0 X 10-9 1.7 X 10-s

1016 4.2 X 10-2 6.4 X 10-8 6.0 X 10-8 1.7 X 10-7

~ol?
4.2 X 10-lX 6.4 X 10-7 6.0 X 10-7 1.7 X 10-6

101s 4.2 x 6.4 X 10-8 6.0 X 10-e 1.7 X 10-5

~(319 4.2 X 10 x 6.4 X 10-5 6.0 X 10-5 1.7 X 10-4

wci = (e13/mic)c,, is the ion gyro-frequency in the magnetic field B.) Now, one can invoke
the ion collisions.1 diffusivity across the lyagnet.ic field, D = 7’~iV~~, where Uii is the ion-ion
Coulomb collision frequency. Then, repeating the same argument.as for the mean-fke.e-pat.h
case above, one finds that. the dispersal time for the minor cross-section of a ring-shaped
(annul=) @oup of ions to spread out in the (r, z) plane will be long compared to #

provided that (&)( ‘R) >> 1 (again assuming that V is on the order of or larger than

the thermal velocity of the ion particles). Thus, it is required, at least, that ~ >>1. (A
supporting condition is that there should be many ion gyro-periods lmtween cullisiom of
an average ion, w=i > vii.) Accordingly, we also list values of the hydrogen-ion ~vro-radius
in Table 1.5. R appears that. ~Ciis a comfortably small scale length in all but the lowest.
density cases. We emphasize that the marginally worrisome value, rC~S 5 cm, obtainecl
for n = 1013 cm.-3 in Table 1.5, is a cause for concern in fluid-plasma modeling of both
types of magnetic nozzles, meridional and azimuthal, if their transverse dimensions are not
much larger than 5 cm.

We also note that when A < rC;, the condition for validity of the fluid mocle] again
reverts to the condition that $ >> 1. Here, we note that. mean free path scattering for

14



TABLE 1.S Vaks of Mean-FreePath (A) in cm, and Ion-Gyro-Radius(rd) in cm,
far a @ = 1 HydrogenPlasma.

T[eV] 1 10 100 1000

+?7@] = 1013

~o14

1015

1016

1(317

1018

@9

A = 1.60X 10-l[cm]
r~ = 5.30[cm]

1.60 X 10-2
1.68

1.60 X 10-3
5.30 x 10-1

1.60 X 10-4
1.68 x 10-1

1.60 X 10-5 x
5.30 x 10-2

1.60 X 10-6 x
1.68 x 10-2

1.60 X 10-7 x
5.30 x 10-3

1.60 X 10
5.30

1.60
1.68

1.60 X 10-1
3.30 x 10-*

1.60 X 10-2
1.68 x 10-1

1.60 X 10-3
5.30 x 10-~

1.60 X 10-4
1.68 x 10-2

1.60 X 10-5
5.30 x 10-3

1.60 X 103 x
5.30

1.60 X 102 x
1.68

1.60 X 10
5.30 x 10-1

1.60
1.68 X 10-1

1.60 X 10-1
5.30 x 10-2

1.60 X 10-2
1.68 x 10-2

1.60 X 10-3
5.30 x 10-3

1.60 X 10s x
5.30

1.6 X 104 x
1.68

1.60 X 103 x
5.30 x 10-1

1.60 X 102 x
1.68 x 10-1

1.60 X 10
5.30 x 10-2

1.60
1.68 x 10-2

(89 Z’eafa)

Note:
T=

J. ~ [cm] x 1.6 )( @ + _ ~ [At high temperatures, ‘k” flags values of A larger than I meter.)

c. Ak!Gi~_
vii rc i

d. The large ion gyro-radius at T ==1 eV forn = 10t3 -1015 cm-3 is not physically significant because the ions a= m-magnetized at 1 eV.



A c rci occurs in all directions (especially across ~) and thus can affect, in principle,
tIw vnlidity of the flui~l model for both types of magnetic nozzles, Hmwm=r, ~al de 1,s

shows that whenever ~ < ?’C~does occtir, & length scale for J is, iu fact, C(JIIlkMblJ!y

small compared to envisioned nozzle dimensions. Therefore, the value of A is a concern
only when it is large and thereby affects the validity of fluid modeling of the meridional
magnetic nozzle.

Finally, we note that Appendix D addresses the notion that @ x 1 is a reasonable
relation to invoke for the” scoping study of azimuthal magnetic nozzles as well as
n~&iciional magnetie nozzles; and we mention that the limitations of the single-temperature
assumption for azimuthal nozzles are addressed in Appendix E in whkh the degree of
electron heating is estimated for these devices.

B. Neglect of the Hall Effect in Ideal MHD
The often-neglected Hall term in Ohm’s law is (in MKS units)

-57x ii
ne

Usually, one compares this to the 7 x ~ term in Ohms law,

&+vxl%&xz?+r$&v Pe

Here

V = fluid or plasma velocity

B = magnetic field strength

n = particle number density

J = current, density

E = electric field

P, = electron pressure

~ = resistivity of plasma

The fluid momentum equation is used to estimate ~ x ~. The transverse (cross-field)
compcment of conducting fluid momentum balance in axi-symmet.ric steady flow is

where P is the total pressure of electrons and ions, p = n.rni is the mass density, and
where; is a unit. vector in the relevant transverse or cross-fielcl direction. Tlms, ? is in the. .
radial-like direction for meridional magnetic. fields (J x B = JeB=? ) and + has components
in the radial and axial directions for azimuthal magnetic fields (~ x ~ = JrBe; – J: I?e; ).
Here, we are referring to cylindrical coordinates (r, 0, z), and unit. vectors + and ; in the
radiaI and axial directions respec~ively.
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If we ~surne that transonic flow is characteristic of the configuration, then both terms
on ~Iw the of tJw moment mn equation are comparable, and we estimate that.

where 44 is a characteristic cross-field dimegsion of the flow configuration (?L is the smaller
of the cylindrical radius and tJ~e radius of curvature of a representative streamline), and
vi is the ion thermal vehity, which is comparable to’ the sonic speed iu the plasma.” The
desired inequality for neglect of the Hall term,

together with the transonic estimate, V z W, then leads immediately to the condition

()1> +
~ca 1-

where wCi= (eZ3/rni)n41{S is the ion gyro-frecpwnc.y.
In other words, the above considerations lead to the condition that the representative

ion gyro-radius, r=~= (v;/wci), shouId be small compared to the characteristic cross-field
dimensions of the configuration, as a requirement that the Hall term should be ignorable
in a model that describes the ideal dynamical properties of the highly conducting fluid.
This argument. as given above is certainly reasonable for azi~mthal magnetic nozzles in
which the dominant flow is ‘across the magnetic field so that V x ~ is a dominant term.

However, in the case of plasma flow through meridional magnetic nozzles, the above
argument and conchwion must be re-6xantined and reconstructed, because the flow (which
is indeed transonic) is parallel to the magnetic field, J7x F s Oin ideal MUD (see Appendix

A) so that the basic desired inequality, ]~ x 8{ > - -& IJ x Ill, makes no sense in the
meridiomd case.

Thus, we reco~sider the meridional magnetic field configuration. Knowing that the
flow is parallel to B and is trarisonic in ideal MHD, we ask what is the effect of the Hall
t.en~ on the distortion of this flow. Iq thermally-drh~en flow which is practically parallel
to l?, there is no inconsistency in arranging to have all meridional magnetic ~eld lines held
at the same elkctric potential. In ‘fact, the electric field perpendicular to B must vanish
in ideal MHD with pttrely paralleI flow, because the field lines are immersed in a l@hly
conducting fluid. Assuming this t.o be the case with the Hal] effect present, the Ohm’s
law including the Hall term (but neglecting the resistive and diamagnetic terms) becomes
simply

71X3= 17X g
n.e

* The transonic characterof the flow for azimuthalmagnetic nozzles follows from Appendix D in whkh
it k argued that the km-beta value ought.to be near unity because of the manner in which the plasma is

created.
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whese th~ Hall-induced velocity increment, ~A, is in the azirnuthtd direction as dictated
by Jo x B.

Thus, if all meridional magnetic field lines are held at the same electric potential, the
main efi’=t of the H~l term is to ind~lce a sm~l rotational motion of the plasma. To see
how small this rotational motion really is, we re-write the above equation as

pi! = -&p q,

and use the transverse momentum equation as befdre to provide the estimate of 1~ x fil
given above, which is still valid. The outcome of this exercise is simply that

which implies that the rotational mot ion will be negligible in comparison with the transonic
(parallel) flow provided that the ion gyro-radius is stilall COUIP=ed to the transverse
dimensions of the nozzle.

rCi << (A

This is the same condition we found earlier for neglecting the Hall term, but now derived
in a manner t~at recognizes explicitly thatj iu the meridional case, the bmic plasma flow
is parallel to B. This small ion-gyr-radhs requirement will generally be satisfied in csum
of interest. (See Table 1.5.)

As a final remark on the. meridional configuration, we observe that (ne)-l(~ x ~),,
m estimated above, is on the same order M the electron diamagnetic term in Ohm’s
law, (ne) -1 VP=, for comparable ekctron and ion temperatures. Thtts, the condition for
neglecting the electron pressure gradient (diamagnetic tern) in Ohm’s law is essentially
the san;e as the condition required to neglect the Hail term, nanleiy, r<i << 4A. Inchlding
either of these terms h= the effect of producing only a slight azimuthal twist to the fluid
streamlines.

Finally, as a check and to illustrate a certain point., we reconsider the azimuthal
m.~e~ic field configuration. Here, the accelerated fio~ is ~rimarily axial due to the
(Jr x B@) force. In this c=e, a direct compm”scm of the IV x Bl term in Ohm’s law to the
often neglectd Hal] term can be made in a straight forward manner. Referring to the axial
cross-field component of the fluid momentum equation written dewy at-the beginning of
this section, and using convenient cgs units in this case, the rhs is ~(J x B)” +. Since, along

a streamline, 5 z ~, the inertial term on the flis can be estimated by (pV2/tz ) where
~z is a characteristic axial length of the ~imuthal magnetic nozzle. This teml sufficiently
represents the ehs of the axial mometitum equation since it will be comparable to the axial
pressure gradient term in transonic flow. (Since ~ * 1 (see Appendix D), transonic ancl
trans-Aifv&lic flows are essentially the same condition.) Since the flow is characteristically
trans-Alf+enic (see Appendix B), we can estimate as follows.
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Here, C: is the square of the Alf$en speed, given by

in cgs Unitsq In Ohm’s Iaw, the desired inequality for
tits) is

neglecting the Hall term (in cgs

I I
7X5.

Using the above estimate for $ l~x ~1, and the characteristic trans-Alf+enic flow velocity,
V - CA, the magnetic field -ceb out and the inequality is easily reduced to

& > -%
Wpi

where wPi = (4~e2/mi)1J2 is the ion plasma freqllency expressed in cgs format and c is
the speed of light. The above derivation is valid. as it stands if conditions in the azimuthal
magnetic nozzle happen to be ‘low beta,~ i.e. 13<<1. Then, the characteristic length
that needs ti be small in order to neglect the Hall effect ill ide~ MHD modeling is (c/wPi)

rather than the ion gyro-radius.
But~= 1

7
s 1, provided that the ion beta, pi = 8~Ti/B21 is of order unity,W*r~~

as it should be for azi~kuthd magnetic nozzles (see Appendix D). Thus, we are again led to
the condition of a small ion gyr-radi~w~ L >> rci, jII order @ qlect tile H~l terl:l. o~le

cw generally expect this condition to be well satisfied. Here, it is important to remark that
although the small ion-gyroradius condition is a re=onalile general assumption, particular
devices may contain localized regions in the axisymmettic flow that entail sharp gradients
comparable to rci (or smaller), within which the Hall effkct may play an important role.
F1OWSthd develop local asymmetries are aho subject to this effect.

Morozov and cc+worke#-”95- b have discussed some aspects of steady axisymmetric
MHI) flow with account of the Hall effect. Mat hernatically, they find that the ideal MHD
equations inckiing the Hall term are not well-posed and that the equations to be solved
are, therefore, w.dnerable to instabilities. Moreover, they find that the equations do become
well-posed and comput ationall~ robust provided sufficient rsistive diffusion is added to
the model by including the qJ term in Ohm’s law. The computational resultss-b show
that the Hall term induces the formation of strong localized plasma currents at certain
characteristic positions on both cathode and anode, suggesting that the Hall efTect may be
re!ated to ektrode erosion in azimuthal magnetic nozzles.

U netids to be remarked here that the order of the Hall term compared to remaining
terms in Ohm’s law is similar to the order of certain components of the ion nlagneto-
viscosity tensor compared to remaining terzns in the fluid momentum equation.z Therefore,
a proper computational treatment of the Hall effect may also require the incorporation of
the correct iou viscosity tensor in the computational models, This point is often ignorecl
because the Hall term by itself constitutes a simple addition to ideal MHD, whereas it. is
much more difficult to construct computational tools cent aining the full 13raginskiiviscosity
tensor. Ref. 5-b does not seem to have included both effects at the same time in the
computational model.
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C. General Conditions for Relatively Small Losses from the Flowhmz Plasma

~. ltkmgp.q~~ Los$.m.
a. Mass IIYansmort. First, consider cross-field (radiid) mass

transport. of pl~sma. To the extent that it occnrs, this process represents an inefficiency of
the guiding (meridional) or driving (cwimuthal} magnetic fields! and it allows hot,plasma to
approach the walls. Both mass transport and heat,transport may occur either as the result
of Coulomb collisions of Idasma particles (e.g. of electrons with ions), or as the result of
~nvective motions illducecl by instabilities and/or turb@nce. The latter possibilityy will be
discussed in later sections. In this sectioy, we limit the discussion to collisional transport.

The reader is cautioned that Will and pressure terms in Ohm’s law must be retained
at the outset” in this discum”ion. The previous section (I-B) showed only that such terms
&e small within the context of ideal MHD, but here, we are considering “small” non-ideal
effects.

We shall take Ohm’s law, and vector-multiply it,with the magnetic field ~, retaining
all terms. Ohm’s law reads (coweniently in cgs units),*

7XB VP=
E+:vx3=q;+—-— (1.1)

nec n.e

After taking the cross-product of this equation with ~ and dividing by B2, we consicler
the radial component (or its generalization to axisymmetric geornet.ry). l’he result can be
written as follows.

Here, we have utilized the fiuid momentum equation to replace ~+x~ in ~le resistive term.
The notation “1” means perpendicular to the magnetic field B, and VB represents the
guiding center drift velocity (which can also be regarded as the velocity of the magnetic
field lines), 7’ - -s cE’ x l?/.B2 with E being the electric field in the plasma. Moreover,
n. is the plasma ion number density, and P is the total pressure of electrons and ions,
P = l?= + Pi. Also, in cgs units, ‘c” is the speed of light in (cm/s).

CASE k THE MEFUDIOIVAL MAGNETIC NOZZLE [~ = (1?., O,B=)]
In the case of the meridional magnetic nozzle with axisymmetric flow, there are

no’’radial” currents in the plasma, and there is only ~ “radial” component of the transverse
electron pressure gradient. [Gradients parallel to 1? make no contril)ldion to IV{. (1.2).]
Therefore, the last two terms of Eq. (1.2) vanish. Moreover, because the azimnthal
electrtc field, l?e, vani~hes]n a steady state with axisymmetry, and because Be s O in
the configuration, the E x 1? drift has no “radial” component. Therefore, Eq. (1.2) reduces
to

(1.3)

* The neglected thermal force terms do not. change the essence of the discussion or the clualit.ative
conclusions, but. including them would considerably cornplicat.e the presentation, See Appendix F.
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Thus, plasma resistivity allows ‘radial” slippage of plasma across the magnetic field, said
sl;ppm~- lw=ii~~driven lq’ ljressme gra.dient.s and inert isJ forms. 111 trammir flmv f l~rmlwll

the nuzzle, V- vi, these two driving terms will initially have the same sign and the same
order of nmgnit.ude.* (Here, V = VI is the don~iuant component of flow velocity and vi is
the ion thermal velocity. ) However, for long thin nozzles, the ‘{radial” fluid inertial term
M MU be ‘Onl
Rc 9 inated by the “radial$~pressure gradient. (Here Re represents the radius

of curvature of ma~etic field lines.) This is also true for general nozzle shapes in which
the radhs of curvature in the meridiolial plane is larger than the nozzle radius near the
throat.

For th~ purpwe of Jnaking a,simple estimate, the inertial term will now be neglected,
and the temperatures will be assumed uniform. Neither of these assumptions will change
the order of magnitude of the result-nor the scaling properties.

Then, upon multiplication of (1.3) by the plasma density n., we find

n(Te + T~) On
nV~r = –q@ ~2 ~, (1.4)

where T= and Ti are the electron and ion temperatures respectively. Introducing the local
pksma beta by @ = 8~rt(!Ze + Ti)/.B2, ELI. (1.4) reads

()1 C2
nv’v = —-

2 Gq ff%”
(1.5)

We see that this equation has the form “of Fick’s law for diffusion, ~ = –DVn, where ~ is
the particle flux, and the particle diffusivit.y is

Dpa,~ = +/p. (1.6)

Here, the resistive diffusivity, Dq, in cgs units is given by

(1.7)

with q(sec) being the plasma resistivitly in cgs units.
Since we are limiting the discussion to @ s 1, we shall take (1.6) in the form

However, we emphasize that, for low densities ancl low ternperatures, one coldd probably
afford to reduce the particle diffusivity DPa,~ by lowering the plasma beta with the use of
stronger magnetic fields. (See Table I.1.)

* That is, in the upstream portion of the nozzIe where the streamlines are convex to the outside, the

inertial and pressure terms both force the plasma radially outwards. Further downstream in the throat
and exit regions, the inertial term acts radially inwards, opposite the pressure term.



In order to estimate a time scale for mass loss by resistive diffusion, we shall simply
“dividr t.lv=mmdwr d ions present per unit axial “lengl.h by their 10ss rate fron~ the %d id”
diiihsive iiux, DP..t +, per unit axial length. ‘I’he result is

(?t)m’ 1 r(n)——
%t = (~pa,t&L) 27r?’= D. ($9’ (1.9)

where (n.) is the average density in the nozzle cross-section. For a parabolic density profile
that has n(a) = O as the generic example of a general diffuse profile, this expression
becomes

a’
tp=rt= —

4DV

where “a” represents the characteristic radial dimension of the nozzle.

(1.lo)

Next, we shall compare the
transit time through the nozzle.
by

characteristic loss time (I. 10) with the charact.mistic
Assuming transonic flow, we shall estimate the latter

tz=$ (Ill)

( ~)ltz represents the ion thermalWhere 4= represents the length of f.he nozzle, and vi - .
velocity. Here, we note. that vi is close enough to Cs, t~~ speed of sound, to be used for
these rough estimates.

The ratio of (1.10) to (1.11) is

tp=rt 1 J?v——
T ‘4A

(1.12)

where the nmgnet.ic Reynold’s number, I?q, has been defined as (with vi s V in the
transonic flow)

and the aspect

Rq = ~,
9

ratio of the nozzle, A, has been defined as

(1.13)

de
z=—

a
(1.14)

’111 mmi(l radial 10ss nf plasma, 1Iv= rksirwl wmdif inn is f~,nrt>. f:, WfSIl}fyw-fc,rt=SW=tlIat
large magnetic 12eynolds numbers are required in order to avoid substantial radial mass
loss of plasma during transit through the meridional nozzle, for@= 1. More generally, we
shall have

fp.r~ 1 Rq- —-
T = 4@A’

which illust.ra.tes that moderate values of l?q could be acceptable provided
investment can be made in coil mass and power supplies recluired t.o increase the
field strength and thereby reduce ~.
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TABLE 1.6 Values of Magnetic Reynolds Number,

vs. Temperature for two values of
Nozzle radius a. (~tuf = 10 assumed)

T’[eV] = 1 10 100 1000

a= Jocrn: 1.6 160 1.6 X l@ 1.6X 106

a = 100 cm.: 16 1600 1.6 X 105 1.6 X 107

Note: tn tables such as this, w shall usually maintain only two-significant-figure accuracy.

Values of the magnetic Reynolds number are given in Table 1.6, for values of nozzle
radins a = 10 c???.and a. = 102 em. Because of the way C!oulomb collisions act, t.o produce
electrical conductivity ill plasmas, the magnet.ie. Reynolds number proves to be independent
of the density of p~aslna. (To obtain the results in this table, we took Te = Ti and used
t?i(m/s) = 1.3 X 10G T]i2(eV), Dq = ~q, and q-l = u(s-]) = 0.9 x 10~3T’3J2(eV) for
l?nA a 10.2,

It is inlportant to add the following renmrk in connection with the Table. For beta
VaIues near unity, and nozzle aspect ratios near 10, the numbers in this Table must be
divided by 40 (s& Eq. (1.12)] in order to properly assess the losses due to radial resistive
diffusion of plasma.* 1%’esee that plasmas of 10 eV temperature or higher appear to be
q~dte Satisfactory in this regard. However, the 1 eV plasmas are clearly not satisfactory
for unity-beta-values, and should be operated at sufficiently high magnetic fields that the
correspondingly lower beta value reduces the resistive transport. of plasma to reasonable
values. (This remark applies for general diffuse profiles, but. does not apply to the “field-
free core” v&sion of the sharp-boundary profile (for which beta effectively must. be unity)
advqcated later in order to overcome the “detachment problem.”)
The ~eta.cfunent Problem

At this point, it is appropriate to consider the “detachment problem” of how the
piasma exits the meridional magnetic nozzle, because the axisymrnet.ric description of
tMs process depends on the extent of resistive transport of plasma across the magnetic
field. We have just seew that. large values of Rq (m /3-1 Rq) prevent. cross fidd resistive
transport of plasma,, ?mt. this condition of Im-ge magnetic Reynolds numbers is @
desirable for ~eneral diffuse ~rofiles in the final vhase of axial transit.. This is because if
the plasma were highly conducting, it would then have to follow the radially diverging
magnetic field lines back tiouncl the field coils where it would ultimately deposit. its
momentum onto the vehicle, thereby negating the thrust.

3 A in making t.bese* However, Fig. l-b indicates that it. may be more accurate to replae A by ~

est.imatee.
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An exit plasma with a diffuse profile and with a small value of Rq, on the other
had. rould iwe its inertia to coast. axially across the radially diverging fkld lines, and
thus avoid this “hang-up.” The results of the quasi- 1-D model of isentropic ik}w S]JOWU
in Fig. 1 suggest that the strong downstream temperature drop, with the associated drop
in electrical conch~ctivity (C IWTsiz), night actually allow this detachment to take place.
Here, it is important to note that, in order for this to work, the input value of Rq should
be only moderately large, otherwise the exit value of Rq would still be too large to allow
cross-field transport. (That is, if J?n (itq.wt) = 106 and RV (emit) = 10-3 R~(input), then
one would still have a highly conducting plasma at the exit.)

However, real plasmas are not isentropic. The large parallel (to ~) thermal
conductivity of the electrons must be taken into consideration here. This effect, precluded
by’ the isentropic mockd, will tend to mtint,~n a high electron temperature (and a high
ck+t.ric.al conductivity) at the nozzle exit, thereby exacerbating the detachment problem.
An axisyltinwtric MHD simulation with transport capabilities is required, in principal, to
provide quantitative auswers to the combined influences of parallel thermal conduction and
rate of divergence of field lines at the nozzle exit on the detachment process in particular
cases. Neverthe&ss, an approximate calculation that we perform below indicates that.
the effect of parallel electron thermal conduction can ti suppressed for some reasonable
parameter values.

For a time scale to transfer a subst.ant.ia] amount of heat from the hot upstream
plasma to the COICIdownstream plasma by means of parallel electron thermal conduction,
we take the following est.imat.e,

where 2 the parallel electron thermal diffusivity is

with

0(s-1) = 0.9 x 1013 ~$lz(elz)for &tA x 10.

For the axial transit time, we use
t= = t./Vi

with vi = (2Ti/m~)1\2 being the ion thermal velocity (which is close enougl~ to C,). \~e
use mi for hydrogen, set Te = Ti for simplicity, ~]d ths fhd

(1.16)

lt is reasonable
‘halfway point ~

to regard the parameters in this expression as being evaluated at. the
that is, in the tliroat region of the nozzle. In order for electron parallel
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TABLE 1.7 Values of (tell/t=) for k’. = 102 cm

T[eV] = 1 10 100

rz(crn-3) = 1013 6 6 X 10-2 6 X 10-4

1014 60 0.60 6 X 10-3

1015 600 6 6 X 10-2

1016 6000 60 0.60

thernmi conduction to be unimportant, we require fell >> tz. Values of tell/_tz are given in
Table L7, for ~z = 102 cm.

From this, we conclude that there is a range of moderate upstream temperatures and
fairly high densities wherein the effect of parallel electron thermal conduction downstream
can be mitigated. Of course, the viable range of operating temperatures can be increased
by the employment. of longer nozzles. However, in the 100 eV range of temperatures, it
appears that the effect of downstream electron thermal conduction will be a major concern
except. at very high densities. “

It is important to mitigate the parallel electron thermal conduction for another
reason besicles that of allowing detachment of plasma at the exit.. This other reason
is that. heat conducted rapidly downstream is wasted since it cannot. contribute to the
development of thrust, and hence represents an inefficiency. At the higher temperatures,
more specific impulse is realized (see A]>pendix C for the pulsed power approach to the
use of hot plasmas), but then the detachment problem and the issue of efficiency must. be
scrutinized. A trade-off study is indicated, and is best performed by means of a 2-D MHD
simulation with transport capabilities. (Of course, such a simulation is reliable only when

the ~o~llolllbcollisioild mean-free path along S is short. compared to the length of the
nozzle. See Table 1.5.)

To indicate the importance of the detachment problcm, we shall now make .a rough
estimate of the nmgnitucle and scaIing of the exit, velocity. Jve shall assnnle 1!Iat IIv
parameters are such that electron thermal conduction is not a major problem. The
possibility then arises that the axial inertia developed by the plasma within the nozzle
will enable the plasma to coast resistively across the radiaIly diverging nlagnet.ic fields a.t
the exit. Such a possibility y is brought about. by the rapid drop in plasma. t.empera.ture
(hence a drop in electrical conductivity) as the plasma expands through the downstream
side of the nozzle.

Let. us focus our attention on the tenlporal behavior of an annular element of plasma
as it. follows an annular meridional magnetic flux tube out to where the field lines turn



Therefore, Eq. (1.17) shall be taken approximately as

At this point, we shall reduce the model to construct a simple physical
what is going on. C:onsider a strip of resistive met.a.1,having resistivit.y q and

around and st~t. to go back around the outside of the field coils. We shall take an iterative
approach that. in the first instance regards the plmma as highly condnrting, hilt.in t.lw next
instance calculates certain effects due to f$dte resistivity. The. physics of the detachment.
process that we shall expltire consists of the axial cross-field velocity of plasma, as allowed
by the presence of resistivity, and as driven by the axially-directed centrifugal force on the
pkisrna when t.lle plasma (as a good. conductor) attempts to turn around and follow the
field lines back towards the vehicle.

The derivation is as follows. The azimuthal component of the conmlete Olnn’s law
(including HalI and diamagnetic terms) for the case of steadv axisymmetri: & is simply
(MKS units)

-l$13z + VzB, = qJe. (1.17)

In the exit region of ra~ially diverging magnetic fields, Z?z 5 B.. In fact, we shall
concdrate on the regiop near the maximum axial extension of a field line where l?z << B7.

(1.18)

picture of
density p,

infii}itely-extelidecl in the y-directioxl. (representing the azinnd%al direction 8), with a small
thickness A. in the z-direction, and arbitraty height L= in the x direction (representing
the radial direction r). hnagine that. this strip of resistive metal is being pulled across a
magnetic field B= (representing B~ ) by a steady external force acting in the z direction.
kt ~’ rel>resent that external force, per unit (x,y) area. We shall identify F’z shortly.
Moreover we shall take the electric field Ey = O, because Ee = O. Observe that the axial
magnetic force acting on this resistive metal strip, per unit (x,y) area, is then

(7x @zAZ = –JYB=AZ = –b’zB;&, (1.19)
7

which is opposite to the direction of motion caused by the force Fz, (Here, we have invoked
Eel. (1.18) ibr Je = JV.) The equatiou of motion of this strip may now be written as follows
noting that pAz is the mass per unit (x,y) area,

(1.20)

The solution of this equation has the form of an exponential approach to a final steady
velocity. That is

Vz = Vz(fin..l)(l - t?-*). (1,~1)

The time scale to approach the final velocity proves to be given by

‘7](ezif )
t ezp = C!:(ezitl”
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As an equivalent expression, one can also write

(1.22 - a)

where ~A is ,a radial Alfw$n“time, and R~J is a magnetic Reynolds number that is defined
using the Alfv4n speed. Here, the resistive difIusivity, D? = R, aud the Alfv&n speed,

CA = (B2/pOp)]i2, ai-e evaluated in the exit region of the nozzle. The time scale for
this transfent. phase can be fairly short. As an example, consider the following moderate
parameters that might charact.eiize the hydrogen plasma in an”exit region: n zs 1013.cm-3,
2’ s 1 ev, B s 100 Gauss. Then, the transient phase lasts a time tezp x 2 x 10-7 sec.
The fial axial velocity quickly becomes relevant fort z te=p} and is given by

(1.23)

At this point, we arrive at a crucial feature of our model. We now identify the applied
force density as the centrifugal force density exerted on the plasma as it tries to follow the
field line “around the bend.’} This is the lirocess whereby the axial pbsma inertia induces
the plasma to coast resistively in the axi~ direction across the radhily diverging magnetic
field.

(1.24)

Here, p ancl 1~1 = Ve are the exit values of density and flow velocity as computecl in the
ideal MHD model (see Appendix A), and l?= 2 a is the representative radius of c1wvature
of a magnetic field line evaluated at, its farthest axial extension. After suhstit.uting (1.24)
into (1.23 ), one finds

‘j ‘($)e=it(~)ezif“:( final)
(1.25)

Now, it can be demonstrated that, to order of magnitude,

where ~ and A. are {he areas of Ihe nozzle exit iMJd

PO is’ the value of the plasma beta in the throat of the nozzle. Therefore, to order of
r=nagnitude, we can write (1.25) as

Yz(final) ‘[%f%l~l (1.27)

.
where we have defined a ma.gnetlc Reynolds number m the ext reg]on by R,l (~*if ) s

.

(&l”\l/~q)ezit.
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Note that. this model cannot be applied for arbitrarily small Reynolcls numbers,
l?~ -+ 0. because then the transient plmse would lad. for an arhit.rarily long tinw, bet=
Eq. (1.?2)], and thereby preclude consideration 01 the @al asymptotic velocity. ‘l’he
qualitative conclusion from (1.27) is that axial plasma inertia can indeed axially drive
the plasnla resistively ~cross the r@ialIy diverging magnetic fields, even with a velocity
comparable to yl, provided that the ma@etic lleynolcls number in the exit region is not
too large compared to unity, and provided also that the beta value in the throat of the
nozzle is not too smali.

So far, this result ~nw encouraging. It appears that if one can arrange the
upstream parameters so that the downstream magnetic Reynolds number is near unity,
then detachment will occur with ~he tit.ual (detaehed) exit velocity (specific impulse)
maintained near the predictions of ideal flow. But further examination of this process
leads us t.o a yiew which is not. so sanguine.

To show why there is still cause for concern, note that, from (1.23) and (1.19), the
magnetic-cirag-force density is precisely equal in magnitude to the applied-force clensity,
for times larger than -the time for the transient. phase. That is

()
V2

JUBZ = ~ = P+
z c

●zit

(1.28)

This is an axial drag force density (force per unit volume) exerted on the plasma by the
magnetic fields (and ultimately transferred to the magnetic field coils on the vehicle). To
get the total drag force, we must, nmlt.iply the expression in (1.28) by a volume associated
with the exit, region of the nozzle,* This volume has to be on the order of (A=.l?=), where A.
is the area of the nozzIe exit and RC is a representative radius of curvature of a diverging
magnetic field line. We conclude from Eq. (1.28) that the total resistive drag force is given,
therefore, t.o order of magnitude, by

Thus, although we have made no attempt to ascertain the exact numerical factors here,
the above calculation indicates that the resistive drag force will be roughly the same as
the idealiy-calculat.ed thrust, in our iterative model.

This qualitative argumeyt suggests that, within the axisymmetric flow model, resistive
detachment of plasma does uot really solve the detachment problem, because the intended
thrust will be substantially cancekd by the resistive drag on the plasma by the nozzle
magnetic fields-no mat ter what value is achieved by the magndic Reynokfs nun]ber
(within the validity ‘of the model). This qualitative argument. neecls to be’ cl~cckcd
quantitatively by use of a 2-D resistive hIHD simulation.

Three possibilities for really solving the detachment problem are as follows.
i) Resistive Ralei&Ta~lor Instability. Non-symmetric plasma motions induced by

centrifugal forces (similar t.o the physics discussed above) might. lead t.o more effective

* Throughout the “exit. volume: there will be a dist.ribut.ion of magnitudes and directions of these

forces, which will usually have both axial and radialcomponents. But, point IJYpoint.,the axial component.
of the applied force density will be balanced l~ythe axial componentof the magnetic force density.
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ii)

iii)

detachment of plasma in the form of flute instabilities. 3-D resistive hfHD sim~llations
ronld n.d.dressthis process. A similar process at. the nozzle mt.ra.nre is rmlsiderw] iu

sect.i91?d (convective transport.) below.
Recoxnbinat,iol~. At the low exit temperatures, recombination of electrons and ions
could txcur to the extent that. the pl~ma would revert to neutral gas and be un-
co~~pled from the mignetic fields. However, this process might well be jeopardized
by the precipitous drop in’ pIasma density on the downstream side of the throat..
Quantitative calculations that address this possibility are itdicatecl. A resistive 2-D
MHD simulation with capabilities to model ionization ad recolnbination (analogous
to reactive fiuid simulations) would be required.
Utilizatio~ of Slmr%-Boundarv Prof31es. If the nozzle input condition conld be
arranged so as to have a core of field-free plasma, transversely contained in pressure
balance by an extffna.l layer of magnetic flux, then, to the extent that this condition
caq be maintained downstream, the necessity for solving the detachment problem
becomes obviated. Inst?ad of a fie~d-fke core plasma, one can also consider here
a core pkmnoid cent aining closed magnetic field lines, separated from the open-line
magnetic guide field by a magnetic separatrix. An example of such is the Field
Reversed Configuration for which axkl translation has already been demonst.rated.6
The condition reqhirecl for maintaining a semblance of the sharp boundary profile
downstream can be obtained from the observation that. the initially separated plasma
and magnetic guide field will inter-mix by resistive diffusion. Because this is a diffusive
process (with @ s 1 in the interface region), the diffusive mixing depth, An, can be
estimated from the expression

Av=m (1.30)

where the axial transit time, ~z = ~z /~il is the time during which the core plasma is
in resistive contact. with the magnetic guide field at the non~inally shaq} boundary of
separation.
The boundary will remain “sharp” provided ~ <<1, where a.P is a typical radius of

the plasma near the throat of the nozzle. Using Eq. (1.30) to examine this ratio of
lengths, we find

$=E=&*
(1.31)

Thus in order for the sharp boundary configuration to be maintained during the time
for an eIenlent of plasma to flow through the nozzle, it is necessary that the magnetic
Reynolds number be large compared with the aspect ratio of the nozzle.
All of the plasma that. becomes lost in the resistive mixing layer, A?, will 11P”SII1 ~,jd

to resistive drag at. the nozzle exit, as discussed earlier, and will thereby detract. from
the ideal thrust within the model of axisymmetric flow. The risk of using this sharp
boundary apj}roach t.o solve the detachment. problem is that the plasma then becomes
vulnerable to Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities in the nozzle entrance region. See section
d: “Convective Transport,” below.
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CAS. H. THE AZIMUTHAL MAGNETIC NOZZLE [~ = (O,Be, 0)]
For mmvrnit=nce,we repeat Eq. (1.2) in the form

n.(vJr - T’&) = –A “ ( 8P

)
+’

c are

2 q (B2/87r) ‘v” ‘v”+ ~ ~ -

—— (1.32)
eB a%

where Dq = d~r q is the resistive difhsivity, ~~ is the guiding center drift velocity,

~B= 4 “CE x D/112, and we are using cgs units. We shall explore the consequences of
Eq. (1.32) for a coaxial configuration of length 4’=, radius r, and coaxial width A, with
A <<r.

Now the magnetic field lines, ~ = l?e~, are quickly moving downstream, so that V’.
on tile ths of (1,32) is @ a domilymt drift of the fieid lines*In fact, Vjr must vanish
at the highly conducting inner and outer electrodes, because E= = O at those electrode
‘surfaces. Consequently, the (?IuIof (1.32) represents radial mass transport across a magnetic
field which itself has no significant radial motion of field lines, especially at the electrode
surfaces.

Now let us consider the dr!ving terms for this radial mass transport in the azimuthal
magnetic nozzle. Assuming that the ion beta value is of order unity (see Appendix D), and
knowing that. the axial flow is both transonic and &ns-Alfv4nic (see Appendix B), it. can
be demonstrated that the radial inertial portions of the Dv term are small compared to
the radial pressure gradient portion, in the ratios (rCi//?z)2 and A-3 (rci/4z ), where A = ~
is the aspect ratio of the nozzle, with A being the radial space between the inner and outer
electrodes. TIms, the ion gyro-radius is being assumed slnall compared to the axial scale
length of the nozzle, an easily satisfied condition.

Thus, when the Dq term is the clomklant term in Ohm’s law, Eq. (1.32), the
hnport ante of radial mass transport depends upon the radial pressure gradimt and can
be examined just as for Case 1. The result is that, the characteristic time for radial loss of
plasma particles, in the terms of the axial transit time, can be written as

where l?~ is the magnetic Reynolds number defined

(1.33)

as

(1.34)

with t]le axial flow velocity ~z on the order of ~li or ~A. (As hl C!ase ~, this result.
(Eq. (1.33)] was obtainecl assuminguniform and equal species temperatures, and a parabolic

● That is, the input.power (in M1<Sunitsnow), Ii’, correspondsto the Poynt.ingvector p; 1&B@

times the area 21wA. This is ●quivalent. to an axial flux of magnetic energy, _ 2P~9( Z ~“B:)~nrA, with half

expended in filling the tube with magnetic energy and half doing work pushing the conducting plassma on
ahead with velocity V~z = Er/Be. The velocity VB7 does not. enter this picture, at. least. not in zero
order.
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density profile that vanishes at the inner and outer electrodes.) This result, Eq. (1.33),
is pra.rt.imlly l.lw same as for the meridional mn.figllra.tion. ~lnw; when tlw resistive tt=rm

d~minat.es Uun’s law, radial mass transport can be reduced to a small effect by working
at high magnetic Reynolds numbers, RV >> A.

However, the resistive term does not necessarily have to dmninate Ohm’s law in the
azimuthal magiletic nozzle, It caa be detionstrated that the ratio of the Jr term (the Hall
term) to the Dq term in (1.32) ha the following dependence,

(J+) _lp_lLl&

D#(8n/&) + A
—3V~i

(1.35)

where wee is the electron gyro-frequeucy in the Be magnetic field, and v~i is the electron
moment um-tra.nsfer collision frequency due to Coulomb collisions with the ions. Also,
A = t’. /A is the aspect ratio of the nozzle, and/3 is the. total plasma beta value due to
the mm of the elect.roi~and ion pressures. From the result (1.35)t we conclude that when
the electrons are strongly magnetized, WC,>> Vei, the Hail term can play a much more
important role than resistive diffusion as regards radjal mass transport.

We also note that the last term, the (8P’ /~z) term, is of order & times the Hall term,
where P= is ($nnl’~ /“B2). FrOUI Appendices D and E, we can infer that @t 5 @i = 1.

In tile Table 1.8, we present vahtes of the electron (ion) magnetization parameter
assuming that T= = Ti, and /3 = 1. Thus, for given n and T, Table 1.1 provides
a corresponding value of maguetic field, For ~ci we use2 v~i = ne2/mea, with o =

10*3Z_~#(s-1 ) for &A % 10. This value is somewhat more accurate than the earlier
expression derived in (LA) and is sufficient for present purposes. For wee we use m= s
1 x 10-27 grn, e = 4.8 x 10-10 esu, wc~ = e13/rn~c = 1.6 x 107 BGatiss = 1.6 x 10’lB~~S~~.
Note that (w., /~ei) scales as T2/n112 for fixed beta. (In both v~i and w.,, we took
me = 1 X 10-27 g??l.)

From Table 1.8 and Eq. (1.35), we see that. in the 1 eV ranie of temperatures, the
electrons are “essentially umnagnetizecl, so that resistive diffusion determines raclial mass
transport. However, at higher temperatures, the reverse is generally true. For example,
in the 10 eV range, the electrons will be strongly magnetized for a large range of number
densities. (Appendix E shows that for ions in the range of 10 eV energies, the electrons can
be heatecl up to this temperature by equipartition.) We shall now examine the character
of radiaI mass transport in the azimuthal magnetic nozzle when the parameters are such
that the electrons are strongly magnetized.

We begin by assuming that the electrons are low-beta in order to get a simple picture.
(Remarks addressing the & * 1 c~e will follow.) Then, the transport of plasma particles
proves to be completely different for electrons am? ions. Electrons are simply Sturk to o
the axially-drifting Be field lines and convected downstream. On the other hand, in this
r@uced model, the radial ion transport is determined from Eel. (1.32) in the following
form for strongly magnetized, low-beta electrons.

J,
n(v~r – v~,) = —. (1.36)

e

Here, Vlr is the radial component of the fluid velocity of the plasma, which is practically
the radial fluid velocity of the ions, Thus, the physics embodied in Eel. (1,36) is that.
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()TABLE 1.8 Valuesof ~ ~ fti T. = Ti and@ = 1 (hydrogen ions)

Z’[eV] = 1 10 100

n (cm-s) = 1013 1.97 (,065) 197 (6.50) 19,700 (650)

1014 0.623 (.0206) 62.3 (2.06) 6,230 (206)

l@5 0.197 (.0065) 19.7 (.650) 1,970 (65.0)
.

1016 0.062 (.0021) 6.23 (.206) 623 (20,6)

1017 1,97 (,065) 197 (6.50)

1018 0.623 (.0206) 62.3 (2.06)

lo~g 0.197 (.0065) 19.7 (0.650)

* Slight inaccuracies in this tableresultfrom our use of an approximate evaluation of ~ei. However, ~l~;

itse/f is only accurate, in principie, to order (tnA )- ~.

the ions must carry all of the radial current across the magnetic field because the. low-beta
magnetized electrons are unable to do so. (‘1’his statement applies only to an axisymmetric
idealized niodel of the discharge wherein localized arcs or spokes are not the principle
mechanisms for determining current paths. )

The radial distance traversed by the ions in carrying the radial current is V,tz where t.
is the axial transit time. Thus, if V~tz is small compared with A, then radial mass transport
will be a small eflect in this case of strongly magnetized electrons. Setting Vl~ = JT/ne,
using Ampere’s law to express Jr in terms of&, and using t’Z/CA for tZ, we find that.

(1.37)

for ion beta values near unity (Appendix D). [Here, ~Pi is the ion plasma freqllency. )
Thus, the condition that radial mass transport should be a small effect, within the

axisymmetric model of the coaxial azimuthal nozzle, reduces to the requirement. that

Tci
-& <<1, (1.38)

in the case of strong] y magnetizect, low-beta electrons, The ion gyro-raclius should be small
compared with the transverse dimensions of the plasnla,
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Now, if one returns to Eq. (1.32) allowing for finite ~. electrons, stiil strongly
magnci ized ~one has

J. c aPe
n.(v~r - v~r) = — - -Jj~. (1.39)

e
The meaning of the electron pressure term is that the axial non-uniformity of electron
pressure causes’ a lack of canceflat,ion of neighboring gyro-orbits (evident from the form
~ ~ ) leading to a radial diamagnetic fl~lidvelocity of the electrons, Including this term
only changes the estimate of radial mass transport by a factor of order 11+ & I depending
on the direction of Jr. Hence, the requirement (1.38) is still the fundamental restriction
for radiaI mass transport to be a snmll effect in azimuthal nmgnetic nozzles in which the
elect rons are strongly magnetized.

b. Heat ‘Iknspo@ The preceding account. of radial mass
transport t%omresistive dlffuqiou exemplifies certain general features of diffusive transport.
Given a transport process for a quantity Q (e.g. for Q representing mass, momentum, or
thermal energy) having diffusivity D, one can find a representative time scale for loss of
Q from the core plasma to the lateral wall of the nozzle as t~ * a2/D, where “a” is a
characteristic radiaI dimension of the nozzle. If the condition tD >> tz is satisfied, where
t= = t’./1~ signifies the axial transit time of an element of plasma moving with velocity 12
through a nozzle of length t?., then fractionally large transport losses of Q will not have
had time to occur. This desired condition can be expressed as

t= A—=—
tD RD

<<1 (1.40)

where A = lz/a. is the aapect ratio of the nozzle and R.D = V,.a/D is the Reynolds munber
for the given transport, process. Thus, the Reynolds munber for heat transport S11OUM
be much larger than the aspect ratio of the nozzle in order that radial heat loss should
constitute a.minor effect.

Although an element. of plasma may lose only a small fraction of its initial thermal
energy cturjug axial transit, clue to ful~ilfnmnt of condition (1.40), the’ actual heal loading of

the lateral walls may be considerable, depending upon the plasma parameters and nozzle
dimensions. Whether swh heat loading is tolerable in particular cases must be assessed
by engiileers on the basis of the duration and number of burns required by a particu~ar
mission. This assessment must be self-consistent, since the duration and number of burns
will also depend on ihe plasma parameters.

In this report., fractional ener~ losses and concomitant heat. loads on the walls will
be estimated as consequences of chu;ces of the plasma parameters, but no formal value
judgments of the wall loads will be rendered here. A convenient<framework for making

such estimates can be developed as follows.

CASE 1, AIERILMONAL MA GNETIC NOZZLE
Consider the ratio of the total lateral heat loss rate, HL, to the total axial kinetic

power flow through the t.hroa.tof the nozzle, Po. (From Appendix A, we note here that.
Po S ~P where P is the kinetic power flowing out of the nozzle exit.. ) We have
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where D is the thermal d%sivitoy (D = tc/n, where n is the thermal corirl~lct.;~-jt.,y),

A– ~z /a is t.lv= aspect ratio of t.lw nozzle, and ~k is t.lie flow spin-l t.lmmm~l~t.lv=tI]rnn,t.

of the nozzle. ‘1’he particular expression for U will depend upon the pamnietcrs 01 the
plasma, for exarnpk, upon the degree of magnetization of the electrcws; and it will depend
upon the behavior of the profiles of density and temperature near the walls. Here, we shall
just work with a “representative” value of D. Note that, tiom Appendix A, in the throat
region of the nozzle,

G$) =
T,+ Ti#_1$2= #.y— (1.42)

mi l?ti

for T, =Tiand Y=~.
Now, taking a parabolic temperature profile as the generic example of a general ‘diffuse

profile, one has
T = T(0)(l - r2/a2),

where T(o) is the value of 2’ on the centerline. Then, applying Eq. (1.42) on the centerline,

the square of the velocity of fluid through the throat is V; = 32$U, and one can t,J~~n

c.cmpute the ratio of lateral heat transport per mrticle to axial kinet]c power ner ~arlicle.

wherein the Reynolds number for this transport process in
introduced in a.n obvious manner.

Using (1.43) in (1,41), we have

(1.43)

the t4hroat region has beeu

(1.44)

This expression for the fractional loss of power due to radial heat transport. is in qualitative
agreement with the estimate of the time ratio (tZ/tD ) used to derive the desired c.ondit.ion
(L40).

In terms of the final kinetic power at the nozzle exit, P, Eel. (1.44) can be written as

HL =
2AP

i~ “
(1.44a)

Thus, the fractional loss of heat relative to the exit thrust power is essentially (A/RD).
To estimate the heat load on the lateral wall, we use Eq. (1.43) in the form

It?T 411 4 1 h@2
-—-m.i?101~3 = -——

‘z ~=3RD2
or

3RD 2A0

It3T 41P() 11P-—— -——
‘z ~=3RDAQ=3RDAo

(1.4.5)

where no is t.lle number density
the area of the nozzle throat.

of ions ik the throat region of the nozzle, ancl where A. is
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Here, we recall that values of ~ [~] may be obtained from Table I.1, Note b, for
many rysws of (3 = 1 pl&m+. Hence, an estimate of the heat bad on the laternl vm.11in
[~] can be obtained simply .by =“tirnating the relevant Reynolds number and dividing
it into t.Iie exit thrust power density (defined in terms of the area of the throat). The
Reynolds number is”obtained by choosing a transport model, plasma! parameters, and
nozzle dimensions. We shall novi carry out such a procedure. Although it is not necessary
to use the Reyno]ds Number approach to calctdate the later~ heat fluxes, this approach
provides a convenient and natural way to connect these heat fluxes with the corresponding
thrust power densities.

Classical plasma transport presents a lower bound for transport losses from plasmas.
Fkom Braginskii2, there are two types of contributions to the electron heat flux. when
WC~>> ~=~,

= o.71nTeti/[ + :
T.

z 2 (w.e/vet)
?@ x q ((1.46 - a)

5 CT= .
~T = -K~VliTe - K~VLT= - ~=n(b X VTe) (1.46 - b)

(where 11S &J- with J+being the current density); and there is a contribution from the
ions when we~>> v~~,

5 cTi -
$= -K;lVllTi - IcjVLZ’i + ~zn(b X VTi) (1.46 - C)

where &s #/l? ancl II and -1 respectively refer to directions along and transverse to the

local magnetic field ~. (Here we use cgs units.)
In these ec~uations, to sufficient accuracy,

and .

where v~,i z 2TC,i/m.e,{. ln evaluating these quantities,

m.e = 0.9 x 10-27 grn and c = 0.9 x 1013 ~$(?, for tn.A a

(1.47 - a)

(1.47 - b)

(1.47 - C)

(1.47 - d)

we shall use2 Vei = ~, with

10. We also note~ that.

‘ii=vei(?)’’z(%)’”
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In Eqs, (1.46), the ull = J1l/ne term vanishes for both configurations under
cfinsitleratinll. hffirenver, t]?e & x VT ~ews call never rontrilwtf= to “rm-li~l” rnolin~

of plasma.2 (ln the meridional magnetic field case, this is so because VI’ has no
azimuthsd component, In the azimuthaI magnetic field case, this is so because the
coaxial inetal electrode syrfati cannot support a substantial longitudinal temperature
grti~ent.) Fhmlly, it is important to remember that when either electrons or ions become
un-magnetized (w=e << Vci or ~Ci < vii), thermal conduction in the tmmagnetized species is
isotropic. and is determined by the Coulond>-collision mean free path, so that the expression
for the heat flux @’reduces to just the Ktlterm for the unmagnetized species.

Therefore several cases of thermal transport must be distinguished depending upon
the degrees of magnetization of electrons and ions (see Table 1.8). When the electrons are
un-rnagnetized, radial thermal conduction is determined only by the K~term, and the ions
zwe unimportant.*

When the electrons are magnetized, electron radial thermal conduction results from
the &x d term and the Nl term, It can be shown that the former is of order ( ~~ j times the

latter. Hence, the forrqer (6 x ti’ contribution dominates electron thermal conduction when
the electron beta is very small against unity. Moreover, when the ions are magnetized,
ion radial thermal conduction is due just to the ~~ terms Since the tt~ term is of order
(m,/rni)li2 tc~,, we see that electron radial thermal conduction is generally small against
the ~~ contribution from the ions. (The exception is when & s (m, /rni)1i2 z 270, in
which case the $ x II tllermo-magnet.ic term from the electrons is competitive with the ~~
texml from the ions. We shall ignore this possibility in the scoping study, but it should be
rnonitorecl in a more detailed transport study.)

Finally, it is possible for some parameter ranges that the electrons are magnetized
(~Ce > ~ei) but, the ions are un-magnetized (w=i < vii). In this case, the radial thermal
conduction is dominated by Ri.

In general, we shall apply the magnetization parameters in Table 1.8 to calculate the
heat diffusion Reynolds number for the different regions mentioned above. In so doing, a
characteristic radial distance ‘~a” for the nozzle dimension must be assumed. We shall set
a = 100 cm. ~t is a trivial matter to try any other v?due of “a”, since RD scales directly
with ‘{a”. In this connection, we also note that for well-confined plasmas supported in
pressure-balance by ,u] external magnetic fiekl, with a boundary-layer thickness Ar, as
opposed to general difl’use profiles, the lateral transport fiuxes will be Iarger, and the
effective Reynolds numbers will be smaller, in the ratio (A,/a). For RD, we shall use

where tii is the ion thermal velocity (which is sufficiently close to ~!s, the flow velocity in
th@ throat). We note that with rne = 0.9 x 10-27 gm and mi = 1840 me, the therlllal

velocities are given by vi ( ~) z 1.4X 106 ~~: and ve(~) z 6.0 X 107 ~:$.

* The exact. transport coefficients depend in detail on the degrees of magnetization (@ce/~e j) and

(@c~/~i~)j and are very complicated. 2 in this scoping study, we ignore these details, but. they must. be
calculated in any thorough transport study of any specified design,
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For unmagnetized electrons, we have the dominant radial thermal diffusivity,

(1.49 – a)

For magnetized electrons but un-magnetized ions, aud with T,e= Ti assumed, we have

D+ ‘D@’2R=003xD~*(1.49 - b)

(Temperature ratios are important here, and (Ti/TC) should be taken into account in a
more detailed transport study.)

When both species are magnetized, we take

(1.49 - C)

and use Table L8 to obtain the ion nmgnetization parameter.
To show how this works, we construct the table of radial thermal difhsivities here,

Table 1.9, for a @ = 1 hydrogen plasma, showing the dominant thermal cliffusivity for each
set of parameters. Noting that there ‘is also a thermal flux associated with radial mass
transport, with an effective diffusivity ~Dv whei~T. = Ti = T and # ~ s # $$, we also
show ~D~ parenthetically when it,exceeds the thermal ddfuslvlty> %erm.

, . .

In ‘NMe L 10, the Reynolds numbers corresponding to the thermal diffusivities in Table
1.9 are displayed, for the raclial Iengih scale a = 100 cm. The fact that these Reynol&
numbers are tiluch larger tlmn unity means that the heat trausport, losses are negligible in
comparison with the thrust power; see Eq. (1.44a). But. note that the Reynolds munbers
smociat.ecl with #L)q are much smaller in several cases, indicating that the thermal flnx
associated with mass transport can be important for@ = 1 plasmas under some conditions,

In Table 1,11,, we shall apply Eq. (1,45). The thrust power density is taken from
Table 1.1 (footnote b), and the r@!t is divided by three times the Reynolds number
(using a = 1(32cm) in order to obtain an estimate of the lateral heat flux according to the
classical plasma transport model. The thermal flux associated with ra~~almass transport
is shown parenthetically when it is larger than the heat flux from thermal conduction.

We see that, in most cases, the heat flux due to classical heat, transport is less than
l(lkfW/rn2 ), and in only two cases does the heat flux exceed 100(&fW/rn2 ). However, we
note that the thermal flux due to radial mass transport, is sulxdan!.i.allylarger in several
cases, producing two additional cases in excess of 100 AfW/rn2.

CASE H. AZIMUTHAL MAGNETIC NOZZLE
The parameter survey f~r this second configuration is not carried out here, but it.must

lead to results that, are qualitatively like those of Case I for thermal conduction, The reason
is that, according to Appendix 1), the ion beta is of order unity, and concomitantly the flow
through the nozzle wiIl be both trans-Alfv6nic and transonic. These were the fundamental
assumptions that led to the results of C’ase L Of course, the Reynolds number in Case 11
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TABLE 1.9 RadialThermal Diffushrhies(~)
from c{assicaltrrmsport theory, 11~,,~,

for a “beta = l“ hydrogen plasma with 2L = T~.
ParentheticaUy is shown ~Dq when it exceeds IJthe.n.

[See Note (a).] l!nA = 10 is assumed.

T[eV] = 1 10 100

+’r@] = 1013 - D~ = 5.7 x 105

(1.2 x 107)

1014 D; = 1.9 x 106

(1.2 x lo~)

1015 ‘ii = 1.9 x 105

(1.2 x 107)

1016 D~ = 1.9 x 104

(1.2 x 107)

1017

1019

D~ = 2.1 x 106

D; = 2.1 x 106

%
=1.8 x10d D~ = 6.7 x 104

D~l = 1.8 X 105 D; = 6.7 X 104

(3.8 X 10’)

Dii= 1,8 x 104 D~ = 6.7 x 104

(3.8 X 105)

D~ = 6,0 X 104 D~ = 6.7 X 104

(3.8 X 10’)

D~ = 6.0 X 103 D~ = 5,’7 x 104

(3.8 X 105)

Kofg

a) The ratio of the thermal flux eswcieted with mass transport to the heat flux from thermal conduction,

for~ = 1, T. = Ti = T, is (jDq)/Dt~~~~. times (:)( ~/$$ ).
b) The blank spaces lie outsi#e of the fluid-plasma model, ●ither because h ~ is too small (at low

temperatures) or because the mean free path is too Jarge (at high temperatures).

must he defined in terms of tile coaxial spacing between t.lle inner and outer elect.rocles,
A. To tile extent that A is closer to 10 cm tlmn 102 cn~, t.lle Reynolcls numl>ers will I]e
snla.ller and t.lle wall heat. fluxes will be larger l~y a factor of ten.
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TABLE I.1O. ReynoldsNumbers for the Thermal Dtifwkities
in Table 1.9. (Here, Vi( ~)= 1.4x 106 T~#, antto= 100mn)

(See Note.)

T[eV] = 1 10 100

n [cm-a] = @3 245
(11.6)

1014 73.7
(11.6)

~(p 737
(11.6)

~ol% 7,370
(11.6)

1017

211

211

246

2,460
(1, 160)

24,600
(1, 160)

7,380
(1, 160)

73,800
(1, 160)

20,900

20,900

20,900

20,900

24,560

Note: Reynolds Numbers due to the thermal fiux associated with radial mass transport are shown

parenthetically when they are smaller than the Reynolds Numbers for the thermal diffusivities in Table 1.9.

A qualitative difkrence with case I as regards thermal conduction would arise in the
event that Dj is the clominant diffusivity when ~G z 1, but is no longer the dominant
clifflusivit.y wlwn & 5 <m. Such situations could arise in energetic npernlirw of

coaxkd plasma guns (~ 100 eV icm energies) wherein the electrons do not have sufficient
time to heat up to near the ion temperature (see Appendix E). This situation should be
monitored in a more detailed transport study of the azimuthal magnetic nozzles. Finally,
it. is important to note that the thermal flux iwsociated with radial mass transport should
be considered in azimuthal magnetic nozzles. This will be quite different than in the
meridional magnet ic nozzle
section on mass transport.
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TABLE W, Estimates of Lateral Classical Heat Flux
and Thermal Flux due to Radial Mass Transport

in (JUW/rn2), from a ~ = 1 Hydrogen Plasma for a
Nozzle with throat radius a = 102 cm.

(See Note.)

T[eV] 1 10 100

n[c??z-s] = 1013

1014

@5

~o16

101’

1018

~@9

2.5 X N1-4(~~)

(5.3 x 10-3)

8.4 X 10-3
(5.3 x 10-2)

8.4 X 10-3
(5.3 x 10-’)

8.4 X 10-3
(5.3)

x

x

x

9.2 X 10-3 x

9.2 X 10-2 x

7.9 x 10-1 2.9 X 10-1

7,9 x 10-1 2,9
(1.7)

7.9 X 10-1 29
(17)

26 290
(165)

26 2500
(1650)

Note: The thermal flux associated with radial mass transport is shownparenthetical’ywhen it exceeds the
radial heat flux due to classical thermal conduction.

c. Bohm Transno~ When the electrons am magnetized (UC~~
vei ), ‘an additional channel for cross-field transport is provided by electrostatic turbulence.
First discussed by David Bolm17a who proposed a diffusivity DBOhn? = ~ ~ ~ many

subsequent! attempts were made t.o explain the origin of such a diffusivity. 13raginskii2
(in his chap. 3) provides a cptalitative explanation with a dynamical basis, and finds
~~ohm ~ ~. A more systematic and detailed explanation of Boluu diffusion has Ileen
set forth in the book by Ichimaru7b. He finds that when the electrons are magnetized, low
frequency electrostatic. turbulence across the magnetic field produces a diffusivity given lJy
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(for strong electrostaticturbulence),

(1.50)

The expression is vaiid when a certain parameter, a“, is much larger than unity. The a’
parameter is given by

() T= W;=
a*= 1+— —

Ti W~e‘
(1.51)

where T~ and Z’i are respectively the electron aad ion temperatures, =Id ~Pe WC1 ~ce

are respectively the electron” plasma and cyclotron frequencies) wP~ = (47rne2/m,)lJ2 and
Wce = eB/met, in cgs units. If we assume that T’e = Ti, the condition O* >> 1 cm be
reduced to

{/-
m.=

Vi << C —P
271’1.i

(1.52)

where vi is the ion thermal velocity, @ = 16mzT/.B2 is the plasma’s total beta, and c is
the speed of light. For hydrogen plasma, this can be written as

T(ev) < loq~ . (1.52 - a)

This condition will easily be sat.isfiecl for the cases under consideration in this report.
($*1).

For hydrogen plasma, with T. = Ti, the Bollm cliffusivity in 13q. (1.50) becomes

(1.53)

The Bohm cliff usivity is tah~tlat.ed for ~ = 1 hydrogen plasma with T,’,= Ti in Table 1.12.
It. can be written in practical terms as

2

()

cm T(clz)
D&hm — *2 x 103—.

s B(Testa)

The magnetic field values utilized here for@= 1 plasmas are given in Table 1.1.
The Bohm diflusivity has a meaning for both thermal and particle cross-field

diffusivity. (Although the electrons are the formal participants in this prcmws. tlw ions

must leave the plasma at the same rate, to maintain overall charge neutralit y.)We recall
that the particIe diffusivity due to classical Coulomb collisions was given by

where

(1.54–a)

(1..54 - b)



TABLE L12. Valuesof Bohm Diffusivity( # ) for@= 1
Ityrkogen Plasma (when electronsare magnetized,w.. > ;J{.i)

T[eV] 1 10 100

n.[crn-s]= 1013

1014

1015

1(J16

~fJ17

~ola

10’9

7.0 x 105(*) 2.2 x 106 x

7.0 x 10s x

2.2 x 105 7.0 x ).05 *
[2.2Jk!w/m’]

7.0 x 104 2.2 x 1(F *
[6.9 MIV/m2]

x ‘2,2 x 104 7.0 x 104

x 2.2 x 104

x 7.0 x 103

Note- Only the 100 eV cases marked (*) are significantly largerthan the classical thermal diffusivities
tabulated in Table /.9., by a factor of 10 for n = 10t5 Cnt-=, and a factor of 3 for n = lU~6 cm-3. The

corresponding 8ohm heat fluxes are listedparenthetically[ ] for conditionscorrespondingto Table ().11).

with B= = 8nn.T, /B2, rce being the electron gyro-radius,
classical CJoulorul>collision frequency of electrons with ions.
particle diffusivity is

DP=,t = 1P’
5 gT’’v”i = ‘:evei’

for T, = T’i. T,Pt. ns rnmp+re tl~is tn tb RAIm diffusivity
particle dilfusivity. From Eq. (L53), we have

r~e = Ve/wce, ancl V’i is the
Hence the classical cross-field

(1.54 - C)

interpret.ml in t.lw= crmt ext. d’

CT 2’:
DBo~m = 0.2X = O.l — = ().lT:eC&

Ldce

The ratio of the latter to the former is

(1.55)



which is 0.1 times the electron magnetization parameter. Hence, when the electron
mwm~tiza.ti~n exrwkls 10, me expects the elect.rml.atic turbulent. particle diffusion to
exceed the classical value. associated with cross-field mass transport.

From th~ standpoint of cross-field particle transport, and neglecting profile effects,
the magnetic Reynolds mimbers given in Table L6 will be therefore degraded” roughly by

-. the inverse of the factor ~(&) when this factor is large compared to unity, (Note that
the values of the magnetization parameters in Table 1,8 are only approxiqlate.) (Here,
we have used # = 1,2” = Ti, so & = ~.) We present this information on the Bohm
Reynolds number in the following table, baaed upon Table 1.12. For this tabulation, we

take a = 102 cm. for the radius, and Z!i(~ ) = 1.4x 106 !Z’~~.Jfor the ion thermal velocity
as representative of the flow velocity through the nozzle.

To summarize the results of this section on Bohm transport, we see from Table 1.12
that, Bohm thermal diffusion only rardy competes with classical heat diffusion in the
parameter ranges consi~lered. Moreover, we observe from Table I. 13 that the Reynolds
number associated with 130hnl diffusion is sufficiently large in all cases that fractional heat
and mass losses’ from the plasma durjng flow through the nozzle are quite small. Note,
however, that, the Iateral thermal flux associated with Bohrn mass transport is comparable
to the classicaI heat flux (where applicable) and greatly exceeds classical in two casses
at 100 eV. (Coqlpare Table 1.13 with Table I.11.) We conclude that Bohm diffusion is
generally uninqmrtant in the piwameter”range considered here. However, it is important to
qualify tliis conclusion with the reminder that the scale length for diffuse profile gradients
was taken to be the nozzle radius (at the throat). For sharper gradients the effect of Bohm
diffusion can be significantly larger as discussed in the following section under convective
transport [(ii): The Kelvin-HehtdmHz instability).

cl. Convective !&.- ans~ort. We have already discussed a form of
axisymmetric ‘convective thermal 10SSunder Sec. (b); heat transport. There, classical
resistive diffusion produced a radial macroscopic fluid velocity that convected thermal
energv outwards. In this section, we go on t:o consicler other heat loss processes that may
be induced by non-axisynunet.ric fluid motions triggered by macroscopic instabilities. The
most dangerous MHD-type (i.e. macroscopic) instabilities in a plasma are those that least
bend the maguet.ic field lines, or that don’t bend them at all. ‘Ilis is because energy is
required to bend the magiletic field lines, and so such plamim motions tend to be st.able.
A well known example of a stable perturbation associated with field-line bending is the
torsional Alfv&l wave. An example orthogonal to the Alfw% wave is the We pert.urbat.ion.
Flute-type perturbations are plasma motions that move the field lines perpendicular to
themselves without bending them, or bending them the least, amount. possible. Magnetic

Ccnlfiglira.tionswithout magli~t.ic shear are particnla+rlymscept.ible to flute pmt ud wt;ws
because then large volumes of magnetic flux can be coherently moved practically without.
bending. Neither the meridional nor the azimuthal magnetic nozzle possesses any magnetic
shear, in the “pure” versions of these configurations.

These unstable flute perturbations prove to be driven jointly by adverse pressure
gradients and “bad” field line curiature (e.g. hot. plasma surrounded in equilibrium by
field lines that. are convex outwards). Known as “interchange inst.abilit.ies,n their behavior
can be shown to very similar (almost identical) to instabilities of the Rayleigh-Taylor type.
This analogy can be inferred km the equations set forth in Freidberg’s discussion of
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TABLE }.13. Valuesof ReynoldsNumberand ConvectiveThermal Flux
(.. .), imMW/nf2 for Transportdue to

Bohm Diffusionin @= 1 HydrogenPlasma
AssumingT“ = T~ (l?~o~~ = &:m for a = 102 cm)

T[eV] 1 Iu 100

rz[crn-~]= 1013

1014

~o15

1016

~@7

~@8

~o19

200 200
(o.021Mw/m?)

632
(0.067)

2,000
(0.21)

6,320

x 20,000

x

x

x

x

2,000
(6.i)a

6,320
(21)a

20,000
(67)

63,200
(210)

200, (-)00
(670)

Only cases where the electrons are magnetized (uce > Vei) are meaningfulfor RBohm. For fixed beta,

ws note the scaling, RBoh ~ - $, so that RBohm is independent of temperature ●nd weakly dependent on

plasma density in the above tahu[ation. The convective therms/ flux is listed parenthetical/y (assuming a difi%se
profile n = no(l - r2 /a2 ) ) only for cases where ~Ce/~ei > 10 (see Table /.8). The expressiontabulatedis

9.6 x 10-23 x n(m.-3)T(ev)DBohm( +)[*].
aGreat/yexceetfsc/assica/ therrnd f/ux,

ideal MI-lD instabilities as baaed upon the principIe of virtual work (the t H‘ approach ).‘{’
For this reason, such modes are often called “g-modes? in connection with gravitational.
instabilities.

In the azimuthal magnetic nozzle, another class of flute-type pert.urbat.ionsmay also
arise, driven by the free energy in a sheared axial flow fielcl (consonant with a “no-slip”
boundary comlition on the lateral walls), [These are in addition to the Rayleigh-Taylor-
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type flute modes that can be unstable (depending on the radial pressure profile) due to
l.l In had nvt~net i; cuwat,nre of Bo at the ontm rmmial det-trmie.] Such perl Imlm,tirms
are closely related to the Kelvhl-Helnilloltz instability and to the shedding d vurtices by
airfoils.

Finally, we shall mention that Kelvill-Helj\lllolt.z type instabilities of flute parity can
be induced by phtsma-sheath effects, even in the absence of an externally-driven plasma
flow fieId. Thus, these instabilities may even be relevant to the meridional magnetic nozzle
although it has no zero-order flow in the azimuthal direction.

Both Rayleigh-Taylor and Kelvin-Hehnholtz types of flute perturbations merit
consideration here, because they both can lead to the formation of macroscopic eddies
that convect pl~”ma across $he magnetic field.

In the absen,ce of a definitive and gener~]y accepted practical model of the turbulent
MH13 boundary layer for highly-conducting (Rn 2 1) high-beta ($ x 1) plasmas, we shall
‘consider here what can be said about the influence of the above inst,ahllit,ieson convective
cross-field transport. (However, Demetriades has constructed a well-considered approach
to the turbulent MI-ID boundary’ layer proMem for low-beta plasmas having 11~smalls-b)

In this c.onnec.tion, we observe that, in a magnetized plasma having small ion gyro-
radius, and with beta @ large compared to unity, the presence of the magnetic fielcl
may be expected to lend some d@gree of rigidity to the plasma, so that the character of
turbulence and convective transport in such a plasma may well be rather diflerent from
the turbulence and associated transport in a neutral gas.

i.) Instabilities of the Ravlei~ h-Taylor Tyu., ?’he meridional magnetic nozzle must
contain a transition section between the reservoir and the nozzle throat, where the magnetic
field line+ and the streamlines are narrowing down, so that these lines appear convex to the
out.aicle. A core of hot. plasma would t.el~dto be unstable in this region of “bad curvature,”
Further downstream, in the throat section of the nozzle, the lines appear concave to the
outside, appearing as a region of “good curvature” to the core of hot plasma. (For example,
see Fig. 30. ) Because the potential eneru driving the instability, 6??’, consists of an
integral over the entire plasma volume, ‘a the stability properties of the plasma on a given
flux tube wiU depend upon the integrated curvature efIect (@od and bad) ail along the
field lines in that. flux tube, ~ weI1as depending upon the radial pressure gradients in that,
flux tube. A similar problem has recentIy been formulated (~mt not solved) for the case
of a plasma flowing along field. lines in a tokanmk,‘-c for which the flowing plasma also
saqdes alternating regions of good and bad curvature (on the inner and outer regions of
the torus respectively}.

In the present instance, we shall make a simple “worst-case” estimate of the possible
effect of the flute mode instability in the transition region in order to indical e the
importance of a more detailed and systematic examination of this effect.. We emphasize
that an instability of this kind in the transition region could have a destructive dffect.
on the entire’ plasma reservoir if care is not, exercised. (For exami)le, it is well known
that. theta-pinches, neut.raliy stabIe along their length because of zero curvature, can be
thrown sideways t.o the wail because of instabilities associated with the bad curvature of
magnetic mirrors applied at the ends of the pinch. ) We also note that, sufficiently short.
wavelengths of’ the Ra.yleigh-Taylor instability can be partiaily st.abiIized by the presence
of fluid viscosity. This effect will be treated in the sunnnary section in C%ap. V.
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TO proceed, we consider a simple model of R1lincompressil]le fll~hl,unstah]y stratified
wv%r ~avity., (’I’Iw efkts of conlpressil)ility will be ~iisrllssd sll~rtly. ) rr~~~ ~~”fcf~-~1),
one can M3r tl:at the effective gravitational force is a centrifugal force induced by tllcruml
motion along B, which is given to order of magnitude by

g = v;/Rc (1.56)

where vi is the ion thermal velocity and l?c is the radit~sof curvature of a field fine in the
bad curvature region.* In the presence of subsonic parallel flow, ~1 5 v~, this expression
will be modified by a term ~f/&, but the order of magnitude and the scaling still will be
correctly given by (1.56).

Furthermore, for flute modes (wherein the wave-vector lies across the shea.rless
magnetic field), it is easy to show that the magnetic field eiTec.tivelydrops out of the
dynamics.

Now, C%anclraselchars-d has presented the solution for the Rayleigll-Taylor instability
in a diffusely stratified medium (originally worked out by Lord Itayleigh). The growth rate,
r, is found to be given approximately by

-m (1.57)

where Q-1 is the scale length of the unstably stratified medium. It is noteworthy in
the exact formula that as wavelengths increasingly smaller than Q-3 are considered, the
growth rate is ~ enhanced, but remains esseutidy as given by Eq. (1,57]. Therefore, this
configuration proyides an answer that, in some sense, completes the result for the sharp
boundary model of a heavy fluid superposed on a lighter fluid, for which the instability
growth rate increases without liwit for increasingly smaller wavelengths.

Let us now compare the growth time, of this instability t.o the transit time, f ~,~., for
an element of plasma to flow through the section of bad curvature. In so doing, we shall
set

Q-1 = AT, (1.58)

where Ar is the representative radial scale length of the unst ah]y stratified plasma profile
in the bad curvature transition section, Let the axial length of the bad curvature section
be /B.Ce, then

tB.co = tB.c,/~1 (1.59)

Then, the number of growth times available for this type of instabilityy is given by (from
Eq’s. 1.56-1.59)

“’+Ew’%=#%E (1.60)

For flow that is approaching the transonic condition, Ifl s t~i, and with t~,c, s A’r,
and with a mdiiciently diffuse profile so that A ~ ~ RC, one would expect only a few

* Fkom the general expression for the square of the compIexeigenfrequency,tJ2 = d~1’/l(, where
6~~ and K are the potential and kinetic energies associated with pressure driven modes, with uniform

and equal temperatures one obtains C02x -(~)1~1, tO order of magnitude.
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Raykigh-’kylor growth times to be available during transit through the bad cnrvatwre
sertion. Tkh=Over, sinre flute modes (and the C1OS+ related Imlloonfng mm%s) d’ this
gravitational type extend nonlocally along field lines, the destabilizing tendencies may be
mitigated by the effects of good curvature sampled hy the modes in the nozzle throat.. This
qualitative preliillinary estimate, ‘of a benign result needs ‘to be supplemented by detailed
quantitative studies of the MIiD stability properties of the plasma in the entrance region
of the nozzle. (For example, we note that the speed-up of 111towards vi initially occurs in
conjunction with a decrease in RC~ so’ that Eq. (1.60) contains counteracting factors that
require sorting out by detadecl con?putations in order to obtain the net result.)

However, for icieally well-cordined plasmas, one could be dealing with a
shar~-boundarv ~refile in which a core plasma is supported in transverse pressure balance
by an externai ,nmguetic field, so that Ar << Rc. According to Eq. (1.60), this pure form of
tile ‘magngtic nozzle concept may then be subject to a large mnnber of instability growth
times during plasma trmlsit of the bad curiature segtion. Thus, it is relevant to consider the
sharp boundary version of this instability, (But note that the Rayleigh-Taylor instability
does not require a fkee boundary, but can also occur in a stratified profile contained within
fixed boundaries.)

To tl~s purpose, we consider a uniform, motionless, field-free, highly conducting
plasma half-space in the region z < 0 with a sharp free boundary at the plane z = O.
To the right in the hajf-spaw x >0, there is a uniform, shearless magnetic field B= in the
2 direction. We “study the most dangerous Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities (thus with wave
vectors in the ‘y-direction) induced by an equivalent,‘@avitational field g& applied in the
x-direct ion. We limit. the analysis to incompressible motions (with compressibility effects
discussed thereafter),

VV6V=0 (1.61)

so that, within the plasma, the linearized mass continuity equation

-idp + p(jv “ 6? = o (1.62)

implies no density perturbations,
&p= o. (1.63)

(Here, any quantity Q has been split into zero order and fluctuating parts, Q = QO(Z)+i@,
with dQ = q(z) exp [i(ky - d)].) The linearized momentum equation reads, for z <0,

–iwpohv + v&P = $ghp = o

(wkre @ is t.lte nnit. vector in the x-direction), bm whicb$ with

V26P = o.

illcnfllpressil )ilit.v,

The solution of (1.65) that vanishes in the plasma as z - –W is

6P= 6P&e~(+”’?

The total fluid pressure perturbation at the dis~laced boundary m= Q, is then

(Jp)tcit. = 6P + {. vPt) = 6P + (Zpog,

4?

(1.64)

(1,65)

(1.66)

(1.67)



where f= is the normal displacement of the bonndary and we have used the equilil)riurn
Prewslmt=-ba.lance a-mrlitinn in the ~rfwil.ational fif+l, VPO = poqfi.

’10 the right of z = (), there is a Uniforlnva.cuum magnetic field B.. in the equilibriunl
state; and the perturbation magnetic field satisfies V ● t= = O and V x d~ = O. Hence
there is a fluctuating magnetic scalar potential, 64, with

and with
V%j = o. (1,69)

The solution of (1.69) having the form ~(z)eik~ is

6+= &#~e-kzei(ky-wt)
● (1.70)

Here, we have chosen the solution that vanishes at, x ~ +00. It is obvious fronl the fornl
of (1.70) that

6BZ s O, (1671)

so that the fluctuating n~agnet.ic pressure (s. . 43) vanishes in the right half-space, z >0.
Therefore, by continuity of pressure, the pressure perturbation at z = ~= given by ECI.
(1.67) also must vanish.

6P= -CZP09 (1.72)

Here, 6P is to be evaluated at z = O to first order accuracy, Now, 6P can be related to
tW# through Eq. (1.64),

&P= i: f)ohl; , (1673)

and til’~ (z = O) is related to the boundary displacenlent & by

The use of (1.73) and (1.74) in (1.72) immediately produces the Rayleigh-Taylor dispersion
relation,

W2= -gk, (1.75)

corresponding to the growth rate (w = ir),

r=a” (.I.i5 -a)

From what has been said earlier, we know that the growth rate does not. increase wit Iumlt
lin~it as k increases, but is maximized for

where Ar is the width of the “sharp” bounclary.
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Taking g x v~/R., and k ~ A-~ 1, the above growth rate Eq. (1.75-a), can be estimated

Tlms, since Ar << l?., the instability growth time, 1’-1, will be much shorter l.htuIthe
thermal trausii time through the bad-curvature regiou, in the case of a “sharp” boundary
profile. (l?or tB.c. = t’B.C./~l, we find 17tB.Cofrom Eq. (1.77) agrees exactly with Eq.
(1.60).)

The above problem can also be worked including the effect of compressibility, and
solved exactly. It is thus found that the effect of compressibility is stabilizing, but only for
modes with wave vectors small enough that

g a ks2,

where s is the compressional communication speed across the magnetic fielcl. (Hence,
s ~ v; (ion thermal velocity) or CA (Alfv&~ speed) for ~ ss 1.) Taking g s v~/RC and
s s vi, one finds compressibility is important for global modes such that 1 * kR,. For
larger wavenumbers, k >> 1?; 1, the incompressible model should remain valid.

The presence of such growing g-modes in the meridional magnetic nozzle opens a
channel for quasi-lhlear radkl fluxes of particles and heat due to “crinkling” of the originally
axisyrmnetric plasma boundary, i.e. a form of “onvective transport .“ Unlike t.url>ulent
transport ill ordinary fluids, the convective transport in this case is due to the coherent
act.ivit y of individual modes.

For example, the convective radial mass flux can be estimated as (dptil’), where
the brackets signify au average over the azinmthal (g) direction, Here, we shall use a
“mixing length” Ansatz. Since 6p = O behind the “sharp” bonndary in the core plasma,
its value within the boundary layer itself (i.e. 6p at a fixed position, induced by a moving
non-uniform profile) must be given by bp w –<z(dpO/A) where (dpO/dz) is the density
gradient! within the boundary layer. Also, within the boundary layer (assumed to move
rigidly ) we have 6VZ = -iw~z. Since this is a purely growing mode ~it.h w = {r, the
quasilinea.r mass flux becomes

(6(W) = - (t:)r(dp,fdz). (1.78)

Using the mixing length estimate for the nonlinear saturation linlit~ <= -- A., with
ldpO/drl - pO/Ar, and using (1.77) for the growth rate, we find

(fifldl’) - (~~?li) /\ $. ( 1.79)

Also, Eq. (1.78), with ~= z Ar and r given by (1.77), is equivalent t.o a diffusive flux,

(6rld17) = –DRTdno/dz (1.80)

where the R.ayleigh-Taylor-inch~ced particle diflusivity is given by

(1.81)
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Thus, looking at the plasma from an axisymmetric point of view, there is an apparent
radial mass flnx in the had cmvnt.ure regirm. due to the clevr=lopment.d’ AM waw= kngt 11

g-mock instabilities, on tk order of the ion thermal flux times a small nuudx*r depending
~q>on the thickness of the “sharp” boundary. Of course, Eq. (1.79) is valid only as long as
A, << R,.

The fraction of mass “lost” to the outside in this marmer this manner, beyond the
desired, axisymmetric sharp boundary, during plasma transit through the bad curvature
re@o!l may IX estimated as follows. The rate of 10SSmultiplied by the transit time (tBc )
gives the amount lost (per unit, length), which is then compared with the amount, present
(per unit length).

(1.82)

in which we have made use of Eq. (1.79). Here, rB.~. is the representative ordinary radius
measured from the axis of symmetry at the section of had curvature. Since (Ar /R=) only
e@ers by the one-half power, the original boundary of separation of plasma and field must
be very t.ltili indeed in order that the mass-loss fraction be small, since the remaining
factors are of order unity. Thus, the ioss of integrity of the desired sharp boundary in the
fonu of crinkling, and the associated mass and heat transport (heat transport is discussed
below) out of the core plasma, present serious issues deserving detailed computational
study “focused upon the entrance region of the nozzle.

In a similar inanner, one can estimate an equivaknt nonlinear heat flux due to these
instabilities, in addition to the effective convection of heat associated with the nonlinear
mass flux,

T*(6?ZW)= ~(@’).
m~

The heat flux itself is given by

() dTo ~ dTo
97.0(W6T) = no ((-iwf= ) –~= ~ ) = -nor(f= ) ~

..
(1.83)

where dTo/d.z is the zero-order temperature gradient, in the boundary layer separating the
pl~xn.a from the magnetic field. Comparing to Eq. (1.78), we see that the eflective thermal
cliffusivity is identical to the effective mass difhlsivitty. Similar]y, the fm.ction of heat lost
by the effective thermal colicluction mechanism in Eq, (1.83) proves to be the same as the
mass-loss fraction of Eq. (1.82), to within a numerical factor,

Use of the expression for 1- in Eq. (1.83), with k * A;l, ~= * A? and ldTo/dzl -
X,I/A~, yields a quasilinear radial heat. flux (whether dne to convection or conduction) nn
the order of

()Ap 112

()

1/2

qRT z (~~~’i )
= 2 )( 10-15 A“

3/2 M?i”
n(cm.-3)T(=v)[~]

.K .E
(1.83–0)

Thus, for n. = $ x 10J5 cm-3 and 2’ = 1 cl’, we have

q~~+(~)’’’[~], andfor T=100eV, q~~-(~)’/2103[~ .
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Thus, the higher temperature (and density) cases can produce very high heat loads,
m-mrqwmrlingly Inrger than in these extimples to the extent that. n.(rm’3 )/(1/2 Y 1015) {s

largrr than unity. h) any case, ‘Eq. (1.83-a) can provide an estimate of such quadinear
heat fluxes. These estimates are not very sensitive to the sharpness of the plasma edge.

In summary, the meridional nozzle entMnce region presents magnetic field lines of
bad cur@.ure.,to the plasma, which may then become susceptible to instabilities of the
Rayleigh-Taylor type. These instabilities. have rapid growth rates in sharp-bouudary,,
plaamaa, with attendant serious consequences for heat and mass transport losses according
to the simple qua.si-litiear estimates given above. In order to study these effects properly,
3D MHD simulations are required and are reconunemled. Note also that fluid viscosity can
provide a stabilizing iufiuence 011the @~wth rates, as discussed in C!hap. V. Finally, we also
note that the azimuthal magnetic nozzle has bad magnetic curvature at!the outer electrode,
so $hat Rayleigh-Tayior type iustaldities may occur there too. In this connection, it is

. worth noting that special diffuse pressure profiles in Z-Pinch geometry can be stable to
these instabilities clue to the efFects of compressibility.8’

ii) Instabilities of the I{:lvi~l-Heltlllloltz Tv~e. As in the
preceding section on the effects of the “Rayleigl~-Taylor instability, we address our remarks
here primarily to the radial transport issues in the meridional magnetic nozzle. A recent
pair of journal articles ‘-e has made the important, point. that the electrostatic sheath

generated by a plasma, nominally at rest, in contact with a (floati~lg-~~ot,ellt,ial) wall in
the presence of a “shearless magnetic field parallel to t~e wall induces a JielviillHehllllult.z
‘inst.ability just from the action of the sheared, Es x B drift velocity. Here, Es refers to
the radial space-chaige field of the plasma sheath. This instability <and its subsecp~ent
turbulence occur spontaneously, in the absence of an externally driven flow field. The
ultimate source of free energy for this instability comes from the joint. action of ionization
and heating in the bulk plasma, w~ich ~erves to charge up the wall leading to raclial electric
fields that produce the sheared i!3 x Z? drift velocity. ‘1’bus, this situation is relevant to
instabilities in the meridional inagnetic nozzle (except, for the limitations mentioned below)
with wave-vectors in the azimuthal direction, consonant, with the absence of externally
driven azimuthal velocity in the pure form of this nozzle configuration.

Moreover, Theilhalber and Birdsalls-e found quasi-linear modeling to be inapplicable
for the description of instability saturation and turbulence (in contrast to our discussion
of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability in the preceding sec(.ion), because of the shedding of
small-scale vortices away from the plasma sheath region. Instead, they found the bounclary
layer always to be in an unstable coudition and always to be radiatingsndl vortices away
(as well as to retain large vortices which coalesced). The balance between the action of the
instability and the sltedding of the smaller vortices allowed the plasma sheath to maintain
itself in a “t}twbulent steady state?’

Here, we shall present. a brief account. of the Kelvin-Hehrdioltz simulations of
Theilhaber and Birdsall and their implications for “anomalous” tramsport losses in the
meridional magnetic nozzle. We remark that these instabilities and their consequent.
turbulent IIactuations are dangerous in the same way that the Rayleigh-Taylor fluctuations
are dangerou% that is, both types of ffactuations are a.lde to take place without hen ding
the magnetic field lines.

Theilhaber and Birdsall have carried out and analyzecl the results of 2D particle
simulations in slab geometry. The simulations were electrostatic, the xnagnet.ic field was
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nniforrnand shearless,with no curvature,particleelectronsand ionswereintroducedin
bnlk and their orbits were exactly followerl as inflnmwecl hy the mwmmcopir t+rtric fields

until IJM particks reached the wall, at which they were absorbed. An explicit algorithm
was used to advance ,the”particle orbits on the electron gyro time scale. The dynamical
processes stucliccl were of the flute type; that is, there was no variation of any quantity in
the direction along the magnetic field. Because of the limitations of the computer, only
a few runs were performed, and some of the dimensionless pimrneters were unrealistic.
For example, the electron plasma-frequency to the electron gy-frequency was taken as
~pe /~ce = 0.182. In reality the latter quantity should be much larger than unity since

@pe/@ce = (@ ’2)(C/V. )) where ~. s @?&/B2, e is the sped of light, and V= is the
electron thermal velocity. Thus, &en at temperatures as Wlghas 100 eV, tile electrcw bet a
would have to be less than 10-4 in order for ~Pe/~Ce to be less than unity. Nevertheless
this siate-of-the-art simulation produced new tid important physics results relevant to the
behavior of bounded magneto-plasmas.

The linear instability of the self-consistent sheath can be understood from the
observations from the sinndat.ions that the sheath thickness is about three ion-~ro-raclii
(A. z 3rC~)awl the sheath potential chop is about twice the ion temperature (4s z 2Z’~/e).
Tlms, the space charge electric field in the radial direction is 1% x 4./As ~ ( :%)( ~~)

where, vi = (2Ti/n?.i)112 is the ion tl~ern~al velocity. (Ref. 8-e uses vi = (Ti/m.f)1J2.)
Thus, the guiding center drift velocity is 1~ = CE=/l? = ~Vi. The instability growth rate I’
must, be proportional to (l%/A3 ), as these quantities are the only charact.erist.ic zero or&r
quantities with the correct ditnensional combination for the slow time scale, fluid-type
growth rate. A numerical solution of the linearized equations yields

r z O.Oti.i % 0.41G/A,, (1.84)

where Wci is the ion gyro-frequency. This maximum growth rate occurs at a flute-mode
wavelength k$ ~ (in the ~ or # direction) on the order of kvrCi s 0,4,

We now inquire whether such an instability can grow appreciably during plasma
transit of the nleridional magnetic nozzle. l’aking the transit time t, as t= z (?Z/~i where
Cz is the length of the nozzle and vi is the ion thermal velocity, the number of growth times
can be expressed as

f%. = 0.04~A (1,85)
r ci

where “a’: is a characteristic radius of the nozzle and A = dz /a. is the nozzle aspect ratio,
Here, we’have made use of Eq. (1.84) for I’.

We see from Table 1.5 that, for @ = 1 hyclrogen plasmas, the ion gyro-radius r.i can
be on the order of 1 cm for densities in the range of 1013 – 1015 rm-s, and rc~ is eve]l

snmlIer at higher densities. Thus, for transverse dimensions oil the order of 10- 10Z cm
ahd nozzle aspect ratios of 10, we fu)d that. the number of growth times can range from 4
to 40, or even larger at higher densities. Thus, the lielvin-Ilehnholtz instability should be
expected to be present, in the azimuthal direction in the meridional magnetic nozzle.

According to Ref. (8-e), the nonlinear turbulent state of this instability indeed
contributed to cross-field transport of plasma, but not direct~y by means of the coherent
vortex structures, The actual transport mechanism was found to be clue to the concomitant
existence of incoherent turbulence at short Ieilgth scales, where it} manifested itself as
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Boinn transi>ort. The Bolnn transport allowed electrons to migrate from the interior to
t?w nvtside of the )ar~e coherent vortex structures, and theme to the wall. Withmf the
1301mItransport, the electrons would have remained trapped in the vortices. Measurements
from the simulations gave the result (in cgs units),

D~okm ~ ~.04cTi/eB. (1.86)

This Bohm tliffusivity, D~Ok~, is about one order of magnitude smaller than that given
earlier in Eq. (1.53). However, it acts over a much sharper gradient., only a few Tci wide.
This leads to a radial cross-field mass transport of order

(1.87)

where vi = (2Ti/~i)1i2. Thus radial mass transport. through the plasma sheath is some
snmfl fraction of the ion thermal flux.

The fraction of mass lost during axial transit at velocity ~1 * vi through the nozzle
in this nm.m]er is clearly given by

f
1 nVz2~a t’=

m.aas 10S* - ‘——150 nra2 Vi
LA

= 75
(1.88)

where A = 4=/a.is the aspect. ratio of the nozzle. Clearly, for A s 10, the fraction of nmss
(and heat) lost in this nm.nner should be negligible.

The actual transverse heat flux due to this kind of Bohnl difl~lsion~ ~~o~m ~ iS (~~sing
& nTvi ),

1 [1Am”9i?oh-n-’~x2xlo-lsn(m,-3)T;/;) ~ . (1.89)

Forn=~ X l@5 cm,-3 and T = 1 eV, we have !&ohm - +7jWH ~Jt~* for T = loo ‘v

we have &~m * & x lWO[~] ~n~wN 6 ~]. Tlms, tihese kinds of heat fluxes do not, seem
very serious due to the small numerical i’actor in front, except at much higher densities,
n(c77z-3)/(1/2 x 1015) >102.

We conclude this sub-section on the Kelvi]~-Hel~l~l~cllt.zinstability with the remark
that, although we have considered here only tile meridional magnetic nozzle, the azimuthal
magnetic nozzle also will he subject to such an instability and also in a manner that does
not bencl the field lines, To address this issue, the simulations of Ref. (8-e) then would
have t.o be exte~deci to include an externally driven plasma flmv firld, and rtvnoval of ~he
‘Yloating potential” asmunption on the wails, since the walls are electrodes connected to
an external driving circuit.

iii] Summarv and Comments on Convective ‘llanmort. It
was pointed out that {he ent.rauce region of the meridional magnetic nozzle has bad
magnetic curvature and is therefore susceptible to flute inst.abilit.iesof the Rayleigh-Taylor
type, thus leading to st.atiouary deformations in the azimuthal direction. For general
cliffuse profiles, it, was estimated that probably only a few instability growth times woulcl
be available during transit of the entrance region, so that diffuse profile configurations
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would prol)aldy he immune to the consequences of Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities. However,
sllm-pl~ +fineil ~iasnwL prnfi les with a free bownda.ry w~ltM h vulnerable tn the ra piri
growth of short waveIe@h instabilities with”wavelengths on the order of the boundary
layer thickness. Even pressure-gradient boundary layers that extend right ttp to the wall
without a free surface are vuhlerable to this instability when $$ <0. The linear growth
rate of such instabilities was estimated by Eq. (1.77), the quasilinear mass flux by Eq.
(1.79),, the fractional mass 10SSby (1.82), and the qttasilinear heat flux by Eq. (1.83),
and Eq. (1.83-a). These equations can be used in conjunction with Table I.1 to provide
estimates of these losses and heat loading of the walls in association with conjectured
examples of thrust pressure and thrust power, provided that one has an estimate of the
boundary layer thickness. For the latter, one might consider the effect of classical resistive
diffusion x expressed by Eq. (1.31), adapted to the region of bad curvature of aspect ratio
AB.C,. Then, the factor ~~ in the above equations becomes

J2dT-(c)l’4J~’

where TB,C, is {he ordinary nozzIe radius in the region of bacI curvature, and Rq is the
magnetic Reyncdds number in that region.

The determination of the boundary layer t.hiclmess by classical resistive diffwion
assumes that the ion gyro-radius rC~ is much smaller than any characteristic leugth
in the fluid model. lTowever, in Table L5, we see that many (/3 = 1) examples
(72!- 1013 — 1015 cm-3) have rri on the order of 1 cm which is not. ali that. small. For
situations in which rCi exceeds the classicaI resistive layer thickness, i.e., when

Tci

/

AB,C,
—>
TB,c, --q-’

then one should use rci as the thickness of the boundary layer if the ions are magnetized.
For instance, from ‘1’a~le 1.6, we see that for T = lW eV; one can have Rv >105, &d from
Table 1.5 we see that, ~Ci+ 0.5 cm. for n - 101s cm-3. Moreover, Table 1.8 shows that the
ions are magnetized for these parameters. llus ~~ = ~r~. For rCi --1 cm and
RC w 102 cm, Ec1. (1.77) becomes

allowing on the order Of ten Rayh:igl ETaylor growth times in the ent.rance regiuu. Ill.
(1.82) for Ill s I)i and tB.C. + rB,c. yields

The heat flux to the wall provided by 13q. (1.83-a) becomes

[1nm
qRT - ~ X 10-16 ??(C???-3)T:’;, — ,

~n2
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Fern= ~ x101s(crn.-3)and T= 100 ev$ thkyk?]ds ~RT ~ loo[~]. %dl IIIZLSS-lOSS

fractic}nsal~rll~ea.i ffuxessl~ould not beigncwd.

It was further pointed out that themericliomdmagneticnozzle will be susceptible
to flute instabilities in plasmas that extend up to the lateral wall, clue to spontaneous
self-~eneration of the Kelviri-Hehnlioltz, instability by the space-charge electric field of the
pkwn,a sheath. !I%is process also leads to deformations in the azimuthal direction, rotating
with about hrdf of the ion thermal speed. The linear growth rate of such instabilities was
estimated by Eq. (1.84), and the growth time was estimated to be at least several times
shorter than the axial transit time [Eq. (1.85)] for ‘most, cases of interest. It was observed
{by Theilhaber and Birdsalls-e) that. large coherent. Kelvin-Helmholtz vortices do not
contribute directly to radial plasma transport, but. that they sustain a turbulent plasma
sheath characterized by a spectral cascade, to incoherent short wavelength electrostatic
turbulence. The latter fluctuations then prodtlce a Bohm diffusive transport process with
a diffusion coefficient smaller than the estimate of Ichimaru [Eq. (1.50)] by about one order
of magnit ude. This leads to a mass-loss flux of about 10-2 times the ion thermal flux [Eq.
(1.87)], a fractional mass loss given by Eq, (1,88), ancl a heat flux to the wall given by Ecj.
(1.89 )..The f:actional,mass ‘loss appeam” to be negligilde, and the heat. loading of the lateral
wall appears to be moderate except at high densities (z 1017 cm-3) and simultaneously
high temperatures (~ 100 eV). The heat flux equation can be used in conjunction with
‘Talde L 1,to provide estimates of the wall,loacling in association with conjectured examples
of thrust pressure and thrust. power. Caution is advised in the use of these results because
they were obtained in ‘simulations with unrealistic parameters. For example, Ir.1~inlaru7G
assumed that a“ >> 1, equivalent to U&/w~, >> 1 where WPS= (4m~e2/rn, ) ’12 is the
electron plasma frequency; whereas the simulations in Ref. (&e) used u& /w~~ << 1. This
dkcrepanc.y may accouut for the much smaller Bohm transport obtained by Ref. (8-e) in
comparison with the theory of Ichima.ru. It<is an open question whether these results of
Ref. (8-e) wili remain valid in more realistic sinmlations or over a more extended range of

2 > W2, it is conceivable that the Bohm diffusivitypzhameters. In a simulation for which wP~ ,.
would agree with lchimaru.

Finally, we remark that the azimuthal magnetic nozzle may well be vulnerable to
both Rayleigh-’Iaylor and Kelvi&HehnlIoltz instabilities, as modified by the presence of
externally driven axial ilow, and electrodes not at a floating potential but connected to au
external circuit. Such instabilities would consist of axisynnuetric deformations in the axial
direction, drifting axially. Their initiation and nonlinear behavior can be examined with
time-dependent (i.e. initiai value) 2-D MHD or particle simulations. The latter would
be preferable in order to ~e able to monitor the stabilizing effects of finite Larmor radius
ion orbits. Properties that are sensitive to this axial plasma trandat ion are electrode
resistivity, electrode surface roughness, plasma viscosity, and axial non-uniformity of the
electrodes associated with nozzle shaping. These properties should be included in a.
realistic sindation~ and in analytic modeling of the Rayleigh-TayIor and Kelvin-Hehulloltz
instabilities in the azimuthal nozzle.

The azimuthal magnetic nozzle may also be subject. to llol]-axis~’ll~ll~et.ricinstabilities
as manifested in radial spokes or arcs, These depend heavily on the Hal] effect.. !lley
have been studied, both analytically and in simulation, by Demetriadess-f, primarily in
connection with MH D generators. Such studies are viiluable and should be continued and
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extended in their range of parameters.

?.. l?.adk~k Losses. The gww+ral wmflitinn for rwliai ion 10SW+S(O lW w1:I1iv~~lv

small may be stated as follows. l’he energy lost by radiation from a sample d’ plasma
during the transit by that. sample through the nozzle should be small coinparecl with the
energy content of the sample, This general condition has to be stated iii two dlfferent
ways, depending on whether the plasma is opticaJIy thin or optically thick. Also, as in
the previous section on transport, one shoukl inonitor the radiation flux incident upou
material boundaries.

In order t.o provide a survey of conditions under which plasmas are to be regarded as
optically thin or optically thick~ A. G. Sgro has utilized an opacity code built by Group T-
4 at Los Alamos. This computer code calculates normalized absorptivities (Rosseland

‘b fck”~~) in tllis c-e’ for hydrogen plasma.and Planck)g-a~bi3 The Rosseland model
assumes equilibrium which strictly appliea to the equilibrium plasma envisioned in the
reservoir of the meridional magnetic nozzle, However this should be at least indicative
.of the opacity of the plazma in the nozzle itself. A .nmre complete physical description
requires the solution of the equations of radiative transfer within the flow field, and that
kind of detailed investigation is beyoncl the scope of this report. Table 1.14 displays the
output of the Group T-4 opacity code in the form of Rosseland and Planck normalized
absorptivities (in cm.2/grnt) for various temperatures, T(evl, and various electron number
densities, ne (cm-3), for eacli temperature. The corresponding optical thicknesses, LRO~S
ancl Lp~o.nc& (in cm), are obtained with the aid of the mass density p(gni/cm3 ) in an
obvious manner.

For plasmas with a temperature of one to a. few el’ , one sees from this table that
electron c]ensities above a few times 101s cm-3 are becoming optically thick for transverse
global dimensions larger than 10 cm. Accorcling to Table 1.1, this transition occurs for
thermal pressures above about 50 psi, in the neighborhood of 1 eV temperat.ur=’.

C)n the other hard, for plasma temperatures of 10 eV or higher, the plaamas remain
optical] y thin (for transverse global dimensions less than about 102 cm) for electron
densities up to about 1“019cm.-3 , corresponding to thermal pressures up to at least several
thousand psi. Such densities are within the assumed range of parameters of Table L1.

Therefore, when estimating radiation losses, we always shall use the optically thin
model for plasma temperatures of 10 el~ or above; and also for 1 el’ temperatures for
densities below 101s cm-3. But we shall use the optically thick model of a surface radiator
for densities above 101s cm-3 for temperatures in the 1 eV range. The. intermediate range
ofrz * 1018 cm-3, T -1 e17, is more correctly treated by solving the ecluat.ionsof radiative
transfer, hut. that undertaking is beyond the scope of this report.

Incidentally, one generally can ignore electron cyclotron radiation as a. loss clumnel
here, because, for the range of parameters considered (see Table L1), the electron plasnla
frequency greatly exceeds the electron gyro-frequency, LOP.>> Wc,. That is, radiation
cannot propagate out of a plasma unless the radiation frequency exceeds the electron
plasma frequency, and this is not the case for the electron cyclotron frequeuc.y or its low
harmonics.

a. Odicallv Thin Case. From Chapter 1 of Gkwst.one and Lo~l}erg, ]0 the
power per unit volume from bremsstraldung radiation in a Hydrogen plasma qf density n
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TABLE 1.14 ftoseeland andPlanck Means (cm2/grta) forhydrogendasmain thermodynamicequilibrium.
andcorresponding optical depths (cm). The infamation is organizedundereachtemperatureas

n~ (cm-s) Ross(cm2/gm) kl,a(-)
P(9m/~*) Hanck(cm2/gm) Lmld-)

T=loq5 eV T=1O eV T=~O ev

1.91 x 1016 4.77x 102 5.3 x 104
3.96 x lo-@ 8.26 x 104 3.0 x lo~

5.18 X 10’8 1.12 x 103 6.3 X 103
1.41 x 10-7 2.82 X 10s 2.5 X 10

1.40 x 1017 ~.~() )( I(p 7.3 x 102
6.23 x 10-i 4.57 x 105 3.5

3.83 X 1017 3.73 x 103 8.0 X 10
3.36 X 10-6 5.00x 105 6.0 X 10-1

1.04 x lole 5.95 X 103 8.3
2.03 X 10-s 5.58 X 105 8.8 x 10–2

2.83 X 10’0 9.76 X 103 8.1 x 10-’
1.26 x 10-~ 5.91 x 105 1.3 x 10-2

7.69 X 1018 1.70 x 104‘ 7.9 x 10-2
7.47 x 10-4 6.10 X 10s 2.2 x 10-3

2.09 x 101Q 3.~o x 104 6.4 X 10-3
4.91 x 10-3 6.33 X 10s 3.2 x 10-4

5.69 X 101g 6.92 X 104 3.0 x 10-4
4.77 x 10-2 6.49 X 105 3.2 x lo-s

T=3eV

1.42 X 10’a 3.26 x lo3 1.3 x 102
2.45 x 10-e 2.56 x 10’ 1.6 X 10

3.87 X 101s 9.94 x 103 1.5 x 10
6.79 X 10-e 6.36 X 104 2.3

1.05x 1019 ~.90X 104 1.8
1.89X 10-5 1.56 X 10s 3.4 x 10-’

n=(cm-3)

Pkl+m’)

1.59 x 1017
2.66 X 10-7

4.32 X 10’7
7.24 X 10-7

1.17 x lo’~
1.97 x 10-e

3.19 x 10”J
5.37 x 10-6

8.67 X 10’S
1.47 x 10-s

2.36 X 10’g
4.01 x 10-5

6.41 X 1019
1.10x 10-4

1.74 x 1020
2.99 )( 10-+

Ross. (cm2/grn)
Pfanck(crn2/gm)

1.20

1.47 x 10

2.13
2.96 X 10

4.35
6.09 X 10

9.98
1.38 X 102

2.46 X 10
3.41 x 102

6.29 x lo

8.97 X 102

1.61 X 102
2.32 X 103

4.13 x lo~
5.87 X 109

Lh,(cm)
Ln_=&(cm)

3.1x 106
~-6 x los

6.5 X 105
4.7 x 104

1.2 x 105
8.3 X 103

1.9 x 10’
1.4 x 103

2.8 x 10’
~J) )( @

4.0 x 102
2.8 x 10

5.6 X 10
3.9

8.1
5.7 x 10-’

1.22 )( l(p 6.68 x 10-’
2.04 x 1o-6 3.09

3.32 x lola 9.42 ~ 10-1

5.57 x 10-6 7.40

gf)~ x @ 1.53
1.52 x 10-5 1.86 x 10

2.45 K l@a 2.85
4.13 x 10-5 4.87 X 10

6.66 x 1019 6.07
1.28 x 1o-4 1.29 )( 1(32

1.s1 x 1020 1.42x 10
3.08 X 10-q 3.39 x 102

4-92 )( 1020 3.50 x 10
8.41 X 10-q 8.76 x 102

7.4 x 105
1.6 x 105

1.9 x 10s
2.4 ~ 104

4.3 x 10’
3.6 x 103

8.5 X 103
5.0 x 102

1.3 Y 10’
6.1 X 10

2.3 ~ 102

9.6

3.4 x 10
1.-i



TABLE 1.15. Bumstrahlung PowerDensity (MW/m2] w the Lateral Wall
Asswninga CharacteristicDimensionof ~ = 1 meter

(For T = 1 eV,’ n = 101s, and .l~~” cm-3, the “optically-thick”
model is used,in whichcasethe edgetemperatureof

the plasma can be influenced by thermal control of the boundary walls.)

T[eV] 1 10 100

?’@?7#] = 1013 6.7 X 10-7(~) 2.1 x 10-6 6.7 X 10-6

1014 6.7 X 10-5 2.1 x 10-4 6.7 X 10-4
. .~----- .--- .

1015 6.7 X 10-3

‘/

2.1 x 10-2 f(’.7_x 10::),..,.)
.—--- —-

pl
,

@6 6.7 X 10-1 2.1
I.

./- -----
1017 ~’ 67.0 :)

--’-—-------

212 &..;:y&

~ols (opt. thick) 2.1 x 104 6.7 X 104

~o19 (opt. t.llick) 2.1 x 106 6.7 X 10°

and temperature T can be written as

firm?%*$x 10-25 2/,:, n (c7n-3)T1/2 ~’(~ #)[erg cm-3 s-]]
1....
“,..”.’ ‘ .; ,= #x lo-26#. (cm-3 )T1/2(e17)[117atts VI-3] (1.90),..._.,

(In this preliminary survey, we ignore line radiation and impurity radiation,) For a
characteristic dkt ante r [meters]” to a material surface from the center of the p]smna, a
rough esthnat.e of the radiation power density P~a.~incident on the surface is (by assuming
roughly spherical symmetry), fi

(Approximately the same relation is obtained without making the assumption of spherical
symmetry. For aspect ratios A = 1,2,. . . 5, one finds respectively $, ~ ~~ ~A, and &, for
a cylindrical model. The, spherical model for ~r~~ is adequate for this scoping study.)

In Table 1,15, we tabulate the radiation power densities on the lateral wall
according to 13q. (1.91), in units of MTIT/n~2, for r = 1 meter.
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Comparing with Table 1.11, we see that for T larger than or wpvd to 10 eV,
tIv=rn.dintirm wall lrwls exceed the heat wall loads for ion densith eqwtl in or Iargm than

lolb cm ‘3. We see tiiat for plasma densities upwards of 10]T cm-s, the Immsstmldung
power density inciclemt upon a nearby (1 meter distant) wall will equal or exceed on the
order of one to several himdred megawatts per square meter, far in excess of classical. .
heat fluxes at the higher densities. However, such operating densities will be more or less
precluded anyway by the necessity not to waste the initial thermal energy by radiating it
,tim the plasma during its transit through the nozzle, see Eq. (1.97) below.

Having discusied the radiation flux loads incident on the boundaries in the
optically thin Casel we return to the more basic physics issue of the fractional amount of
energy lost from the plasma by radiation during the plasma transit through the nozzle.

A characteristic tinle$b~~~, for energy loss by bremsstrahlung radiation from
the plasma can be estimated from

(thermal energy per unit volunm).~, = ~ ~ ~ ~013
~;:;,

‘~”=~ = (radiation power per unit volume).g, “ n.(cm-s$sec”] ‘1”92)

The trausit time through the nozzle is estimated as

The ratio of these t.irnesis

The condition
optically thin case is then

which can be reduced t.o

For (?Z= 102 cm., we thus,

(1.93)

ibvem ‘(eV)
= 3.1 x 1019

tz
(1.94)

rl(crn-qtz(c?n)”

required for radiation losses to be fractionally snlall in the

t~,.m >> t= (1.95)

(dz)(ern-z) <3 x lo19T(e~) (1.96)

require

?-)(C7?7-3) /< 3 Y 10’7 7’(,1”)! ( T.fn)

with even lower Iimit.s for still larger axial lengths t:.
b. Onticallv Thick Case. An int.crest.ingcontrast to the opticdy thin case is

the optically thick plasma, generally denser arid colder than the plasmas in the previous
examples. In this case, the emitted plasma radiation is absorbed within the plasma volume,
so that. the plasma appears to be a surface racliator rather than a volume radiator.

Since the plasma is a surface radiator in the example considered here, with collisions
assumed t.o be frequent. enough to produce a local equilibrium, its radiative properties are
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described by the power emitted per unit surface at. the plasma edge, having t.anperature
T.~q., as given by t.l~eStefan-Boltzmann law,

p“.~ = a~~~~~,(o~)~t’atts per m2} (1.98) ,

where the Stefan-I$oltzmann constant, as~, is

;,/J)
USB = 5.7X 10-s[Watt.s m.-2(o~{)-4]. (1.99)

Since 1 eV ~ 104”A-, the surface density of radiated power also can be written as .#[ti,) [&’j

Thus, an edge
vwdl. The use

@ *I [ pi~.1

P,ad =S;x lo8?-:@(ev)[watts m-2]. )<[,@$z@)’+(y (Lloob’

~ [if/&Ll
temperature of 1 eV implies 600 M117/m2 of radiation energy flux on the
of this formu]a assumes that PH << T$oe, where’ TH is the temperature

of the hot. side of the wall next to the plasma, The ;Ise of this forumk also assumes
that the mean-free-path for photon absorption in the plasma is snmll compared to the
tenll>erattlregradiellt scale length in the plasllla. 11’hen the optical absorpiou length is not
small compared to scale lengths in the plasma, the Stefan-B&mmnn law loses validity
and one must solve the full radiative transfer equations.

Now, it is important to note that this loss process depends very sensitively on the
edge t.empe?ature of the plasma and is independent of the plasma density as long as the
optical absorption length is short. In contrast, the radiative loss fron~ the optically thin
plasma depends upon an integral over the bulk plasma, and is very sensitive to the plmna
density. For this reason, bremsstrahhmg radiation from au optically thin plasma and the
associated power density on the wall will be hard t.o control by profile adjustments, for a
given operating density in bulk. However, in the optically thick case, there is a possibility
to control the radiative 10ss by controlling the edge temperature of the plasma. This
thermal control problem in principle amounts to a detailed engineering caJculat,ion,but it
can be scoped oltt. schemat.icdy as fo]]ows.

Let. the boundary wall have a thickness A. Let TH be the temperature of the hot
side of the wall. Let the temperature TC on the cold side of the wall be maintained
by a circulating coolant., or by a heat-pipe arrangement, Then, in the steady state, the
temperature profile within the wall is linear, and the heat flux through the wall is given
by

*W= ~{,v (T.’. - T’c)
A’

(1.101)

wlwre KII~ is {he Illf=rnlal rmltlllrtivity of tlIe wall materinl, (11’e nssll IIw fnr silnlJi(”il v 111:11

I{w is practically independent of temperature.} Also, assuming that radiation dominates
thermal conduction, then,

Pva,d= qw = flSB T’dge

where ~edge is k! d& tC!IlpC@Ure Of the p1a5111a(not gelleral]y eqUd
temperature). A specification of qttrthen determines (TH – TC ), namely,

A
TH = TC + ql,v—

I<\l.v“

(I,102)

to the wall

(IJ103)
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A specification of qw also determines the edge tenlperature of the pltwn]a from the Stefan-
I%lt.mnnnn law, prmirierl that radiatkm is the dominant. 10SSpromw, TIIis Irnv tlwn

consti tut.es one of the bcmnd~y conditions for the plasma in the optimlly thick case.
For a given ~..~ = gw, the redriCt.jOD thd ~JJ dlOUk! remdn bfhw ~ht?I]ldthg pOhlt

of the wall material puts an upper limit on the wall thickness A. More detailed engineering
czdculations also would have to take into account. the differential thermal expansion in a
wall of given shape, t.oget.her-sviththe associated strains and stresses, as well as the detailed
eng@ering mechanisms that determine the temperature of the coolant Z’c. .

For example, given an engineering edimate of the heat flux that can be handled by the
.puinping of coohmts or other means, qW is”giveu, Then, for a simple example with T“ ~
Tn~.P, (the melting point of the w#l material) and assuming that Z’C<< TM.P., ELPupper

limit to the wall thickness is determined &om Eq. (1.101) as A = ~w TM,P./g\.v.Moreover,
from Eq. (1.102), one has T=~~,= (qw/aSB)1i4 which determines the edge temperature of
the pksma. h practical terms, T,do, (eV) = (qll~[W/rrz2J/6 x 106)1/4. Thus, considering
plasma radiation incicleut upon a copper wall, assuming gw = 100 JfW/m2 = 104 W/cnz2,
~ w = 1 cal crn/(cn7.2 s°C) = 4 umtts/(cm°C), and T~~.P. = 103”C, we find A s 0.4 cm
and Tcdg~ = 0.6 eV. For gw = 10 AfW/rn2, we find A = 4 cm and T+, = 0.34 ev.
Thus, in this maimer (aclmittedly oversimplified), one can attempt to exert some control
over the radiation wall loadings and plasma edge temperatures, for the parameter regime
of optically thick plasmas.

To continue our discussion of the opt.ica.llythick case, we now want to write down the
concW ion that ensures that the energy lost by surface (black lJody) radiation during the
transit of the nozzle by a given portion of plasmais snlall relative to the thermal energy
content. of that. portion of plasma. The characteristic time for loss of energy by this means
froul a spherical plasma element. of radks r can be estimated as

where T .is the bulk plasma temperature and Te@ is the edge phwla, temperature. (The
result is ahnost the same for a cylindrical volume of plasma.) The transit time through

the nozzle is t= X $ s ~ ~~l$~!,z [see], The ratio of these times is roughly
(eV)

tbb ??.(crn-’)qy,
— = 3.5 x 10-’8
t= A?_’’dge(C~”) ‘

(10105)

where A = ~ is the aspect ratio of t,lle nozzle. The condition that this ratio mwcls to
exceed 1 can \>e writ ten as an upper limit on the edge temperature of the plasma, na~nely

(1.106)

Of course,
correspond

the internal density n and internal tmnperat~we T are restricted here to
to optically thick conditions. This means that radiation transport distances
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must be short compared to nozzle dimensions. The need for an upper limit on Te~g. hnplies
t.lw ntwd for an upper limit on the heat. flux carried away at the boundary.

II. DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION OF A CODE FOR STEADY
IDEAL MHD FLOW THROUGH MEIUDIONAL MAGNETIC NOZZLES

A. The Basic Eauations
In Appendix A, a brief derivation is given of the Bernoulli ecpation, and then

its consequences for nozzle flow for the case of long, thlri magnetic nozzles. In the
present, section, that treatment, is augmented by a full 21) derivation of the procedure
for determining self-consistently the transverse and longitudinal profiles of magnetic flux,
ruass density, velocity, and thermal energy (enthalpy).

We begin by writing down the Ideal MHD Equations for Steady Flow.

(11.1)

v r v(P/3-q = o (11.2)

V+t$)=o (11.3)

V“fl=o (11.4)

VX(VX17)=0 (11.5)

h the following treat.nwnt. # refers to the ignorable azimuthal coordinate, and r refers
to the radial distance from the axis of symmetry. Assuming axisyuunetry and 1~ = Be = O,
E@. (11.3) and (11.4) can he satisfied by defining

pti =Tuxve and (11.G)

I!?=wxvo {II*7)

where U is the stream function for the mass flux and V is the stream function for the
magnetic flux. Plugging (11.6) and (11.7) into (11..5) gives

(VU XWJ). V6=0

which implies that U and U?are funct.iona]ly related, i.e., W = q’(t~ ). This implies that ?
is parallel to B since

Z = v~ x ve = *’wT x ve = q’pf. (11.8)



Using the identity 17. Vti = V% + (V x V) x V, Eq. (11.1) can be rewritten:

“2+vP+(vx F)x/7iL7x17.pvT

Equation (11.9) scalar-multiplied with ~ implies (since ~ is parallel to ~),

V2
pfi *VT +ilvpd),

which can be transformed intcx

%=++:(t)’]’”
:=[;-;[!!-)2]3’2

;=[:-;[I-y]’”
where 130(L7),~o(t~), I’. (U) and p.(U) are the values at the throat

also the Mach 1 surface ~~ = CO =
r

~. (See Appendix A fo~

Yo = co.)
13cluation (H. 11 ) can be inverted using the quartic formula:

(11.11)

(11.12)

(11,13)

of the nozzle which is

a demonstration that

(11.9)

(II,1O)

using Eqs. (11.2) and (11.3).
Equations (11.2-4) awl (11.10) can be solved analytically to show how everything

varies along the strezmdines rdative to the throat of the nozzle. Taking y = 5/3 and using
(%)0 = O which defines the location of the throat, after a little algebra one can derive:

(rr.l, ”1)

and the & sign is used for the super (sub) sonic part of the flow.
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Eq~?ations (11.12), (11.13), and (11,14) express V, p, and P h I.erms of the magnetic
fi+l and they are plrd.tecl fn I?ig. (la).

l?or a pwaxial tlux tube which is thin enough so that nothing varies over the radius,
these ecluations give the complete solution to the MHI) equations (11.] -5), the quasi-l-
D solution. hladdit,ion, these equat,ions (II.12-14) repieentmact rela.tions between the
variables, along any streanliine, for the full 2D problem. The positions of the streamlines
thenwelves can be determined in the nmnner de@bed below. For the lnoment, pretending
we have paraxial flow, we show in Fig. (lb) a quasi-1-D solution for a nozzle formed by a
pax-axial flux tube produced by a single unit radius coil, for which B/l?O = (1+ z2)-3i2.

F’ora full 2D nozzle configuration, radial profiles are determined by the perpendicular
(cross-fieid) component of Eq. (11.9). In order to utilize that component, we first integrate
Eqs. (11.2) and (11.10). That, gives

(11.15)

and
Pp-~ = s(u) = P(Ju)po(u)-~. (11.16)

Here, H(U) is the ent.lwlpy of the magneto-fluid, and S(U) is closely related to the entropy
density of the fluid.

Equation (11.16) can be used to express the pressure gradient, as

()‘yP ‘7 vs.vP=pv —-- –—
~–lp -Y-1

Conlbining this with Ec!. (11.9) gives:

Then, using EcIs. (11.6) and (11.7) and the identity

v x (fvg x Ve)= -’2w?lve
[

if Rf fng 1zii=%=o‘\

it can be shown that

()
(Vxr)xpv=-v. : V!V

and

(11.17)

(11.18)

(11,19)

(11.20)
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C!ond>ining this with Eq. (11.18) yields:

-–’’v’-vO(w’+vw’*=O“’-21)
1

pVH
7-1

and since H, S and V are functions of U, this reduces to the scalar equatioix

‘“(H-’’v”(*H-’H’+”=O”=O(11.22)

T~is is the rnast.er equation for obtaining the general solution to the MIID Eqs. (JJ.1-5),
the ftdl. 2-D axisymmetric steady-state solution. It determines the stream function U(r, z)
in ternlk of the 3 arbitrary functio~is V(U), M(U), and S(U).

The density p nntst be expressed in terms of U, which can be done by using Eqs.
(11.12) and (11.14) and noting that

y wl

:= (’w.=(W.axd;ngconstant(11.23)

fronl Eq. (11.8).

!501ne additional insight can be obtained by using the identity ~x ~ = ~oVl?-VB2/2
to rewrite Eq. (11.1) as:

(11.24)

then, using 1> = V?, ~ = 13~, ~ “ V = -& and ~ = l{fi. where s is distance along the
streamline, 1{ is the. curvature and ii is the nornud vector, Eq. (11.24) can be decomposed
into tangential aud nornml conq>onents as follows:

Eq. (H.26) shows that wherever the streamlines are straigl~t. (K = 0) the premlre must
be balanced by magnetk.. fiehl pressure in the normal direction, Jt follows fIlat. in or(h ‘r 10

have magnetically confined, transversely non-uniform plsmna pressure in the conqmt.at.ional
modeling of the meridional magnetic nozzle, the transition from the plasma. reservoir to
the nozzle entrance, with the attendant curved magnetic field lines, must be inclucleci in
the equilibrium, and the reservoir must have a magnetic field with @ = 1. (Here, @ is
the ratio of internal plasma pressure to external magnetic pressure.) The inclusion of the
reservoir will require a body fitted coordinate system which conforms to the shape of the
nozzle plus reservoir.
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B. !l%e Quasi 1-D Solution
The sin@wt. solllf ion to %1. (J1.22) WOIJI{Ilw an lmnlagrwf izwl flow wii h nn entropy

or entha.lpy transverse gradients (i.e. W = H‘ = S’ = lf) in which case the prublcui reduces
to

()v. = =0
P’=

or
A*U = VU ● V(?np (11.27)

where A* = r2V “ r-2V. If the curvature of the throat is low enough so’ that Kr << 1
everywhere in the nozzle then the density will vary ouly along the streamlines and not
across them. Then VU ● Vp = O and Eq. (11.27) reduces to just A*U = O which is the
same equation as for an incompressible potential flow through the same nozzle. This much
simpler flow can be described by a stream function # and a veloeity potential x as:

i7=vt#xve=v~ (11.28)

where A“+ = O and V2X = O. Since the general problem will have an approximately
similar flow geometry, the functions # and ~ make an icleal coordinate system for the
general flow problem, as well as giving the exact solutions for the quasi I-D case.

The components of 11.28 W=
& = TX* (11.29(z)

4*= —r~r (11.2%)

which determines the functions 4(T, z) awl ~(r, z). These equations may he inverted to
give the inverse equations:

TX= -Tz+ (11.3oa)

.zX = TT+ (11.3ob)

which determines the inverse functions T(~, ~) am-lZ($, ~). They can be combined into a
single second order equation by cross differentiating and eliminating z:

or, ifs z r2:

()s+++ : =0
x

(11.31)

(11.32)

This equation can be solved antdyl.ically in i.he special case where sepa.rntion of l’~rk~l)h%
is possible. If s(~, ~) = 51(+)52(,x) then Eq. (11.32) can be separated into

and
Id

()

1 C182——— — 9=.
S2 d,~ S2 d,y
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where the
W w-mines

separation constant has been arbitrarily chosen equal to 2, which mere]y
the scale of units for # and ~. These eqltat.ims are easily SCJWW1 gi vin~

8(O, X) = (2+ - $2)8ec2~

and hence the solutions for r and z are.

7’($, ~) = (2V - +2)1/2secX

‘(#’tX) = (1-*) tan ~.

With a little algebra these equations can be transformed

T2 Z2

2+–42-(1+)2=1

and
T2+Z21

sec2~ tan2 ~ =

(11.34a)

(11.34b)

iuto

(11.3.sa.)

(11.35b)

which shows that the lines of constant # (for # < 1) are hyperbolas and the lines of
constant ~ (for 1,X}< n/2) are ellipses. Therefore Eqs. (11.34) can be used to describe a
coordinate system in a hyperbolic nozzle with O s @ ~ @nwX< 1 and —7r/2 < ~ < .7r/2.
They also give the solution t.o the quasi 1-D flow problem which is just U = ~,

For more general geometries where, separation of variables is not possible, Eq. IL32
must be solved using computational means. This quasilinear elliptic equation is solved
numerically by integrating the finite-differenced version of

s+vi = s~,++ (8~/s)y (11.36)

in time until a steady state is reached (~
enough to satisfy the C’ourant condition

( 1
At< —

(Q)z

= O). The artificial time step is chosen small

1 \ -1/2
(11.37)

and the numerical damping coefficient, LZis chosen to maximize the conver~mce rate
(typically v * 4.).

The solution of 11.32 also requires specifying boundary condit ions at ~ = Oand &.X
and at ~ = O and ~-. At @ = O we have s = r2 = O and at. @ = #,neX we need
s ~=ll(~). But ru,=lr(~) is generally unknown.=T2=T2 It is more desirable to specify
rW~u(z) or rW~ll(f) where t’ is arclength along the wall, This requires an iteration which
starts with a guess for Tu,(,x) and then solves J3q, 11.32. That solution can be used to
calculate t’(.%) and then rU,( t) is used t.o get. a new es{inmte for rU,(\ ). This iteration
usually converges in 20-50 steps providing the nozzle has ldrU,/d: I c co everywhere. The
boundary condition used at. ~ = O and ~~~~ is simply that the streamlines be straight, ie.
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h!= O where K is the curvature. The symmetry condition # = O can instead he used at
= O if aplmnpri~t.e.

..
1

An approxhnate analytic solution to the inverse equations 11.30has been found and
is valid wherever KrWall <<1:

[

2(#/@-x) 1siu2#(@/~_)2 1’2
~(% x) = m - (1+ COS+)2

rW(t) (11.38a)

%($, x) = ZW(q + (*)(++(’) = “’-38’)
where 4(t) = tan-1 (r~ (l?)jz~ (4’)) and t(x) is obtained by solving the ordinary differential
equation:

de _ r:,(f)

d,y l+cosf$
(11.39)

This approximate solution is used as a starting guess for the iterative procedure described
earlier.

A coordinate solution for the JPL nozzle~l is shown in Fig. 2. This also shows the
streamlines for the quasi 1-D flow in the JI?L nozzle which is described by U = ~.

C. The General 2-D Solution——... ..— — —
1. Nun~erical Method-. The general scdution to Ec~. 11.22 must. be mmputed

numerically. TO allow for arbitrary geometry the ($J,x ) coordinate system will be used
with the dotiain rangjng over O < # ~ #jmX and O ~ ~ ~ ~m=. 13ere# = O is the z axis
and @ = ~,,~x is the wall, x = O is the entrance to the nozzle and x = X,,,*Xis the exit.
“1’heboundary conditions t.o be applied are U = O at # = Oand U = U~.X at # = #ma. (so
Vii = O). At ~ = O“the sinqdestcondition is to require 6’V/@y = Owhich just nwans that

the flow enters the nozzle normally (i.e. ~ x ii. = O). The boundary condition at. ~ = Xmax
is much nlore conqdic.ated and will depe~d on what type of problem is being solved, so
the code is writ.tel~-to allow for an arbjtrary boundary condition of the fornl ~U/OX = g
where g may depend on U,

The stream function is expanded as

N M

U(l),x) = U.+ ~ aiUi + ~biBi (11.40)
a=1 isl

whine ~Tois tlw quasi 1-D solld.icm satisfying the inhctmngenernlsbmnvlary COIMI;iions. If
the units of W are chosen so that t~-X = #m=X then this is just t~o = +. The tti (~, ~ )
are a set of basis functions satisfying homogeneous boundary conditions [Ti = O at ~ = O
and @~ ad ~Ui/~~ = O at x = O and ~~aX. The code uses hi-cubic B-splines with the
st.at,edboundary conditions, centered on each of the N nlesh points. The Bi (~, ~ ) are a set.
of local basis functions which will control the boundary condition at the exit. ~ = ~,,,aX.
They nlust satisfy the same homogeneous boundary condition as the Ui at.# = Oand &~X
(namely 13~= O), but they will have an inhomogeneous boundary condition ~13i/8~ = I
at. ~ = ~,m=. The code also uses hi-cubic B-splines with the stated boundary conditions
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for the Al lli functions, but they are centered on “ghost” mesh points just. beyond the exit
and ~hey mtly ext.enfl 1 cdl length into the compnt. aiiwal rknnn.in.Nd.irr Iww ~lmt jl/ is
just. the number of’ radial mesh points, and N is M times the number of axial nJeshpuints.

This representation for U(@, X) (Eq. IL40) is suhstitut.eclinto Eq. (11.22) and matrix
elements are taken with each of the N UJto get a system of N nonlinear algebraic equations
depending on the N coefficients ai and the M coefficients bi. After integration by parts
these equations take the form:

.Fj(a.l, az,... aN, bl,bzb M)=bM)=

where j=l,2,. ..lV.
The integrals are done using a 4 x 4 point Gaussian quaclrat.ure rule on each cell and

hence reqllire the introduction of k 4X refinement in the mesh. ‘1’his subgricl is unequal]y
spaced according t.o tile Gaussian quadrature convention whitih requires that the mesh
points be located at the geros of some appropriate Legendre polyuomkd.

If the bi are known or if they can be expressed as functions of the ai coefficients,
then the system of equations in 11.41 conlpleteIy determine the solution. lf the bi are
unknown, then these expiations must be supplemented with M addi tiona.1equations in
order to determine the additional M unknowns.

The code solves for the unknown coefficients llsing the IMSL subroutine ZSPOW
which applies a, mo~ifiecl Newton’s method to find the roots of a nonlinear system of
equations: It typically uses N = 9 x 33 mesh points and M = 9 boundary points and takes
about 1 minute to find the solution on a Cray 1.

2. Unmametized F1ow. ‘1’he first.set of sohlt.ions that wilI be discussed are cases
of unnlagnetized flow, which means W = O. Without a magnetic field there is only one
critical sullace, the Mach-one surface, where the flow equations change character fronl
elliptic to ‘l~yperbo]ic. !I%e Mach-one surface is located at the point on each flux tube
where the cross “sectional area ,of the flux tube is a minimum. This is a choke point in the
flow and nmst, have lb = co, that is the flow speed mnst equal the sound speed at this
point, which will also be referred .to as the throat of the nozzle. The equations will be
elliptic npstream of the throat and hyperbolic downstream of the throat.. From Eq. (11.6)
it can be seen that

~~ _ lv~Tl (11.42)
r’

which slmws that ~ is the inverse arm flmct.ion for each flux tub. This means that

the Mach-one surface is located by finchg where ~ is maximum. Since Vo = C:o at.this
point it follows that<

—

thus, using 11.42:
lvu\2()~P@) = --#--

mox along con.sta.nf U
(11.43)
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Using equa.t.ions 11.15 and 11.16, l?o(U) and PO(U) can be related to the ent.rop-y and
ent.lmlpy functions S( [~) ancl H(U) and JI.42 can be rmvrit.tw w:

– “S’U’[XWW’*()IVU12
~2 _

(11.44)

This equation must be satisfmd on the Mach-one surface and gives the extra conditions
required to determine the boundary coilditioiis at. the exit of the nozzle. By requiring that
Eq. (,11.44) lx satisfied at -ch of the M points where a longitudinal grid line intersects the
Mach-one surface, a set of 41 additional equations are obtained which will suffice, together
with Eq. (11.41)7 to determine the other 14 unknown ,coeflicients &l,h.. . bn.f. The fact
that the coefficients onIy adjust the boundary condition at the exit, while Eq. (11,44) must
be satisfied at the Mach-one stirface ,nlight at first glance seem to be a serious difiicult.y; but
since the regiori betweeII the Mach-one surface and the exit is hyperbolic, the information
at. the throat will be transferred along characteristics to the boundary where it is needed,
It is to be expected that if any part of the region between the Mach-one snrface and the exit

“were elliptic, this procedure wouldn’t work. This procedure is the only one that has been
developed and built into the code so far, so our, “direct method” code for finding steady
nozzle iiow can only be applied to problems which are hyperbolic between the Mach-one
surface and the exit. All tiiimagnet.ized nozzle flow problems are of this character, but
many magnetized nozzle flows”are not. ‘l%is problem will be reexainiried in later sections.

If the conditions in the reservoir are near equilibrium, meaning (in the absence of
a inagnetic field) no pressure or density gradients and negligible flow, then the entropy
and erit.halpy functions S(Z7) and I/(U) will be constant, hence S = H’ = O. This is the
most. likely situation to be encountered in a non-magnetic experiment and will be the main
focus of t-his section. ‘1’he compressibility of the gas will be assumed to be ~ = 5/3, the
apl~ropriate valne for a.hydrogen plaama, unless otherwise noted.

Figure 3 shqws the grid used for a i]yperbolic nozzle with unit radius at the throat
and a 45° opening haIf angle at each end. Every fourth line constitutes the coarse mesh,
ec~ually spaced in @ a~xl ~, on which the cubic splines are defined. The rest of the lines
form the gaussian quadrature subgrid used for doing the integrak in Eq. (11.41). Fig. 4
shows the streantines, which are almost. the same as for quasi l-~ flow. Fig. 5 shows
the inverse square area function (pV)2, arid Fig. 6 shows the same function plotted along
streamlines. Fig. 5 also shows the locat.ian of the Mach-one surface. Fig. ‘i shows a
contour plot. of the velocity and Fig. 8 shows the nlagnit.tide of the velocity plotted along
the streamlines. Figs. 9 and 10 show tile density, iii contours and along streamlines.

Figure 11 shows the grid for the JPL nozzlell in units of inches. Fig. 12 shows the
streamlines, Figs. 13 and 14 show (pv)2, Figs. 15 and 1.6 show the density, and Figs. 17
and 18 show the pressure. Notice that there is a shock near the wall just. dowilstreain of
the throat. The solution is not well resolved in this shock region since the code uses cubic
spiines which have a high degree of continuity and canilot. represent.a shock very accurately.
The rest of the solution however should stiIl be accurate. Fig. 19 shows contours of the
Mach “nuinber. This calculation, like all others, used ~ = 5/3. For purposes of comparison
to experiment, the JPL nozzle was redone with ~ = 1.4, the value for air. The scdutioil
was essentially identical to the 7 = 5/3 case, but the Mach number corit.ottrs were slightly
different and are showil in Fig. 20, Fig. 20 also shows the data that was measured in
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the JPL experiment which was done using air. The clata was copied out of Ref. 11. The
exrt=l]~nt rtgrewwnt. W{ th experiment indicates that the code is working sat.isfactoriIy.

‘1’he next unmagnetizul case to be examiued has a pressure profile CJ the form
PO + (1 + cU) but still constant density, pO= 1. This “corresponds to choosing S(U) and
H(U) + (1 + W). Since this asstunes the existepce of a pressure profile in the reservojr,
the reservoir must be specially designed to Wow for this. For example, it could consist of
a set of nested ecn~centricannular g&sfeeds rtm at difkrent pressures.

Figures 21 and 22 show the streamlines for these nonuniform pressure cases. Fig. 21
ilase= -.02 which &kes the. pressure drop near the wall, Fig. 22 has c = .02 which
corresponds to increased pressure ,near the wall,. The new feature in these SOIutions is
the presence of vortices hi the nozzle entrance region, These vortic& cu~ be understood
by noting where “the high and low pressure regions are as indicated in the figures, and
observing that the gas flows from the high pressure re@om to the low pressure regions. In
t.h=e examples there are low pressure regions back in the reservoir as well as at the exit,
so some of the gas Rows back into the reservoir, creating the vortices. If the coefficient, e
is increased in, magnitude, the ,vort.icesjust get bigger. In order to have a pressure profile
(confined plasma) andatill have radial equilibrium (no vortices) there must be a nonuniform
magqetic field with the fieId pressure balancing the gas pressure. Thjs situation will be
addressed in the next sections.

& Mamletizeci Fl~w. We now turn to the consideration of magnetized flows, the
main purpose of this study, ‘1’he magnetic fiekl serves two essential purposes; confining
the plasma so tha!l it won’t be in contact with the wall, and providing thermal insulation
t.o reduce &~ergy losses to the wail. First we sliall consider a proportional field profile
(magnetic flux density proportional to mass flux density), which provides insulation but
not, coufiilement, and we shall see how the introduction of a magnetic fielcl significantly
increases the n~atlmnat.ical complex.ity of the equilibrium. Next, a sharp boundary model
will be considered which will allow ‘us to examine situations with both confinement am-l
insulation in a simple analyticaI manner, and thereby we will find a limit to the amount of
fluYcthat c.*1 be imbedded in a nozzle without’ quenching the steady flow of plasma. Finally,
we shaIl discuss the general problem of finding an equilibrium with diffuse magnetic profiles
and the complications encountered in a proper treatment of the boundary conditions.

a. Proportional Field Case. To get a proporticmal field profile we
take W = Collst. We will still assume ecluilibrium conditions in the reservoir and use
H’ = s’ = 0, The major complication iut.rocluced by the magnetic field is that there are
now three critical surfaces where the ecluilibrium equations change character from elliptic
to hyperbolic 12*13.The Mach-one, surface where the flow velocity reaches the sound speed
v = C’a is still a critical surface, but there are now two more; the Alfv4n surface where
the flow speed reaches the Alfv&~ speed V = CA s B/fi and the cusp surface wlmv= it

reaches the so called cusp speed V = C* where C* is defined by

(11,4.5)

There are two possible arrangements for the sequence of critjcal surfaces depending on the
strength of the magnetic field as given by the constant. W. To get a dimensionless measure
of the field strength, we define a = ~W where pOis the density of the plasma at the
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throat of the nozzle (this assumes MKSA units w:t.11p.. = 1). Now $1 = B/(pv) and
at. the tlwnat of the nozzle 1~ = C.O which implies that a is ~he ratin nf the Alfw%
sped to the sound speed at the throat of the -nozzle: a = ~.’’AcJ/C~O. Also, using
C~O = (~Po/pO)112 it can be shown that the plasma beta at the throat is related to
a by the formula PO= 2/(7ct2).

The critical value for a is a = 1. For a <1, (weak field) the Alfw% critical surface
will occur before the Mach-one surface and the equations will be elliptic from the entrance
(v = O) up to the cusp surface (V = C*), then hyperbolic from the cusp surface up
to the Alfv6n surface (V, = CA), then elliptic again from the Alfv+n surface up to the
Mach-one s~~rface (V = C~), and then hyperbolic again horn the Mach-one surface to
the exit. Since the region between the Mach-one surface and the exit is hyperbolic the
sagle boundary conditions used for tile unmagnetized caae are still applicable and the same
code can be used to solve this magnetized flow case, If a > 1 (strong field) however, the
situation is diffeient. The Alfv4il critical surface will occur after the Mach-one surface
so the equilibrium cqilat.ions will he elliptic from the entrance to the cusp surface, then
hyperbolic up to the Mach-one surface at the throat, then elliptic up to the Alfv6n surface
and then hyperbolic from the Alfv6n stirface to the exit. Now the region between the Mach-
one surface and the exit. is part hyperbolic and part elliptic, so the boundary conditions
are much harder to implement and a more sophisticated code would be needed to compute
these equilibria, if they even exist.

The present code has been used to compnt.e magnetized flows in meridional magnetic
nozzles with a ranging from O up to .8. No flowing”equilibria with a above .8 could be
computed, Figures 23 through 36 show solutions for the hyperbolic nozzle and the JPL
nozzle with a = .8, which corresponds to a beta value at the throat. of abont. 1.9. The
most. striking feat.ke is that they look almost identical to the unmagnetized flows shown
earlier.” The oJdy difference is that the magnetic field seems to stifl’en the flow somewhat
and make it closer to being one dimensional. This can be seen most clearly in Figs, 25,
29, 32, and 34. The radial variations in the flow variables are greatly rechlced.

l’ht= fact that, no solutions coulcl be fouud for a >.8 may bean inclicat.ionthat, there
are no solutions in at, least part of this range because the co-de should have been able t.o
find solutions up to a = 1 if they existed. This is only an inclic.ation however ancl not,
a, proof. Further investigations would be required to fully understand the physical issues
behind such a limitation if it is real.

b. Sham Boundarv Model, ‘l”he sharp boundary model consists of an
tmmagnetizecl flow surrounded by a vacuum field region between the plasma and the wall
with a singular current and vorticity sheet at, the interface. This is the simplest way to
model a magnetically confined flow because the nozzle is divided into two separate regions,
each having a. very simple solution. TJ~eboundary condition that. must.be satisfied at ! he

interface is just that the pressure of the vacuum field bakmce the plasma pressure, which
would .be known from the unmagnetized flow solution. If the radial width of the vacuum
field region is 6(z) and the radius of the nozzle wall is TU,(:) and if the vacuum region is
thin enough so that 6(z) << rW(z) everywhere, then the magnetic field will be given by

where W is the amount of magnetic flux inside the nozzle.

(11.46)

Ecplat.ing the magnetic pressure
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with the plasma pressure at the interface Pw,(z) one obtains (in MKSA units)

1

( )

92
~ 2?rrw(z)4(z)

= Pw(z) (11.47)

which may be solved for 6(z) to get:

6(Z) =
9

2Trw(z)~-”
(11.48)

An example of this type of solution is shown for the JPL nozzle in Fig. 37. The central
unmagnetized flow solution is just copied fkom Fig. 12 and the pressure at the wa~lPU,(Z)
from Fig. 18 is used iu Eq, 11.48 to compute 6(z) assuming that the amount of flux is as
needed t.o make 6 = .1 inch at the entrance.

If the amount of flux in the vacuum region is increased, 6 will increase until the
inequality J << riu is no longer satisfied. An analytic treatment is still possible however, if
a long thin approximation can be used. l’his would amount to assuming that drW/dz <<1
everywhere. In this case the magnetic field would be given by

B(z) =
@

m(?’~(z) - r;(z))
(11049)

where r~(z) is the radius of the plasma-vacuum interface. Then Eq. 11,47 would be modified
to

9
=m (11.50)

7r[r~(z) – r?(z)]

which can be solved to give the location of the interface:

T$(z)
= ‘:’(z)-m&” (11.51)

Notice that for a given flow with some specific pressure P.,(z), and some specific geonletry
ru,(z), as the fhx is increased the radius of the interface. knustckwrease;but since it cannot
be smaller than zero there will be a limit to the amount of flux that czui be present in the
nozzle without queliching the flow. The radius of the interface will always be smallest at
tlie throat of the nozzle and if thk value is ecluated to zero then Eq. Ii.51 gives for the
flux limit

~nmz = 7r.: ~- (11.52)

where To is the radius of the throat and J’. is the pressure at the throat (which is relatecl
t.o the pressure in the reservoir by Eq, 11.13). If the amount of flux exceeds this limit then
the magnetic field will be too strong to allow any plasma to flow out. of the reservoir and
the nozzle will be shut off. This is sonlet.imes referrecl,to as “stuffing” the nozzle, Figure
38 shows a schematic representation of a nozzle which is close to being st.uffecl.

If the flux is below the stuffing limit given by Eq. 11,52, then the sharp boundary
equilibrium will always exist and one can infer that slightly diflhse equilibria that are
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close to the sharp boundary profiles should also exist. Clearly then, an equilibrium nozz]e
fi!nw with ma.~ndirally confined plasma shcmlcl br possible, tllmn~l~ not. ntwwsarily wmy to

compute if the profiles are diffused.
The flux limit in Eq. IL52 ean also be expressed as a magnetic field limit in terms

of the field at the throat J30:

(11.53)

or in terms of the local beta at, the throat ~. as PO~in = 1. It is interesting to note that
in the previous section with the constant field, no solutions could be found with PO< 1.9,
which is close to the sharp boundary beta limit of 1.0; but it is unknown whether these
two limits have any fundamental physical connection.

c Diffuse Field Profiles. The general case of a diffuse field profile will
have a very conjplicated arrangement of critical surfaces. Figure 39 shows one possibility
for an equilibrium which is only sliglMy diffuse and still close to the sharp bouuclary model.
The dirtgr~l is divided into 5 diflerent,regions labeled 1 through V. h~region 1, there is no
magnetic field so the Alfw% speed and the cusp speed are zero. The pressure and hence the
sound speed is high so the flow will be subsonic and the equilibrium will be elliptic, just as
for any unmagnetized subsonic flow. hl region II the magnetic field starts to build up, and
the flow can enter the nozzle in this region subsonic and sub Alfv&ic; but the cusp speed is
always slnaller than bot.il chamcteristi.c velocities and the fbw can enter the nozzle above
the cusp speed, thus producing an equilibrium that is hyperbolic in this region. In region
111, the cusp speed will reach a maximum and be larger than the entrance velocity of the
fluid, so the fluid, so this region will be elliptic. In region IV the pressure is nearly zero
so t!h~ sound speed and the cusp speed are almost zero, but the magnetic field and henc.e
the Alfv&~,speed are high, so the flow velocity will be above the cusp and sound speeds,
but below the A1fv4n speed;..so the equilibrium equations will be elliptic. [It is esseutially
just a.va,cuum field.] In region V the magnetic field is very small and the flow has crossed
the Mach-one surface so it is sttpersonic and super-Alfv&lic and this region is therefore
hyperbolic, Table 11.1 summarizes the relationships between the various velocities and the
character of the equilibrium in the five different regions,

The difficulty with solving this type of problem numerically is now reaclily apparent.
The region between the Mach-one surface and the exit is not purely hyperbolic; it has
eliipt.ic parts, and the divisiou between the elliptic and hyperbolic parts cannot even be
specified ahead of time. It must I}e found as part of the solution. Since the preseut code
requires the region bet.wecn the Mach-one surface and the exit to be hyperbolic, it should
not be abie t.o solve f.his type of problem. Several types of diffuse profile soh1Iions were
attempted with the code, but as expected it did not work. The code would not converge to
a solution. (lne possible method of overcoming this problem would be
on a. time-depended method. The merits of this alternative approach
chapter 111.

to use a code l)&ecl
will be discussed in
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TABLE 11,1. Dependence of the character of the PDE’s
descr!bhlgIdeal MIID flow on the relationshipsamongst

the severalcharacteristicvelocitiesand the fluid
velocity. (Here C* is the “cusp” speed.)

Region Vdodt”m Chsrscter

I C*< CA< V<C8

II C*<V<C.,CA

111 V<@<Ca,cA

IV C*<G.<V<CA

v &<~,, cA<v

elliptic

hyperbolic

elliptic

elliptic

hyperbolic

XII. COMPARISON OF THE DIRECT SOLUTION METHOD WITH THE
INITIAL VALUE, TIME-DEPENDENT APPROACH TO COMPUTING
THE MHD FLOW PROFILES IN THE NOZZLE

The complicated boundary conditions associated with the complex arrangement of
critical surfaces clisruss~ in the previous section can be mostly avoided by using a time-
clepenclent initial-value approach. By introducing time dependence, and adding density and
pressure evoh[tion equations, there are no longer any boundary conditions to be satisfied
at the Mach-one surface, hence 13q. (11.44) can be dropped. The only boundary conditions
nkxxleclwiIl be at the actual physical boundaries, name]y; the walls, entrance, and the exit..
The solution ,of general magnetized “flowswill still be a very complex numerical problem,
however, becattse there ‘will still be the @ifferent regions where the equations have different,
characteristics. Special numerical techniques will be required in the hyperbolic regions in
order to insure numeric~l stabilit y without introducing excessive numerical diffusivity. The
proper treatment of time-dependent hyperbolic flows is still an area of active research and
is beyond the scope of this study.

For problems requiring high resohltion, it. is also prolmbly n~ore eflicient to solve

the steady flow problem using a time dependent method. lf M is the number of mesh
points in each dimension, the computer time required to take one time step in a 2-D time
dependent code would be proportional to Illz. The time step would be limited by numerical
st.abilit y considerations (the Courant condition) to 1/M of the characteristic time (sonic
or magnetosonic transit time), so if t~ (in units of the characteristic time), is the time it.
takes to reach a steady “state (possibly including a steady level of fluctuations), then the
time it would take t.o compute the steady state would be proportional to t8Af3, compared
to Ale = N3 for the direct method using a Newton iteration, In general, t. may be a large
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number, but, as a physicalrather than a numericalquantity it is independentof M, so
that for )arge enoilgh M the time dependent. method is always t.lm faster n-mqmt ntirmal
n~ethod. The direct met,hod would only “bemore dlcient for problmns where the nmnber
of mesh points (or “spline functions) required for adequate resolution was small enough so

that J146< t. h~~ or M < ti/3.

Another reason for employing the initial-value time-dependent. computational model
is that, one may uncover unsteady processes that might actually occur but that would be
inaccessible to a steady state computational model. The shedding of vortices by an airfoil
is a well-known example. In the nozzle problem, vortices might be imhicecl by plasma
viscosity and a n6-slip boundary condition, and would tend to be carried along by the
flow. If present; such vortices would mike a convective contribution to lateral heat and
mass transfer. The presence of a meridional magnetic field would tend to inhibit such
vortices since they would try to bend those field lines. However, the presence of a high
plaama resistivit.y near the cold walls would allow the piasma to slip across the field lines.
The balance between these two effects is a quantitative issue best, resolved by a 2D time-
dependent simulation with t.ralisport, coefficients. Moreover, in the azimuthal magnetic
nozzle, no line bending is available to inhibit the formation of such vortices.

IV. DESCRIPTION OF A 2D MHD INITIAL VALUE CODE
During the course of this work, one of the investigators (A. H. Classer) acquired a.ncl

learned t.o use an initial value 2R MHD simulation, originally constructed by J. Brackbill
and R. Milroy,]4’15 with the following properties.

The single-fl uiclMHD ec~uationsare solved in two dimensions (r, z), retaining all three
components of vector quantities. The equations incllde mass contimlity; momentum (with
scalar plasma pressure, magnetic forces, artificial viscosity N 170 of the parallel Braginski i
viscosity to smooth the velocN.y profiles); separate electron and ion temperature equations
including” the effects of convection, Joule heating, viscous heatiilg, aml rwisotropic thermal
conduction in both species; and the generalized Ohm’s law used within the context of
quasi-neutrality ad zero electron inertia, This Ohm’s law includes anisotropic resistivity
(classiqal plus anomalous), the Hall term, the diamagnetic drift. contribution from the
electro’n pressure gradient, and the classical “thermal force” contrilmtion2 to the elec.tron-
ion friction.

The simulated plasma was contained within a free-boundary separat.rix, surrounded
by a vacuum magnetic guide field outside of the separatrix. The vacuum magnetic field
was found in terms of the positions and currents (time dependeut ) in external theta pinch
coils. The vacuum solution was effected by solving Poisson’s equation for the azimuthal
component of the vector potential, A@.

The equations were solved on a Lagrangian mesh using an adaptive mesh a.lgoritlun
for rezoning the mesh in order to concentrate the grid in regions of large current density
to resolve regions having sharp gradients in the magnetic field. The motion of the free
boundary separatrix was solved for self-consistently as part of the over-all t.ime-clepemlent,
solution.

The simnlat.ion on a CRAY supercomputer of the formation, and translation-
compression of a plasmoid known as the FieId-Reversed Configuration is shown in Fig.
40, corresponding to the FRC! experiment.a at Los Alamos. This process hears some
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resemblance to the magnetic nozzle concept. The horizontal bars represent the positions
of the theta pinch coils. The fo~nation and motion of the plasmoicl is dearly evident.

Because of the limited duration of the research period of this contract on the magnetic
nozzle project and the limited amount of fnipport allotted for personnel on this project (0.8
man-years ), we were unable to expend the effort necessary to modify tlds code so as to
perform “a set of systematic runs more releti~t to the magqetic nozzle concept. This
sit~~ation was exacerbated by the cumbersome nature of the piwgramming and structure
of the code. We believe that recent ia,nprovel~entsin FORTRAN and supercompnter
capabilities will allow such simulations to be performed efktively and efEciently, using
codes that are more amenable to trial modifications in boundary conditions and geometry,

V. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
in Chapter I, we briefly reviewed the foundations of the icleal MHD model, and

then made estimates of various losses from the plasum flowing tln-ough a meridional
nlagnetic nozzle. A wide range of plasma parameters was considered, with maximum
thermal pressures of x 400 to 40,000 psi depending on th~ assumed temperature. Both
fraction+ losses and absolute fluxes to the lateral wail were estimated for a @= 1 hydrogen
plasma flowing through a nozzle with ,a c.hsracteristic radial dimension of one meter. The
@ = 1 condition was selected ~ representing the least magnetic. field for which transverse
pressure confinement of plasma is practical. The methods and results presented there
are easily exttmdable in obvious ways to other values of @ and other nozzle dimensions
as desired. We also pointed out the importance of the MHD stability properties of the
phtsma in the transition region between the reservoir and the nozzle entrance, aucl of the
plasma detaclunent problem at, the nozzle exit. We recommend 2-D and 3-I) initial value
resistive MHD simulations to model those regions accurately.

Some specific resdt,s of the ‘kstimat.esof loss processes in hydrogen plasmas with
@ = 1 maybe summarized as follows fqr the meridional magnetic nozzle with difftlse radial
profiles, At, temperatures near 1 eV, classical resistive cross field mass transport amounts
to a significant (in fact, unacceptable) fractional loss of axially flowing plasma (see Table
1.6 and remark following). This situation can be relieved by working at. lower values of
beta. (At temperatures of 10 eV ~~cl above, the mass-loss fraction is negligible even with
@ = 1.) Thus, we reconunenii detailed modeling of low-beta plasmas in the 1 eV range in
the meridional nozzle configuration.

With regard to radial thermal losses, classical thermal diffusivities are dominated by
thermal losses in association viith classical r~istive diffusion (radial mass transport.) at.

1 eV for all densities considered, and at 10 eV for densities of 1016 cm-3 or greater (see
Table 1.9). Moreover, these classical Jossesdominate the Bohm losses ii~all but three cases
for all p&ramet.ers considered (see Table 1,12 and 1.13 and compare with Table 1.11). For
plasmas near 1 eV, it is important to observe that the fractional thermal iosses will be
about the same as the fkactiowi mass losses, and should be mitigated by working at lower
values of beta. “For radial nozzle dimensions on the order of one meter, the actuai therms]
power density on the wall clue to classical transport amounts to only a few megawatts per
square meter, at most, for densities up to 1016 cm-3, but can be several hundred to several
thousand AOV/nt2 for densities exceeding 1017 cm-s (see Table 1.11).
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Let us now compare these t.hern~al cowhction(~d axisymmetrictheMuRlconvection)
Icmwy w.itJl the rmliat.ion losses assuming that the nozzle dimensions are nn tlw order of
‘one meter. We see frolll Table I.14 that ail but two of our standard pariuncter cases may
betreated as optjcally thin, the exceptions being T = 1 eV with n = 1018 and 10lg cm-3.
These two “opticdy thick” cases will not be discussed here because the edge conditions
of t~e plasma itself wiii be influeaiced by “theengineering approach to the management of
the energy flux at the wall (see Chap. I-C, Sec. 2-b). In comparing the optically-thin
bremsstrai@lg radiation wall loading results (Tab~e 1.15) with the thermal wall loading
lYM3Uh,8of Tal#e 1.11, we observe tile following. At a temperature of 1 eV, the thermal wail
loading is the larger for densities rtiging fkom 101s - 10]6 cm-s, but it is, at most, a few
megawatts per square meter. (Note that the fractional thermal losses due t.o axisyrnlnet.ric
convection (radial mass transport.) from the @ = 1 piasmas are large at T = 1 eV.) At
1 eV, densities much larger than 1016 cm-3 ought also to be precIu&cl by the restriction
that the fractional energy loss from radiation be small [see Eq. (1.97)]. At 10 eV, for
densities up t.o 10le c%-3 , radiation wall loading is less ti~auor on the order of the thermal
wail loading, a.ud is at most a few flfW/nz2. At. densities greater than 10IG cm-3, at
2’= 10 eV, radiation wail loading by far exceeds therind wail loading ancl can amount. to
several hundred to millions of megawatts per square meter. However, at 10 eV, densities
of 10]8 cm-3 and ldgI~er ought. to be precluded because the fiactiouai energy loss from
radiation would become lakge [see Eq. (1.97)). Tile s~ne qmditative statements apply at
100 eV (radiation wall Ioading 5 thermal wail loading for n. < 1018 cm-3 and no more

than a few flf117/m2 ), with very high radiation wail loads (several hundred t.o millions of
lkfW/m2) for densities above 10]6 cm- 3. Also, even if the power were available at 100 eV,
cielmities ought to be kept less than 1019CTn-3 t.o keep the fractional radiation losses small.

Let us now compare the above losses with those induced by llol~-syll~llletricd plasma
dynamics (convective transport.) in the meridional magnetic nozzle as discussed in C!hap.
I-C, Sec. l-d. First, it should be observed that these.magneto-plasma models of ‘%urbuleut
transport” are compldely different from the conventional situation in turbulent pipe flow of
ordinary compressible fiuifis wherein the turbulence is driven by the free energy in the axial
“flow field. In the meridiopai nlaguetic nozzle, azimuthal g-modes and azimuthal ,Kelvin-
Helndloltz turbulence are not driven by the axial flow a.ithough they may be somewhat.
rnodifieci by it. (&mversely, in the azimuthal magnetic nozzle, the KeJvill-lIell~ll~oltznmcles
should be expected to be strongly coupled to the axial flow. ) Both of the models we
discussed earlier shouM ‘be treated as provisional, in the case of g-modes because of the use
of a non-rigorous quasi-linear ‘mixing iength” construction, and in the case of the Ke4vin-
Helmholtz modes because of the enqdoyment of unrealistic parameters in the simulations
of Theilhaber ancl Bircisail (rni/nze = 40, WP, << wC.). Moreover, the coupling of both
types of instabilities to the axial flow field has yet. to be elucidated for the types of plasmas
considered here.

With these cautious in mind, we turn to the results of the “convective transport”
investigations in Chap. L With regard to “g-modes,” we note from Eel. (1.82) that the
fraction of XNMS(or thermai energy) lost, is mostly dependent upon (Ar/R= )]/2 where
A, is the thickness of the edge-plasma boundary layer and l?. is a macroscopic length
scale (radius of curvature of a field line), Moreover, we note from Eel. (L83-a) that, the
quasilinea.r heat. fiux is 2 x 10-15 (A./Rc)li2n.(cnz-3 )2’312 (elT)[M W/rn2], again tiependent
upon (Ar/li’C )1/2. We also recall that when (Ar/RC) is of order unity, t.here are only a



few instability growth times available, but when (A,/&) .<< 1 there are many growth
limes avail al>le. (kweqlwnt.ly, we skdl concentrate on the “slwrp bounrln.ry” raw WIIPII

(A,/.&) <1. in the low dmsity regime, l(JIS – lUIS cm-3, since Tc; -W1 cm (see ‘1’able
1.5), and since the ions are magnetized ,at these densities for 10 eV and above, one might
expect the boundary layer thi~kness to be given bj rCi, so, for Rc N 100 cm, we take
(A./RC}l/2 z 0.1. (By restricting A, ‘m~dthe g-mode wavelengths to be no smaller than
rci, we are crudely taking into account the efTectof “Finite Larmor Radb” stabilizatiml
[Wroviscosity].) IJ}the high-density regime, TC:<1 cm, and at 1 ev where the ions are not
magnetized, one might expect the claasical resistive boundary layer behavior, so we take

-1’4 where J2nis the magnetic Reynolds number. Referring to Table L6,(A,/J@2 z R?
- s/4we see t.ha.tat 1 eV, Rq * 0.5, prod~icing a t~lck boundary layer and consequently only a

few available inst.al)ilitygiowth times. C!cmsequently, we do not expect the 1 eV plasmas to
be vulnerable to trimsport froni g-mode instabilities (they are already highly vulnerable to
classical transport losses). On the other hand, 10 eV and 100 eV temperatures respectively

‘* zs 0.16 and ll~xyield R? 4 s 0.05. Thus, we see that in all 10 eV and 100 eV cases, for
these rough estimates it 1s sufficient to take (Ar/RC )li2 ~ 0.1. Having done so, we can
expect fractional losses on the order of 10% from g-modes. The quasilinear heat fluxes
themselves are given in the following table.

TABLE V.I. QuasilinearHeat Flowfrom RayleighTaylorModes
in~= 1 HydrogenPlasmasfor (Ar/a)lf2 = 0.1

!/R.T. = 2 x lo-1671( c7n-3)T:~,[AfTv/m*]

T’[eV] 1 10 10(.)

+T??.-3]= 1013 –– 6.3 X 10-2(iW/m2) x

1014 -– 6.3 X 10-~ x

1015 –– 6.3 2.0 x 1.02

1016 -- 6.3 X 10 2.0 x 103

~oli x 6.3 X 102 2.0 x 104

~ols x 6.3 X 103 2.0 x 105

~o19 x 6.3 X 104 2.0 x 106

Note: Rscali that %“ signifies a breakdown of the fluid-plasma model.
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ComparingTable V.1 to Table L15,we see tht, the gmode khlc.ed tlwrmdflux
is nwm ttlal~ competitive with t.lw energy flux from radiation at. Yf) c=I’ md 1Of] rl’ for

densities of up to about 401s cnt-3 (where the thermal fluxes of several thousaucl to
hundreds of thousands of AfW/mz are produced). In view of this result, based upon a
sinlple quaailinear, model, we recommend quantitative resistive MHD modeling of MHD
instabilities with nonlinear effects in the entrance r@on of the meridional magnetic nozzle.

Oqe should remember here that even cl~sical losses will increase at the edge of a
sharply defined plasma with edge layer gradient Isngths of order Am, compared to what
they would nave been for a general diffuse profile. The increase will be cm the order of
a/A~ ) where “a” is a characteristic ractkd dimension of the nozzle. In ccmneetion with
g-mod&, we We ,conskkring sharply bounded plasmas with (a/Ar) x ltJOas discussed
above, so a fair ,comparison with classical transport requires that the edge thermal fluxes
of Table 1.11 be increased by this factor. Such a comparison is made in Table V.2.

TABLE V.2. Comparisonof Classicaland g-modeInducedThermal Fluxes
(lWV/n?2) in a @= 1 HydrogenPlasmawith a

SharpBoundary(Ar = a/100), with a = 100 cm

T[eV] 10 100

+?r@] = 1013 9.2 X 10-1

1014 9.2

1015 7.9 x 10

101$ 1.7 x 102

1017 1.7 x 103

101s 1.7 x 104

1019 1.7 x 105

classical

6.3 x 10-2(~)

6.3 X 10-1

6.3

6.3 X 10

6,3 X 102

6.3 x 103

6.3 X 104

g-mode

x

x

2,9 x 101

2.9 X 102

2,9 x los

2.9 X 104

2.5 X 105

dassirrd

x

x

2.0 x 102

2.0 x 103

2.0 x 104

2.0 x 105

2.0 x 106

g-mmlf.’

—

It is interesting t.o see that the classical transport thermtd flux slightly dominates at
10 el’ but that the reverse is true at 100 cl’.

The above discussion of g-mode-induced wall loading has not taken account. of the
reduction of the g-mode growth rate by the action of ion coilisional viscosity. Ol~e would
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expect fluid viscosity to have an appreciable stabilizing hJluence on th~ growlh rate when
the wave number becomes sufficiently large that

where DVi* is the ion viscous cliffusivity (kinematic viscosity),, a.nclI’ is the g-mode growth
rate. Making the substitutions k s A;l where A, ,is the thickness of the plasma-field
boundary layer, g = Vf/l?c, where vi is the ion thermal velocity, and obtaining .Dtii, from
Braginskii2 for the cases Of un-magnetized (~ci < vii) ions and magnetized ions (~Ci > vii),
we fmd that Eq. (V. 1) can be reduced respectively to

and

%=(%)2’3(%)-2’3“nasle’izdiO’ls)

(v.2)

(V.3)

Here, ~Ci is the ion ~vro-frequency, rCi is the ion gyr~radius, vi{ is the ion-ion Coulomb
collision frequency for 906 deflections from cunmlat.ive small-angle scattering, and Jii =
vi /vi~ is the ion mean-free path, and l?C is the radius o{ field line curvature in the bad
curvature region of the meridional magnetic nozzle. We recall that the ion magnetization
parameter is t.abulatecl in l’aide 1.8. The meaning of these actuations is that they set lower
limits on (A./RC ) below which the viscous damping of the g-modes becomes comparable
to the mode growth rate, but above which the neglect of viscosity is more or less valid.

From Table 1.8, we find that the ions are un-maguet.ized at 1 cV, and from Table 1.5
t.llat the ion mean-free path is of order of 0.1 cm or smaller. Therefore, at 2’ = 1 eV, our
nse of Ar z 1 cm (with RC N 100 cm) so that ~~&- x 0.1 is consonant with the neglect
of ion viscosity in the study of the effects of g-modes [See Eq, (V.2).] However, only a few
growth t,inles are available at, 1 CV so we have not considered this case in clet.ail.The same
reasoning for 1 eV is true at !2’= 10 eV for densities equal to or greater than 1015 cm-3,
so that viscosity can be neglected for n z 1015 cm-3 while using (Ar/RC)112 s 0.1. At,
2’= 10 eV cm-g and n. <1015 cm-3, even with viscosity incorrectly neglected the g-modes
still are less important than classical transport.

On the other hand, at 2’= 100 eV, from Table 1.8, the ions ar~ magnetized at.aH but
the highest density. Moreover, from Table 1.5, for densities of 1015 cnz-3 or higher, we see
t.llat.the ion gyro-radius has (rCi/RC) 5.005, for RC x 100 cm. Hence (rCi/Rc)213 s 0.03,
aid this number is reduced further by the factor (~Ci/vii)2i3 > 1. [See Eq. (V.3).] Hence,
we concl ucle that. even in the case T = 100 rl~, the lower lill~it on (Ar/li?L.) can be Iwollgllt.
down to about, 0.01 so that ~~ % 0.1 still provides a valid condition with which
proceed without being overwhel~ed by viscous damping,

Thus, our estimates of the effects of Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities, that, neglected the
action of ion viscosity, by and l~ge should remain qualitatively valid. However, a detailed
quantitative check of this qualitative assessment is recommended. Since the ion viscosity
tensor is complicat<ec?, this will be a major project.

As regards the Kelvill-Hell~llloltz-illdt~ced Bohm transport simulated by Theilhaber
and Birdsall, we note that it scales the same way as the g-mode-induced transport but is
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smaller lIYan order of magnitude[for(AF/&)312= 0,1}compareEq, (It53-a) with E@
(~.$1$1)1.TII*Is,it. appears to be less import.aut, but. this conclusion is sul)ject t.n the rfw!lts

of siinulatoions ivith more realistic parameters.
In Oh&p. 11, we set up the computational problem of ideal plasma-flow through a

meridional magnetic nozzle, bq@ming with a quasi-ID formulation. Results for isentropic
flow were shown for the variation of various ffuic? quantities along the streamlines. A
formulation in full axisymmetric 2-D geometry was then set up in order to find the
transverse distril?ution of the streadines for specified input profiles at the reservoir-
nozzle interface. Also, the importance of including this interface in the computation was
,emplmsized. A finite element 2-D code for completely solving the steady isentropic flow
problem was constructed, with prov&i,on for a body-fitted coordinate system to deal with
arbitrary nozzle shapes (including the interface to the reservoir). The motivation for this
approach, as opposed to the use of a straight cylindrical coordinate grid-for example, was
to, reduce the number of elementary functions needed to rq}resent the flow pattern with
high resolution. The code was tested on a tiaseof uwmagnetized flow by making detailed
comparison wi (.11an experinlent performed at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, and the
formulation and computational method was thus validated, Additional computations with
this code on magnetized flow were attempted but were limited to wall-confined piasnms.
The reasons for this limitation were found to originate in the complexity of the various
critical surfaces (analogous to the Mackl-one surface) in plasmas confined by magnetic
pressure. (Even in the case of wall-confined plasmas, our code was unable to find a,steady-
flow solution with beta less than 1,9, although such solutions were found {or slightly higher
values of beta. The reason for this is not known, )

On the other hand, we were able to supplement, the almve-illentioned limitation
to wall. confinqd plasina by analytically dealing with a field-free sharp-honudary plasma
transversely confinecl by magnetic pressure. We. showed how to make direct. use of the un-
niagnetized ,flow solutions in this case, and we uncovered a “stuffhlg limit” that, must. be
exceeded iu order to”keep the sharp boundary magnetic nozzle open. We recommend the
examinat.icm of the Mllll stability properties of such sharp-boundary fiowing equilibria,
and we rdso note that such equilibria are not subject to the detachment problem.

In order to solve the flow problem for diffuse pkislua profiles transversely confined
by magnetic pressure, we recommeud the use of time-depenclen~ (initial value) resistive
MHD silrmlations, as opposed to “direct” solution of the steady flow problem. The initial-
value’ approach will not be subject to the difficulties associated with the existence of several
crit.icaJ surfaces, and it will have access to unsteady flow phenomena if they should naturally
and cent inually occur at large times.

‘“Weattempted to acquire and modify such a code for this purpose, bitt. were unable
to sl~it,ably modify and systematically apply the code within the restrictions of ottr 0.8
man-year effort.

Concluding with more general observations, it seems natural to use the plasmas
produced at, elevated’ temperatures to obtain higher nozzle exhaust velocities in the face

“of tilelinlit.ation5 of chemical fuels (small amount. of energy per atom available), and to
thereby increase the payload capacity of space vehicles (provided that the recpisite power
sources to create and drive the plasmas are available). The meridional magnetic nozzle,
based upon a reservoir of heated plasma, constitutes a conceptual approach to part of
such a system. We also recommend further study for the azimuthal magnetic nozzle (not
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limited to low magnetic Reynolds numbers), because this concept uses magnetic fields
10 drive the plasnla find requires no special prqmrntion of lvwtwl plasma iII a r~servnir.

we re[er the reader to the spontaneous heating process discussed in Appendix l), which
rmt.urally leads to beta-values of order unity and also thermally contributes to the drive.
Finally, we observe that the plasma stability problems and concomitant inefficiencies to

..wbich these devices rhay be vulnerable cau be ameliorated by the introduction of magnetic
shear. The role pf magnetic shear and the extent to which it would modify each of these
colicepts is a worthwhile research project.
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whichis exactly the sameas for the constantlradiusnozzle,Similarly,one can showthat

()P=; ~ ,@V.T=(&&)(%)(-

. .

()To
— (B-31)
TR “

Comparing this with (B-27), we find that the power usage in the constant-thickness channel
of variable radius is larger by (r. /rR ) than that of the constant radius, variable-thickness
channel.

APPENDIX C
COMPARISON OF PULSED AND

STEADY-STATE SYSTEMS

Because steady-state burns need to have their exhaust velocities near the vehicle
velocity increment of the mission (A V) in order to realize substantial payload mass
fractions withollt, excessive power consumption, one is forced to consider plasmas with
tempeiat ures in the few eV range (AV z 106 cm/s). hl this case, the plasma conductivity
dues not produce a very tight coupling of the plasma and the magnetic fieMs, for either
kind of magnetic nozzle.

However, it is possible at present to produce far hotter (or more energetic) plasmas
(several hundred eV) in short p~dses (theta pinch plasmas for meridional magnetic nozzles,
and plasmas from pldsed coaxial plasma guns for azimuthal magnetic nozzles). ‘1’hehigher
conductivities generated in stlch plasmas engender a more efhcient coupling of the plasma
t.o the magnetic. fields. This consideration, as well as the higher payload obtainable with
the use of hot plasmas, motivates the present comparison of the steady burn of a low
temperature plasma with au aJt,ernative burn composed of many short pulses of hot.plasma.

In making such a comparison meaningftd, certain features need to be nlaintainecl
the same in the two approaches. Therefore, we shall rec~uirethat both approaches must
produce the same velocitv increment of the vehicle, and both approaches must operate
with the same time-avera~e Dower. !l’he latter requirement reflects a general concern that
because the instantaneous power depends upon the cube of the exhaust velocity, hot
plasmas will be too demanding of presently conceivable power sources. These two
conditions prove sufficient to determine the relative fuel mass utilization, burn time, energy
store, and duty fraction of the hot pnked plasma system.

For the repetitively pulsed approach, the total velocity increment, Al’, is the sum of
the increments produced in each pulse, that is

(c’-l)

where l%,P is the exhaust. velocity of the pulsed plrwna, Jfc is t.lwtot.a] mass of the vehicle
after the @ pulse, and 4$ is the number of pulses needed to produce the change of velocity
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Alp. The solution of the rocket equation was invoked in writing down Eq. (c-l). Dui tltis
01wim wly I*VM1Stn I.lw result. t.l]at

hfo iki$
— = J~,pt’n.—AV = V=,Ptnhft,

Mf,p ‘
(c -2)

where Ali is the initial total mass of the vehicle and Jkf$,Pis the final total mass of the
vehicle in the pulsed approach to the mission,

F’or the steady burn approach, we have

(c -3)

where V=,. is the exhaust velocity of the steady-state plasma, and Wlt,$ is the final total
mass of the vehicle in the steady-huru approach to the mission.

Since A 1’ is assumed to be the same for both approaches, we can equate (C!-2) ancl
(C-3). The rest,dt can be expressed as follows.

Hme, T. and TP are respectively the reservoir (pre-nozzle) temperatures of the steady a.ncl
p~dsed plasmas, incl we have invoked the relation between exhaust v&cities and pre-nozzle
temperatures.

AS an example, snppose that, ~ = 2, and ~ = 10-2. Then ~ = 1.07.Afj,m
In this case, the steady burn was hypnthesizecl to burn up 50%”of the initial mass,

lmt the pulsed approach correspondingly burned up only 6.5% of the initial mass. This
effect is due to the hypothesized high tmnperatnre of the pulsed plasma, Thus, the pulsed
hot plasma approach displays very efficient utilization of fuel mass.

What does the requirement, of equal time-average powers inlpIy about the relations
between the operat.ioual burn times of the two approaches, (At)P and (At)$; and what
does it. imply for the dtdy fractioi~ of the repetitive pulses?

To ailswer these questions we write down the statement of equal time-average powers
as

(c – 5)

Here, we have used the fact that the time-average of any instantaneous rate, Q, is given
by

AQ Qi - Qf
(Q)=Q~=~=~ (C -6)

where AQ is the amount of Q transferred during the At, and where (rO~/r ) is the duty
factor (the ratio of the “on” time to the total time 7 s ~0~+ ~Ojj ). Thus, the time-average
power can be written as (0.5 fi~V$P ) ~ = 0.5( fl~)V&.
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I Replacing the exhaust velocities by their temperature equivalents, and again not.iug
llq, (0-6), we ran write (C-5) as

Noting (C-4), we can re-write (C-7) as follows,

(c -7)

(C -8)

Again, as an example, consider Tp = 100 T, ancl 111~. = 0.5 lW~. one finds ~~ = 13.4.
‘1’bus, the operational burn time becomes somewhat longer in the repetitive-pulsed scheme.
This is a simple consequence of the requirement that the time-average power remain small
in the pulsed scheme. Note “that the dilation of the burn tin~egoes essentially as {~.

What about the required duty factor of the pulsed system? Returning to Eq. (C-5),
we write it as

~18 T, Ton

~q=~
(c -9)

where li~p is the instantaneous mass ROWrate during a pulse. 13ut,for ecpal densities and
equrd areas, for example in the throats of the nozzles, this expression reduces to

()T,
3/2

Ton

q ‘T*
(c - 10)

Clearly, expression (C-1O) is easily generalized to accommodate different densities and
nozzle areas in the two schemes, Thus, if Tp = 100 T, for the ratio of tempera.t.ures
of pulsed and steady p]asnms, then we have ~ = {1.001 for the duty factor. In this
case, a millisecond ~mlse would be repeated onie each second until the rec~uiredAlr is
at.t.ainecl. For example, it has been denlortst.;”atedthat theta pinch lifetimes from endlom
are a few times the axial thermal transit time and are insensitive to the plasma beta and
t.o the degree of collisions.lity. 16 Thusj a 100 meter theta piuc~ with a hydrogen plasma

temperature of 100 eV would laqt for about one ms, if it were stabilized against “bad-
curvature” instabilities associated with end effects. (Of course, one would either have to
bend the pinch into a “U” shape, or else use a conical theta pinch.) Other kinds of hot
.pldsed plasmas cmlld also be considered as the propelling plasma fuel ~ in fIWrlnss km-m-n

aq compact tori (Field-reversed Configurationse and Spheron)aks~T).
Iu the foregoing discussion, it has been assumed for simplicity that the initial total

mass of the vehicle is the ‘same for the steady-state and pulsed schemes, even though the
power sources and ancilIary equipment will be quite different in the two cases, Ho%verY
it is simple to generalize for different initial masses, Jtfi,s and hJi,P, Now, Eel. ((!-4) is
replaced by
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For example} with 2’” = 100T~ and M,, = 2Mf,,, the result that. (Af~,P/filf,P ) = 1.07
still reprewwt.s a t remendmw imprcwenient in mass ut.ilizat.ioneven tllww~hIIIi,P may he
somewhat heavier than M~,s. Looking further, we iincl that Ec{. (C-8) is replactd by

–=(mPl??k:*(W
(At),

Clearly, the nominal burn times, (At)P and (At),, will remain related essentially as before,
for the example TP = 100T8 and ~l~,t = 2Mt,,, provided that the initial total masses, Mi,P

and Jlf~,s, are at least comparable, Moreover, the required clut.yfactor is still given by the
relation (C- 10), regardless of the initial masses.

In conclusion, the basic advant~es and disadvantages of the repetitively pulsed burn
sch&ne in comparison with the steady burn scheme may be summarized as follows, The
pulsed hot plasljla scheme affords far better fuel mass utilization, and far better coupling
of plasma to magnetic fields in virtue of the higher plasma conductivity. lIowever, the
requirement of low time-average power utilization, forces longer operational burn times
for the pulsed system to achieve a given velocity iuc.rement, the burn time dilation
factor being given roughly as {~. This longer operational burn time with the same
time-average power ut.ilizat.ion then implies that the initial on-board energy storage in
the pulsed system must, be larger by the same factor, <~, ald it therefore puts
a premium on the availability of high-energy-density storage (per unit vohune and per
unit mass). Moreover, other important issues arise, such as the reliability of repetitively
pulsed, high-instantaneous-power systems; and the implications of longer burn times for
the astrodynamic programming of the vehicle’s mission.

APPENDIX D
ION HEATING PROCESSES IN AZIMUTHAL
MAGNETIC NOZZLES, AND THE ION BETA

For the meridional magnetic nozzle configuration, it has been assumecl herein that
the plasma reservoir is constructed and programmed in such a manner that the internal
plasma pressure substantially balances the external magnetic pressure in the “radial”
direction, and that this ,conclition is at ieast approximately preserved downstream, If such
an arrangement, can be achieved, it constitutes the most dficient use of the applied magnetic
field. In fact, experiments in magnetic fusion plasma. physics have been carried out in which
high-beta (~ - 1) plawnti are .routim’ly proclurwl, snch M in tlwta pinches: z-pinchrst anti
field-reversed configurations. In”virtue of their longitudinal magnetic fields, the first ancl
the last of these (~rhaps including modifications to improve configurational stability of
the phisma) would naturally match onto the meridional magnetic nozzle. However, it is
not, obvious at first glance that the@ --1 condition also is to be expected in the orthogonal
field example of coaxial plasma guns and the annular region of azimuthal magnetic. nozzles.

We shall argue here that the @ - 1 condition should indeed be expectecl for such
devices, under ideal conditions. (Of course, the /Lvalue is subject to reductions downstream
fronl transport and radiation losses.)
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The argument is as follows. In coaxial plasma guns and azimuthal magnetic
1110Z7,m, unlike t.lw nw+ridicmal nozzle-reservoir concept, a pre+xist.ing rwwrvnir of

separately prepared” Iwt plasnla is not actually presenL Instead, cold ueutral gas is

“continually introduced iuto the tube cluring a “sbotn or a “runn, whereupon it is ionized
(l;y plasma already there) and suddenly pickvcl up by the applied fields and by Coulomb
collisions with already-flowing plasma. For the case of short. Coukmlb-cdlision mean-fkee
paths, one can draw an analogy to the situation of droppiug sand on a conveyor belt.
Newly-ionized ions suddenly appear (froni neutrals “at rest”), and this introduction of
added mass into the dynamkrd system corresponds to the appearance of sand dropped on
the conveyor belt. Now, it is eiasy to show that the external forces maintaining the flow
velocity (of sand or plasma) arej in fact, providing both macroscopic flow energy and heat
energy (to the sand or plasma) “atequtd rates. Consequently, in the absence of losses, one
finds that an initially cold, plasma-fltiid element (in which ion mass continually becomes
entrained ) will have its flow energy and thermal energy about $he same, *pV2 ~ *, at.
any later time. Since the flow energy corresponds to a characteristic flow velocity-squarecl
given by V2 s Ca + Ci near the throat of the azimuthal magnetic nozzle (see Appendix
B)*, where ~~’ = l?2/(pOP) and C7~ = ~~/p are the squares of the A]fvfn and sound
speeds respectively, one i tnmediate]y finds from ~pl’2 s ~ that @ = 1.5 for ~ = 5/3.

(We defil~ed a local beta hereby@ s ~/(132 /2p.o).) Thus, @ s 1 is a reasonable relation
to use when considering collisions! plasmas in a,zimutlyd magnetic nozzles. Also, in the
case of coaxhd plasma guns, one can argue that the magnetic field drives plasmas at or
near the Alfv6n speed, leading again to the conclusion that @ x 1.

lb a plasma having long collisional mean free paths, 3> Tei, the “~” argument for
the azimuthal magnetic nozzle is different. in detail from that given above, hut the end result
is essentially the same. ‘For plasma ions of low ccdlisionalityt the argument, is based upon
the smallness of the ion gyro-radins in comparison with all nozzle dimensions, ?’=i<< ~.
‘1’’able1.5 shows that this is probably a reasonable assumption for all but the lowest ion
densities (n = 1013 C77?.-3). in such a case, one can show that the ion fluid axial velocity
in steady flow is basically the sum of the (Er/l?6) drift velocity of the guiding centers of
the ions, and the dianiagnetic flow velocity associated with radial ion pressure gradients,
~ ~. Here 13e is t.he”azimutllal magilet.ic field, and Er is the radial electric field (or itsmeB~ 8r

.gel~~raiizat.ion to axisymmetric configurations). The latter velocity arises from incomplete
cancellation of- neighboring ion gyr-orbits iu the preseilce of radid non-uniformities of
ion pressure. For the pqrpose of a“simple plausibility y argument, we shall now consider a
plasma free of transverse non-uniformities. ‘l%en, the ,guidiilg-center drift velocity of the
ions, V~ = E./Be, also constitutes the ion fluid velocity. (The notation, V., means that

one can also t.ilinkof this velocity as the velocit.y of nla~et.ic field linm. ) If we now con siA-r
the orbit of a sudcledy-ionized ion, initially at rest i~~crossed electric and magnetic fields,
l?, and .Be, we find the following. The ion orbit cousist.s of a gniding center drift velocity

~ and a circuIar gyration of the particle in the (r,z ) plane about that.given by V’ = B.,

x Here, we invoked Appendix B whid] neglected mass entira.inmentin the flow. Thtw,
strictly speaking, we are assuming here that the entrainment. process is limited to the
region upstream of the throat. We believe that. this conceptual detail, if altered, would
not invalidate the qualitative conclusion that, ~ + 1.
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guicling center. Here, it, is essential to note that the circular velocity of the ion al~out its
glliding cmt.er. 1~~, iws to be the same as t.lw glliding center velocity, 1~~= l.%, Iw=$rtww
t~is, is the only solutiml to the equation of motion of a charged particle in CLOSSWIE ti.nd
B fields’that allows the ion to be born at rest (or with a velocity snudl against. IZB). The
consequence of such an orbit is that the energy density associated with the longitudinal
fluid velocity , ~n.nq V’, must be {he same as the energy density of the “thermal” motion of
the individual ions gyrating about their guiding centers, That is, the circular gyro-orbits of
the ions about their guiding enters constitutes an effective thermal pressure of the plasma
in the meridional plane (p&rpendicular to Be). Since according to Appendix B, the fluicl

flow velocity in the tizimuthal magnetic nozzle is cm the order of the fast magnetosonic
sp~d (with ~ = 2 for, a cdisionless plasma), we again conclude that ~ must be on the
order of unity (subject to transport losses downstream).

The arguments above strictly apply to ion heating, because the process of plasma
generation involves inn inertia being int.iwduqed (by ionization) into the moving electro
dynamical” system. H&ating of the non-inertial electrons in the azimuthal magnetic nozzie
must be treated from a different point of view. l’his is carried out in the following
Appendix.

APPENDIX E
ELECTRON HEATTNG PROCESSES IN

AZIMUTHAL MAGNETIC NOZZLES

In discussing the meridional magnetic nozzle concept, we have assumed the existence
of a reservoir of prepared hot. plasma, in which electrons and ions of a given temperature
are introduced at. ttlleinput side of the nozzle aucl thence flow through it according to the
rules of compressible MHL). However, coaxial plasma guns and azimuthal magnetic nozzles
(MPD thrusters) do not. work this way.

Therefore, this picture was modified in Appendix f), to take into accolmt. that the
upstream source of plasma in azimuthal magnetic nozzles is really cold un-ionized gas.
Conceptually, the latter constitutes a source of inertial mass whit.11is “legislated” into the
dynamical system consisting of ions and electric and magnetic fields. (The complicated
ionization processes that” mediate this conversion do not need to be considered in cletail
here, aside from the fact. that they exist.) We then found that for either a small mean-free
path for Coulomb collisions, or a small ion gyro-radius, the sudden interaction of ions
initially at rest with the moving dynamical system actually constituted an ~ heating
mechanism Ieading to “beta” values of order unity.

Because of the tiny electron mass, this is not a realistic. mechanism for electron
heating in these azimuthal magnetic nozzle devices. Instead, one must look to equipart.it,ion
(temperature relaxation) and Ohmic. heating, which we now do in this Appendix.

The reason that the topic of electron heating is important here is that if the electron
beta (n.Te/( l?2 /2/4.)) is raised to the order of unity, then the electron pressure contributes
significantly to tile’ fast magneto-sonic speed, C.’~“+-C~~,and thereh~sincreases the
speed of the plasma through the nozzle compared to what it would have been with
elect rons.
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I. ELECTRON HEATING BY TEMPERATURE
‘J’131?TONS

EQtJIPARTITIONWITH

Kirst, let. us consider thermal ecpliprwl.itiollbetween cold electrons and hot ions due
to Coulomb collisions between then-i. We shall calculate a time-scale for this process and
then compare it to the transit time through the nozzle. In the absence of all other processes
except this temperature relaxation (considering for simplicity a uniform two-temperature
plasn~? at rest), the basic equations can be put in the form2 of coupled ordinary cliffereutial
equations in time for the evolution of the electron aud ion temperatures, 2“ and Ti,

dT,
— = -V(T” – T~)
di

(E-1)

dTi
— = V(T, - Ti),
dt

(E -2)

where the nominal equipartition rate, v, is given by

m.e 1
?/=2---;, (E -3)

and ~=-1 is the electron momentum transfer collision frequency, l~~i$introduced in Chap.
L, Sec. A. hi the absence of cleusity variations, v depends upon the electron temperature
&&iv= ‘3’2. We shall express this ckpendeuce in the formcons. x Te

&2
1)= — (E-4)

‘0 Tjf2

where V. is a constant rate corresponding to cod tions at. the iuitial time, aud Tco is the
initial (upstream ) electron. temperature.

An obvious result of Eqs. (E-1 ) ancl (E-2) is

where Tio is the initial ion
variable ~, and normalized

and

Eq. (E-1) can be rewritten

T,+ Ti = Const. = T+ = T~o + Tie, (E -5)

temperature and 7’+ is a constant. Next, defining a time-like
temperatures r and ~+ by

~ G 2voty (E -6)

T,
TE—

ll;~ ‘
(l?-T)

1 T+
r+ s-—

2 T,. ‘

as follows.

(E-8)

(E -9)
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This is equivalent to the integral relation

/

T T3/2~T
= x“ (E - 10)

1 T+— T

The integration cau be accomplished in closed form, and the result is

2{-:[~3`2-ll-~+[~''2-ll+~:'2[arct~lJJ(-)-arct~,l,(+)]}‘X*
[E-11)

This relation implicitly provides electron temperature as a function of time, r(~),’with r+
as a paranleter.

The time-dependence of the electron temperature due to thermal equilibration with
the ions is generally complicated as is apparent from Eq. (E 11). However, a simple
result can be obta&d when the ions are hot and the electrons are cold. Thus if
~+ >> 1 ( ~Tio >> Tee), Mld if ~+ > ~ ( ~‘Tio>> TG), o~~ecan expam.1the inverse hyperbolic
tangents to fifth order in their small arguments. Then, after several cancellations, one
finds

Tj12 - T~;2 ~ ~ T~!2

(~Tio)5/2 (#io)3/2(V0t)”
(E - 12)

From this result, it is immediately clear that. the effective equipartition rate, t~~, is given
by

()

T.. 3’2
t;; %5 —

~Tio
Vo, (E - 13)

2

where, in hydrogen plasma with Cn.A~ 10

m.= 1 n(cm.-3)
Vo(s-1) = 2——

m8i7’@
~ 2 x lo-*rJ2(ev)’ (E - 14)

It. can be shown that., for hot, ions and cold electrons, the final electron temperature
is half of the initial ion temperature, iudepeudent of the initial electron temperature, At
very large times, (E- 11] reduces to

in
[

2 .]=2(::)3’2(vot)
1 – (2T,e/z’irJ)l/”

In the large time limit wherein T, ~ ~ ,1T“., the time dependence of T~ is funcl ionally
different from (E12), but st.ill contains practically the same characteristic time scale.
Thus, according to the time scale implied by (E-13), the e.cluipartition rate is much smaller
than V. when the ions are much hotter than the electrons. The effective ecplipartition rate
is obtained (except for a numerical factor) by replacing the initial electron temperature by
half the initial ion temperature (which is also the final ion temperature).
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Since @ ~ 1, the plasma transit time through the nozzle can he estimated as

t.=~
Vi

(E - 15)

wllerev~[~] = l.3x10GT~/2 (eV)istl~e t.hm~nd velocity ofahydrogexl ion, =ldfZ [cm.]
is the kngthof the azimuthal nlagnetic nozzle.

Now, using (E13), (E14), and (E-15), the number of equipartition times during a
nozzle transit time can tie expressed as (assuming Ti = Tio ),

t
& ~ 2 ~ ~o-13 ~“(cm-3)L(cm) ,
t eq Tfi(eV)

(E - 16)

It is interesting that the number of equipartition times depends only on the ion
temperature. As a working example, we take l?Z= 102 cm. Then we have the tabulation
listed below (Table E-1 ) for vahtes of (tz/t,q).

TABLE E-1. The number of equipartition times during nozzle transit
*, for f= s 102 ~.

T[eV] 10 100

n.[crn-s]= 10*3 2 (-).02

10’4 20 0.20

l@5 200 2.0

We conclude that the extent. to whirh the electrons are brought up near the ion
temperature by energy-transfer during C!oulondJ collisions with the ions depends very
sensitively on the ion temperature. For 10 eV ions (Alfvtm speeds uear 4 x 10G cm/s
since @ x 1), Table E-1 shows that. equipartition is to be expeetecl at all densities of
interest to us. However, for 100 eV ions (Alfv&n speeds near 10T cm./s since @ ~ 1),
equipartition is achieved only at the higher densities.

II. ELECTROIN HEATING BY RESISTIVE DISSIPATION
We now coiltinue on to consider Ohmic heating of electrons in azinmthal magnetic

nozzles. The equation describing this process cent ains the
the current density J, and is2

resistivit.y q, and the scluare of

(E - 17)
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where n is the plasma. density (assumed mmsta.nt here), TC is the electron temperature,
wlm-t=.Jl,, is tlw instant. aneonsresistive MTmivity,

(E - 18)

with p.o = 47r x 10-7 lwnries,/nlet,er, where (l?e)~fx~ is the azimuthal magnetic field
in Tesl~ and where 4 (met-s) is the characteristic length for spatial variations in 13e.
In writing the gecoid equation in (E-17), we ‘have used Ampere’s law to estimate J in
terms of Be. This-type of heating relies upon randomization of electron momentum by
collisions with the ions, rather $hwi direct energy transfer during a coliision. Electron-
electron collisions subsequently incorporate the isotropized momentum into a Maxwellian
distribution characterized by an electron temperature. Alfhough temperature equilibration
with the ions and resistive heating both occur simultaneously, we are considering them
separately here in. order to clarify the behavior of the individual processes.

Since DV depends on electron temperature as T,-3’2, we shall write it as

(E - 19)

where “On refers t.o initial (upstream) conditions. Then, defining a normalized time-like
variable, ,X, by

x= ;D$, (E - ~(j)

and a normalized temperature, T, by

T.

‘=%’

we can write Eq. (E-17) as follows.

(E-21)

Here, we have defined the initial electron beta by

(E - 22)

(E - 23)

where G: S ~O$~i is the Alfv?m speed in M1<S units. (The definition of ~e used here
differs by a factor of 2 from the usual definition of beta. The present. beta is half of the
usual beta. )

The solution to Eq, (E22) can convenientIy be expressed in terms of a t.inle-
dependent e]ec.t.ronbeta, ~,(t), with T= replacing T,O in the definition (E-23). The result
is

[ 1
2/5

@e=?eo l+~&~D~ . (E-24)
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We immediately see that there can be no appreciable electron Ohmic heating unless the
time f t=xcwds the 1ime scale, to, where

(E-25)

As an example, consider/= 102 cm, 1 eV electrons ( fl~ % 107*), and an initial electron
beta of 1%. Then to s 10-s sec. (If f = 10 cm, then to = 10-7 sec.)

Let us sul)lmse that the transit time thro~~ll the nozzle is of order to or longer. Then
we can neglect-the “l” in (E-24), and can estin;ate the electron beta from

But note that

()

Teo 3’2 ~ c.onst.
&i2D; = ~ ~:42

(E - 26)

(E - 27)

Thus, the electron temperature cancels out, and we conclude that, the electron beta
achieve(i by Ohmic heating is practically indepencklt of the initial electron temperature.

Now let us define au “Alfv&n temperature” TA by

(Since the ion beta
TA x Ti.) Then Eq.

m.i~~ = TA. (E - 28)

is of order unity by the arguments in Appendix D, we expect that,
(E-27) becomes

(E - 29)

where D: is the resistive diffusivit.y evaluated by replacing the electron temperahwe with
the Alfvt$n temperature.

Now, equation (E-26) reads

Be= ()titDA 2’5
;p v (E - 30)

for t > t...Because the Alfv&n temperature is much larger than the initial or nominal
electron temperature, we see that the effective resistive diffusivit,y that. heats up the
electrons is much smaller than we would have at first expected. It,is essentially the resist.ive
diffusivity ol)tain@ by replacing the electron temperature with the ion temperature (for ion
beta = 1), which is reminiscent of the way things worked for the temperature equilibration
of cold electrons and hot ions. Insofar as the ion beta is indeed of order unity, we
can conclude from (E-3o) that the achieved electron beta, will depend on]y on the ion
temperature, plasma dimensions, and, of course, the elapsed time.
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We now calculate some examples for 13,, and set t = t. = lz/v~, on the orch=rof
the transit. time throltgh the. nozzle when t.lw inn hd.a is of order nnity. As n working

example, we shall take t?== 1(.)2cm. For the hmgt.h, & we shd use the radkd ihickness
of t~e annular magnetic nozzle t = A, so that Be drops off significantly in the radial
direction., This procedure assumes that appreciabk axiaI as well as radial current flows in
the plasma. If this is not the case, then the result below for /3, nmst be multiplied by a
factor of (A2/l~)21s = A-415, where A is the aspect ratio of the nozzle,

Then, Eq. (E30) becomes

Since, in cgs uuit.s, t= = A2 numerically in the chosen example, we have (numerically),

A =

which reduces fUrt.her (for TA = Tit D#(~) ~ *S}{~V,, mld~i(~) ~ 1.3x 10GT~12(el’))$
to

i-%= —~~ x T;(W))

Then we have the following practical estimates.

Ti = 10 cV, P, = 0.48,

= @/5(eJ/-) “

@C(act.ual)= 0.96

Ti = 100 ~V, ~~ = 0.075, ~,(actual) = 0.15

Thus, we conclude, just as for the earlier equipartition study, that the final electron het.a
obtained by resistive heating depends sensitivity on the ion temperature. (if ~. (actual )
is close to unity, it means that, Te. is close to Ti.) CW.ler ions signify slower flow spe.eels
(because /3iOn+ 1), and longer times available for Ohmic heating of the electrons. If the

“/5 hi necessary, t~en it. must becurrent density distribution is such that the factor A
concluded” that. for A z 10, resistive heating of the electrons w{ 11be nlinor.

We may summarize the qualitative results of Appendix E by stal iug that. i \IP rnt es { ,r

equipart.itiou and Ohmic. dissipation are not as a rapid as one would have supposed based
on the high C’oulomb collisioriality of cold electrons, Instead, these rates depend critically
on the ion temperature. Equipartition and Ohmic dissipation S11OUMconstitute effective
electron heating mechanisms in azimuthal magnetic nozzles (MP13 thrusters ) when the
flow velocities (Alfv4n speeds) correspond to a lower range of energies (s 10 eV ), but not
when the flow velocities are in a range of
current is mostly radial, one suspects that
effect.

higher energies (~ 100 cl’” )0 Moreover, if the
resistive heatiug of elec.t.ronsis always a small
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APPENDIX F
T’1313 I?MV?CT OF T13ERMAL FOItCE TERMS IN OTJIWS J,AW

The particular dependence of the Coulomb scattering cross section on the relative
velocity of charged particles (before averaging over velocity), gives rise to a number of
“extra” transport effects in a cIsssical plasnla.2 We have already taken these extra terms
into account in”our discussion of thermal conduction in Chap, I. Here, we wish to examine
the eflects of such h$rms in Olin’s law in relation to the problem of cross-field mass
transport.

The electron momentum equation divided by

.
where RT is the thermal force term.2

In the case of un-magnetized electrons,

ftT v T,,—. = –0.71—

(rw)yields Ohm’s law, in cgs units,

VP= + ET—— = rl%s (F-1)
ne ne

ne e . ,

When P=-1VI!. X T=-] VZ’e, it is clear that such a term can prodnce no significant. new
qualitative efrects beyond tha,t already providrd by the VP” term. However, since it is on
the san~e orcler as the VPe term, the thermal force term must be included in a detailed
study of mass transport in any situation that is influenced by the VPe term. Here, however,
we note that these two ternls will have no influence at all on “radial” mass transport in
the tneridional magnetic nozzle, according to ttl~earguments already expressed in Chap.
L Moreover, in the azimuthal magnetic nozzle with un-magnet,ized electrons, it can be
shown t.hai, both of these terms are small compared to the resistive pressure-driven term
(for radial transport) in the ratio (@/~.) vs. (A-l )(tiC~/~ei), with (~Ce/~ei) <1. The
conclusion is that, the thermal force terms are generally unimportant when the electrons
are un-magnetizecl.

When the electrons are strongly magnetized, the thermal force term becomes

& ()
._=–0.71w _ 15 ~ ‘1 B X VT=.

n.e e Vei e’
(F -3)

To study mass transport., we crossed Ohm’s law with ~ and multiplied through by (r/132 ).
Then we examined the “radial” component.. (Here, we also must multiply through by (-1)
as in Chap. I.) The terms on the rhs of Eq. (F-1) then become

Dv OP + l_J + (VP= X ~)r C
rhs = -47r — —

B2 ~r ne ‘ ne
~+ L5(~)(:);, (F-4)

where Dq = (c2/4n)q.
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In the case of the mericliord nozzle, only the first and last terms survive, and the
last term is t.ht=t.hernml force. These two terms can be respect.ivd.vshrmm to l-w in the
rdi~ ~(#/#i), where # = & + Pi. Tlms, again no new qualitative eitkcts are iutruduced
by ti?e thermal force, provided that the ion beta is of the same order of magnitude as the
total beta. Nevertheless, it is interesting that the thermal force term is on the same order
as the resistive pressure dtiven term when the electrons are magnetized. The thermal force
therefore must be included in any detailed transport study of a specified meridional nozzle
design when the electrons are magnetized.

In the case of the azimuthal magnetic nozzle, we have already seen that the Hall
term, Jr, dominates the resistive pressure-driven term when the electrons are magnetized.
Comparing the Hall term to the thermal force term, we easily find that they are ,in the
ratio 1/(,uce/V~~)- 1 = (WC,/V=i) >1. Thus, when the electrons tie magnetized, the thermal
force term is much smaller than the Hall term snd can be neglected in the study of radial
“mass transport in the azimuthal magnetic nozzle.

Here, we have considered ouly the extremes of un-rnagnetized electrons and strongly
magnetized elect rons. The exact situation whe~e the degree of magnetization is arbitrary
is very complicated, but all the formuks for l?~ are known2 and available for use in a
study of radhd mass transport.
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~ont.ours of constant density for un-magnetized flow through the hyperbolic nozzle
of Fig. 3.

Variation of density along streamlines for un-rnagnetized flow through the hyperbolic
nozzle of Fig. 3.

Coordinate grid for JPL nozzle (Ref. 11) using the same scheme as in Fig. 3.

Strea.ll]]i nes for W-I-magnetized flrnv t.lmwlgll JFL nozzle.

contours of constanl. (pV)2 for un-magnetized flow through ,JPL nozzle,

Variation of (pV)2 along streamlines for un-magnet.ized flow through JPL nozzle.

Contours of constant. density for un-nmgnetizecl flow through,JPL nozzle.

Variation of density along streamlines for un-magnet.ized flow through JPI.

Contours of constant. pressure for un-nmgnetizecl flow through JPL nozzle.

nozzle,



Fig. 18.

rig. 19.

Fig. 20.

Fig. 21.

Fig. 22.

Fig. 23.

Fig. 24.

Fig. 25.

Fig. 26.

Fig. 27.

Fig. 28.

Fig. 29.

Fig. 30.

Fig. 31.

Fig. 32.

Fig. 33.

Fig. 34.

Variation of pressure along streamlines for un-magnetized flow through JPL nozzle.

Contours of constant math number (with ~ = 5/3) for un-magnetized flow f lIrfJltglI

JPL nozzle.

Contours of constant Mach number (with -f = 1.4) for un-magnetized flow through
JPL nozzle.

Streamlines in the JPL nozzle for the un-rnagnetized non-unifmm pressure
configuration Po z (1 + #), with c = -O.O2. Flow reversal at the nozzle entrance is. .
induced by a non-m~form pressure profile in the reservoir.

Streamlines in the JPL nozzle for the ml-magnetized
configuration, PO(1 + #), with c = 0.02. Flow reversal at
induced by a non-uniform pressure profile in the reservoir.

non-uniform pressure
the nozzle entrance is

Streamlines in the hyperbolic nozzle for magnetized flow with ~’(U) = const. and
a = 0.8 (Sec. 11-C.3).

Contours of constant. (pV)2 in the hyperbolic nozzle for nmgnetized flow with y$’(t~)
= const. and CY= 0.8 (Sec. 11-C.3).

Wmiat.ion of (PV)2 along st.reanllines in the hyperbolic nozzle for magnetized flow

with *’(U) = col@ and a = 0,8 (Sec. 11-C.3).

Contours of constant velocity in the hyperbolic nozzle for magnetized flow with *’(U)
= const. and a = 0.S (Sec. 11-C.3).

Variat.irm of velocity along streamlines in the hyperbolic nozzle for magnetized flow
with +’(t)) = const. and Q = 0.8 (Sec. 11-C.3).

Contours of constant density in the hyperbolic nozzle for magnetized flow wil.h V’( U)
= consi. ad a = 0.8 (Sec. H-C.3).

Variation of density along streamlines in the hyperbolic nozzle for magnetized flow
with #(f.7) = const, and a = 0.8 (Sec. H-C.3).

Streamlines in the JPL nozzle for magnetized flow with +’(U) = const. and a = 0,8
(Sec. 11-C!.3).

Contours of constant. (pJ”)2 in the JPL nozzle for magnetized flow with @(V) =
const. and a = 0.8 (Sec. H-C!.3).

Variation of (pi-)2 along streamlines in the JPL nozzle for magnetized flow with
#(t~) = collst. and a = 0.8 (Sec. 11-C.3).

Contours of constant. density in the JPL
const. aud a = 0.8 (Sec. 11-C.3).

Variation of density along streamlines in
#’(U) = const. and a = 0.8 (Sec. H-C.3).

nozzle for magnetized flow with +’ (Z?) =

the JPL nozzle for magnetized flovr with



Fig. 35.

Fig. 36.

Fig. 37.

Fig. 38.

Fig. 39.

Fig. 40.

Contours of constant pressure in the JPL nozzle for magnetized flow with +’(U) =
mind. a,ncl 0 = 0.8.

Variation of pressure along streamlines in the JPL nozzle for magnetized flow with
~!’(u) = COllst. and a = 0.8.

Example of a magnetically confined sharp boundary flow field in a mmi~lona!
codigurati&n similar to the JPL nozzle.

Example of a magnetically confined sharp boundary flow field in a rnericlional
configuration near the “stufling” limit,

Example of interlaced elliptic and hyperbolic regions in a magnetically confined
plasma with a diffuse profile in a meridional magnetic nozzle.

FRC compression on FRX-C, 2-D MHD simulations, time evolution of flux surfaces
@(r, z).
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